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Abstract
Fundamental Studies on Mass Bias Variability in Multi Collector - Inductively
Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry The use of multi collector-inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (MC-ICPMS) for the measurement of isotope ratios is very
favorable, because the inductively coupled plasma eciently ionizes elements while the
simultaneous signal detection can minimize eects from plasma uctuations by measuring ions produced at the same time. However, trueness and precision of the results
are critically dependent on the stability of mass bias within a single measurement and
especially between standards and samples.
In this work, the isotope ratios measured for MC-ICPMS measurements were found to
be critically dependent on the ICP operating conditions. The observed mass bias varied
up to 1.8 % for

146

Nd/144 Nd. The main cause for a variation in mass discrimination

could be attributed to changes in the gas temperature of the plasma fraction sampled
into the interface and a subsequently varying relative transmission eciency for isotopes
of dierent m/z. The trend of mass bias by changing the gas ow rates entering the
plasma, the RF power or for dierent sampling depths was found similar in direction as
well as its extent. The inuence of each parameter on the gas temperature as well as the
conditions in the interface determined largely, how much the respective parameters had
to be varied to achieve equal deviations. Our ndings using a Nu Plasma HR instrument
(Nu Instruments, Wrexham, GB) are in accordance with studies carried out on a dierent
MC-ICPMS model (Neptune, Thermo Scientic, Bremen, DE [1]) and were conrmed
on a large scale Nu 1700 (Nu Intruments, Wrexham, GB). The general trends must thus
be assumed as inherent to MC-ICPMS instruments using double-focusing sector eld
MS and not to manufacturer specialities.
Around maximum signal intensity conditions, a relative enrichment in the heavier isotopes with decreasing plasma temperature was found for ve isotope systems with masses
> 40 u and for dierent sample introduction systems, namely conventional nebulization,
membrane desolvation and laser ablation. In most cases, more extreme parameter vari-
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Abstract

ations resulted in a maximum relative depletion of the heavier isotope for high plasma
temperatures. On the other hand, lower plasma temperatures were at some point accompanied by a plateau like region of less varying isotope ratios, before a further increase or
a decrease was observed. For Li and B isotope ratios, however, the reverse behavior was
found with decreasing heavy/light isotope ratios towards lower plasma temperatures.
The aerosol formation process for liquid sample introduction was shown to aect mass
bias to only a minor degree. However, the laser ablation process was of importance for
the comparability of mass bias of Nd isotopes between lithiumtetraborate samples of different opacity. The mass bias variability with changing sample absorptivity at the laser
wavelength was most pronounced for ns-LA. However, the total mass load of the plasma
inuenced the isotope ratios measured only minorly. Most probably, the sample laser interaction is responsible for the bias observed by producing matrix-dependent aerosols of
dierent particle size distributions and degrees of isotope fractionation. Adding a heavy
element matrix without changing the sample opacity did not show a great inuence on
mass bias, underlining the importance of the aerosol morphology rather than plasma
load and additional space charge eects by a heavy matrix element. Still, also for laser
ablation, the distinct dependence of the isotope ratio measured on the gas temperature
was conrmed.
Mass bias variability with gas temperature, however, was nearly eliminated for Nd
isotope ratios when tuning the ion optics for highest sensitivity at each parameter setting
using two dierent MC-ICPMS. The thus stabilized mass bias showed, that its variation
is not prevalently introduced in the plasma itself. A model for mass-selective ion beam
loss at an aperture within the mass spectrometer part is proposed based on changing
trajectories of ions generated at dierent plasma conditions. The small changes in the
kinetic energy of ions in dependence on the carrier gas ow rate (< 0.64 V in this
study) in comparison to their kinetic energy spread (∼1.5 V) were found to be an
unlikely candidate to cause the variable relative transmission eciencies. In contrast, a
dierently expanding ion beam by changing the angular spread of the ion trajectories as
well as a change in the point of charge separation may be appointed to cause the observed
variations for isotope systems of higher mass than Ar. However, for elements lighter than
Ar, the weight of the inuence of mass discriminating processes may change. Whereas
diusion in the plasma and interface might be much more crucial than for the heavier
elements, a decreasing space charge by a reduction in the number of Ar ions in the beam
may also be responsible for declining isotope ratios with lower gas temperatures.

xix
Applying a selection of three mass fractionation law to Nd ratios measured at dierent
ICP and ion optics settings, the power and the exponential law were found equally
suitable to correct for mass bias for a selected range of instrumental conditions. The
Russell law, however, resulted in systematic over- or underestimation of the isotope
ratio at parameter settings dierent from the initial ones. For a given study, one or the
other mass fractionation law might give the better results, depending on the operating
conditions. However, one has to be very careful to assume then the same dependence
for sample and standards. Due to the more pronounced dependency on the operating
conditions, the Russell law might be more prone to produce inaccurate results for not
perfectly matrix-matched standards.

The Use of Isotope Ratios in Gem Authentication Whereas colored andesine/
labradorite had been thought unique to the North American continent, red andesine
supposedly coming from the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DR Congo), Inner
Mongolia, and Tibet has been on the market for the last 10 years. After red Inner Mongolian andesine was proven to be Cu-diused by heat treatment from colorless andesine
starting material, eorts were taken to distinguish minerals sold as Tibetan and Inner
Mongolian andesine. Using ns-laser ablation-inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry, the main and trace element composition of andesines from dierent origins was
determined. Mexican, Oregon, and Asian samples were clearly distinguishable by their
main element content (CaO, SiO2 Na2 O, and K2 O), whereas the composition of Inner
Mongolian, Tibetan, and DR Congo material was within the same range. Since the Li
concentration was shown to be correlated with the Cu concentration, the formerly proposed dierentiation by the Ba/Sr vs. Ba/Li ratio does not distinguish between samples
from Tibet and Inner Mongolia, but mainly between red and colorless material. Using
fs-laser ablation-multi collector-ICPMS, laboratory diused samples showed variations
up to 3 h for

65

Cu/63 Cu within one mineral due to the diusion process. Ar isotope

ratio measurements proved that heat treatment will reduce the amount of radiogenic
40

Ar in the samples signicantly. Only low levels of radiogenic Ar were found in samples

collected onsite in both mine locations in Tibet. Together with a high intra-sample variability of the Cu isotope ratio, andesine samples labeled as coming from Tibet are most
probably Cu-diused, using initially colorless Inner Mongolian andesines as starting material. Therefore, at the moment, the only reliable source of colored andesine/labradorite
remains the state of Oregon.

Zusammenfassung
Grundlagenstudien zur Variabilität der Massendiskriminierung in Massenspektrometrie mit induktiv gekoppeltem Plasma und Multikollektor-Detektion Die
Massenspektrometrie mit induktiv gekoppeltem Plasma und Multikollektor-Detektion
(MC-ICPMS) eignet sich sehr gut für Isotopenverhältnismessungen. Während das induktiv gekoppelte Plasma fast alle Elemente ezient ionisiert, minimiert die parallele
Signalerfassung Eekte, die sich aus Plasmauktuationen ergeben, da die gemessenen
Ionen alle zur gleichen Zeit im Plasma erzeugt werden. Dabei hängen jedoch Richtigkeit
und Präzision der Ergebnisse stark von der Stabilität der Massendiskriminierung ab.
Dies gilt sowohl innerhalb der Einzelmessung als auch besonders zwischen Messungen
von Proben und Standards.
In dieser Arbeit wurde eine ausgeprägte Abhängigkeit der mit MC-ICPMS gemessenen
Isotopenverhältnisse von den Arbeitsbedingungen des ICPs beobachtet. Für 146 Nd/144 Nd
variierte die Massendiskriminierung bis zu 1.8 %. Der Hauptgrund für die Variation
der Massendiskriminierung konnte Änderungen der Gastemperatur der in das Interface
überführten Plasmafraktion zugeordnet werden. Nachfolgend ändert sich die relative
Transmissionsezienz für Isotope unterschiedlicher Masse-zu-Ladungsverhältnisse. Der
Trend der Massendiskriminierung war sowohl in Richtung als auch in Ausprägung ähnlich für Änderungen der Plasmagasüsse, der RF Power als auch des Abstandes zwischen
Plasmafackel und Interface. Unsere Beobachtungen mit dem Nu Plasma HR (Nu Instruments, Wrexham, GB) sind in Übereinstimmung mit Untersuchungen auf einem anderen
MC-ICPMS Modell (Neptune, Thermo Scientic, Bremen, DE [1]) und wurden zudem
auf dem Nu 1700 (Nu Instruments, Wrexham, GB) bestätigt. Die generellen Trends sind
deshalb MC-ICPMS-Geräten allgemein und nicht speziellen Ausführungen der Herstellerrmen zuzuschreiben.
Für fünf Isotopensysteme mit Atommassen > 40 u wurde eine relative Anreicherung
des schwereren Isotops mit abnehmender Plasmatemperatur gefunden. In der Umgebung
der Messkonditionen, die zu höchster Signalintensität führen, galt dies nicht nur für kon-
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ventionelle Zerstäubung, sondern auch, wenn dieser eine Membrandesolvatisierung nachfolgte, oder wenn das Aerosol mit Laserablation (LA) generiert wurde. Für extremere
Parametervariationen wurde in den meisten Fällen bei hohen Plasmatemperaturen ein
maximaler relativer Verlust des schwereren Isotops, also ein Isotopenverhältnisminimum,
beobachtet. Bereiche tieferer Plasmatemperaturen hingegen wurden fast immer von einer plateauartigen Region mit vergleichweise wenig variierenden Isotopenverhältnissen
begleitet. Ein weiteres Absenken der Plasmatemperatur führte dann zu wieder stärkeren Transmissionsunterschieden zwischen den Isotopen, die entweder in einem grösseren
Verlust der leichteren oder der schwereren Isotope mündete. Die Isotopenverhältnisse
von Li und B verhielten sich im Gegensatz dazu umgekehrt. Die zwei leichten Isotopensysteme zeigten zunehmende relative Verluste des leichteren Isotops mit ansteigender
Plasmatemperatur.
Für die Einführung üssiger Proben konnte gezeigt werden, dass der Aerosolbildungsprozess die resultierende Massendiskriminierung nur zu einem geringen Grad beeinusst.
Der Laserablationsprozess hingegen war für die Vergleichbarkeit der Nd Isotopenverhältnisse in Lithiumtetraboratproben mit unterschiedlichem Absorptionsvermögen von grosser Bedeutung. Am ausgeprägtesten war die beobachtete Variabilität in Abhängigkeit des
Absorptionsvermögens der Probe bei der Laserwellenlänge für ns-LA. Der gesamte Masseneintrag ins Plasma beeinusste die gemessenen Isotopenverhältnisse hingegen kaum.
Sehr wahrscheinlich wird die beobachtete Abweichung durch die Wechselwirkungen zwischen Laserstrahlung und Probe verursacht. Ändert sich diese Wechselwirkung bei unterschiedlicher Probendurchlässigkeit, werden matrixabhängig Aerosole unterschiedlicher
Partikelgrössenverteilung und Ausmass an Isotopenfraktionierung gebildet. Die Zugabe
eines schweren Elementes (Ho) zur Matrix, das die Probendurchlässigkeit nicht änderte,
zeigte hingegen keinen grossen Einuss auf die Massendiskriminierung. Diese Beobachtung unterstreicht die Bedeutung der Aerosolmorphologie im Vergleich zum Gesamtmasseneintrag ins Plasma und Änderungen in der Raumladung durch das schwere Element.
Trotzdem wurde auch für die Laserablation eine ausgeprägte Abhängigkeit des gemessenen Isotopenverhältnisses von der Gastemperatur bestätigt.
Wurde jedoch die Ionenoptik zweier unterschiedlicher MC-ICPMS für jede Parametereinstellung auf höchste Empndlichkeit justiert, liess sich die Änderung der Massendiskriminierung mit der Gastemperatur für Nd Isotopenverhältnisse fast vollständig unterbinden. Die so stabilisierte Massendiskriminierung zeigte, dass ihre Variabilität nicht
vornehmlich im Plasma selbst verursacht wird. Deshalb wird ein Modell vorgeschlagen,
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das massenselektiven Ionenstrahlverlust an einer Lochblende innerhalb des Massenspektrometers damit erklärt, dass die Flugbahnen der Ionen mit den Plasmabedingungen
variieren. Da die gemessene Änderung der kinetischen Energie der Ionen in Abhängigkeit der Gasussrate geringer (< 0.64 V) ausel als ihre Energieverteilung (∼1.5 V), ist
eine relative Änderung in der kinetischen Energie der Ionen zueinander wahrscheinlich
nicht Ursache der variablen relativen Transmissionsezienzen. Im Gegensatz dazu könnten sowohl Änderungen des anfänglichen Ausbreitungswinkels der Ionenugbahnen als
auch in der Verschiebung des Punktes der Ladungstrennung in einem sich unterschiedlich ausbreitenden Ionenstrahl resultieren, dessen unvollständige Transmission durch eine kleine Önung im Spektrometer zu den Variationen führt, die für Isotopensysteme
schwererer Massen als Argon beobachtet wurden. Für leichtere Elemente hingegen könnte sich der Beitrag der jeweiligen massenselektiven Prozesse zur Massendiskriminierung
ändern. Diusion im Plasma und im Interface kann für die leichten Elemente, deren relativer Massenunterschied zwischen den Isotopen hoch ist, sehr viel entscheidender sein als
für die schwereren Elemente. Der zunehmende Verlust des jeweiligen leichteren Isotops
bei ansteigenden Plasmatemperaturen liesse sich ausserdem durch stärker ausgeprägte
Raumladungseekte erklären, wenn die ezientere Ionisierung des Plasmagases dazu
führt, dass die Konzentration der Argonionen im Ionenstrahl zunimmt.
Die Anwendung dreier Massenfraktionierungsgesetze auf die bei unterschiedlichen Betriebsbedingungen gemessenen Daten zeigte, dass sowohl das Potenz- als auch das Exponentialgesetz gleich gut geeignet sind, um Massendiskriminierung bei einer Reihe instrumenteller Bedingungen zu korrigieren. Die Ergebnisse der mit dem Russell-Gesetz
korrigierten Isotopenverhältnisse hingegen variierten systematisch mit den jeweiligen Parametereinstellungen. Somit mag das eine oder andere Gesetz für bestimmte Betriebseinstellungen zu den besseren Resultaten führen, die mit den bekannten Werten besser
übereinstimmen. Damit auch genauere Ergebnisse daraus resultieren, muss dazu jedoch
die gleiche Abhängigkeit für Proben und Standards angenommen werden. Durch die
ausgeprägteren Variationen der korrigierten Werte mit den Arbeitseinstellungen ist es
für das Russell-Gesetz jedoch wahrscheinlicher, dass nicht vollständig matrixangepasste Standards zu kleinen Änderungen der Plasmabedingungen und damit zu falschen
Resultaten führen.

Der Einsatz von Isotopenverhältnismessungen bei der Echtheitsprüfung von Edelsteinen Obwohl das Vorkommen farbigen Andesins/Labradorits allein dem Nordame-
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Zusammenfassung

rikanischen Kontinent zugeschrieben wurde, ist seit zehn Jahren roter Andesin auf dem
Markt, dessen Herkunftsorte der Demokratischen Republik Kongo, der Inneren Mongolei und Tibet zugeschrieben werden. Nachdem bewiesen wurde, dass die rote Farbe
der Andesine aus der Inneren Mongolei der Kupferdiusion unter Hitzebehandlung farblosen Ausgangsmaterials entstammte, wurden Anstrengungen unternommen, um unter
der Bezeichnung tibetisch oder inner mongolisch verkaufte Mineralien zu unterscheiden. Die Haupt- und Spurenelementzusammensetzungen von Andesin unterschiedlicher
Herkunft wurden mittels ns-Laserablation-ICPMS bestimmt. Die Hauptelementgehalte
(CaO, SiO2 Na2 O, and K2 O) erlaubten eine klare Unterscheidung des Materials aus Mexiko, dem US-Staat Oregon und Asien. Eine Unterteilung der Proben in zur Inneren
Mongolei, Tibet und der Demokatrischen Republik Kongo gehörende, erlaubte die Zusammensetzung hingegen nicht, da sich die Konzentrationen im gleichen Bereich befanden. Die vormals vorgeschlagene Unterscheidung über das Ba/Sr- zu Ba/Li-Verhältnis
war ebenfalls nicht möglich, da sich zeigen liess, dass die Li- und die Kuperkonzentrationen korrelierten. Somit unterschied das Ba/Li-Verhältnis nicht zwischen Proben
aus Tibet und der Inneren Mongolei, sondern vielmehr zwischen rotem und farblosem Material. Mit der Hilfe von fs-LA-ICPMS liessen sich in im Labor diundierten
Proben
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Cu/63 Cu-Verhältnisse nachweisen, die aufgrund des Diusionsprozesses bis zu

3 h innerhalb einer Probe variierten. Argonisotopenmessungen bewiesen, dass die Hitzebehandlung den Gehalt an radiogenem

40

Ar in den Proben signikant reduziert. In

den Proben, die an beiden Minenstandorten in Tibet gesammelt worden waren, wurden jedoch nur sehr geringe Mengen an radiogenem Argon gefunden. Zusammen mit
einer hohen Variabilität der Kupferisotopenverhältnisse zwischen den Proben lässt sich
daraus schliessen, dass die Andesinproben, die als tibetisch ausgewiesen werden, sehr
wahrscheinlich durch Kupferdiusion aus anfänglich farblosem Andesin aus der Inneren
Mongolei entstanden. Somit verbleibt der Staat Oregon bisher die einzige verlässliche
Quelle für farbigen Andesin/Labradorit.
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1. Introduction
When looking out of the window, one sees many things. Some can be instantly recognized
by their familiar shape. Grass, an asphalt street, trees. The information about the sort
of trees is present in the shape of their leaves, their way to grow, their bark, their
blossoms and their fruits. If you have however two fruits, let's say, apricots, from the
same sort of trees, and do not know where they come from, how can you distinguish
where they have been grown?
The same goes for rocks and stones. It is easy for the geologist to tell a quartz from
a calcite. A gemologist may be able to see the origin of a gemstone when looking at
the inclusions which sometimes are distinct only for a certain mine location [2]. To
determine the time of formation and unequivocally track back the origin of a gem,
more information is needed. The fate of a rock is reected in the composition of its
trace elements and their relative concentrations as well as in the isotope ratios of its
components. Before formation, the isotopic composition of the melt was mostly uniform
within a big bath. After the closing of a mineral, all its isotopic clocks begin to tick
as the radioactive isotopes of elements decay. The ratios of

Sm/143 N d, 232 T h/208 P b,
234
U/230 T h, 238 U/207 P b, 235 U/206 P b and 87 Rb/86 Sr begin to change. With the knowledge
147

about their present ratios and some of the initial conditions, the age of the mineral can
then be calculated back and the fate of the mineral re-constructed.
In the case of apricots, dierent climate conditions may rather be reected in the
ratios of their stable isotopes. The ratios of isotopes are referred to as stable when
they are not subject to radioactive decay, but changes occur due to mass fractionating
processes. Partitioning of two stable isotopes of an element between two mineral phases,
for example, can serve as an isotope geothermometer, since the degree of fractionation
is dependent on the temperature of formation [3].
The traditional stable isotope pairs are those of the HCNOS, hydrogen, carbon,
nitrogen, oxygen and sulfur, e.g. 2 H/1 H,

13

C/12 C,

15

N/14 N,

18

O/16 O and

34

S/32 S. Due

to their low atomic mass, the relative mass dierence of the isotope pairs is large and
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therefore, changes often relatively easy to determine. With the advent of improved instruments allowing more precise measurements, also non-traditional stable isotope ratios are accessible, ranging from 11 B/10 B [4, 5] and 26 Mg/25 Mg over 57 Fe/54 Fe, 66 Zn/64 Zn
and
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Cu/63 Cu up to the Cd and Hg isotopes.

The dierent raining patterns for the alpine region of the Wallis in contrast to the
region of the Rhine valley in Baden-Würtemberg will cause dierent carbon- and oxygen
isotope compositions due to Raleigh fractionation [3]. Consequently, they may be used
to determine the authenticity of the ripe fruit going to market as it has been carried out
for other food products [6].
This thesis is concerned with one of the main methods to measure isotope ratios across
nearly the whole periodic table, starting from 7 Li/6 Li up to the U-series and even the
short-lived radioactive isotope systems above, which can only be measured in specially
equipped facilities due to the large amounts of radiation they release. Multi collector-

inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (MC-ICPMS) has become the
method of choice for many applications concerning isotope ratio measurements. However, the isotope ratios measured are always biased and need to be corrected using
internal or external standardization. Therefore, a detailed description of the factors
inuencing mass bias is of great importance.
This introduction will rst dene the isotope ratio variations one wants to measure.
Then, the underlying principles of the MC-ICPMS will be described and its problems
concerning so-called mass bias be highlighted, before the aim of this study is dened
and illustrated.

1.1. Isotope Fractionation
In general, the isotopic composition of an element can be changed by the following
processes [7]
 radioactive decay reducing the abundance of the parent (the decaying) isotope
and increasing the abundance of the daughter (product) nuclide, which may occur
naturally, from either long-lived or short-lived nuclides (by now vanished) or of
anthropogenic origin, e. g. products from the nuclear fuel cycle [8] or medicinal
and scientic applications

1.1 Isotope Fractionation
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 intended change for isotope dilution experiments, or distribution studies where
the resulting manipulated isotopic composition after addition of spikes serves as a
means for quantitation
 mass-dependent fractionation
 mass-in dependent fractionation

Isotope fractionation refers to the process where isotopes partition between two
substances or two phases of the same substance with dierent isotope ratios [3]. It is
mainly induced by (i) isotope exchange reactions (with equilibrium isotope distribution)
or (ii) kinetic processes where molecules of the same chemical formula, but dierent
isotopic composition have dierent reaction rates.

Isotope eects is the term used to describe variations in the physical and chemical
properties of an element which arise from dierences in the atomic mass [3].
All isotopes of an element have the same electronic structure, making their chemical
behavior very similar. The nucleus, being mainly responsible for the physical properties
of an element, however, diers for each isotope in terms of its neutron number and thus,
mass. Therefore, also the physicochemical properties are not completely identical; in
molecules of dierent isotopic constitution, the properties do not vary qualitatively, but
quantitatively.
Quantum mechanical eects are responsible for the dierent physicochemical behavior of isotopes. Chemical isotope eects are dominated by the dependence of mainly
vibrational motions on the mass of their participants. A molecule of the same chemical
formula, but with one or more of its atoms exchanged by a heavier isotope, will have a
lower zero point energy than a molecule with the lighter isotope at the same position.
Thereby, bond strengths become weaker when they involve isotopes of lower mass and
will be broken more easily, leading to a general increased readiness for reaction [3].

Mass-dependent fractionation occurs at thermodynamic equilibrium when only
the relative mass dierences of the isotopes govern their distribution and can be visualized in a three-isotope plot. Plotting the ratio of two isotopes to a common third
isotope against each other results in straight lines when the fractionation is strictly
mass-dependent. Deviations from this line are referred to and can be used to identify

mass-independent fractionation. Processes inducing mass-independent fractionation are more wide-spread than initially assumed [3] and can result from e.g. non-linear
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variation in the nuclear volume of isotopes with mass [9], which displaces the electronic
energy levels and thus causes changes in the chemical reactivity [10].

1.2. Mass Spectrometry
Since the only physical dierence between isotopes of the same element is their number
of neutrons, all isotope ratios are usually measured using mass spectrometers. Except
for some cases, the dierence in the number of neutrons only changes the mass.
The rst mass spectrometer was rather a mass spectrograph. J. J. Thomson used
electrical and magnetic elds to separate charged Cathode beams [11]. In 1907, the
detection on photoplates resulted in parabolas for each isotope. Already in 1912, Thomson published the use of a Faraday Cup for detection. After the 1st World War, his
co-worker Francis Aston realized the focussing of particles of dierent velocity to the
same point. This made the respective ion beam more intense and with the use of
smaller slits, allowed a higher mass resolution. He managed to detect the isotopes of 27
elements, including Li, B, Mg, Ar, Kr and Xe [11].

1.2.1. Sector Field Mass Spectrometry
The severe losses during mass separation due to the dierent initial velocities and directions of the particles in the beam were largely overcome by R. Herzog and J. Mattauch
[12, 13]. They could show theoretically, that a combination of a radial electrostatic and
a vertically arranged homogeneous magnetic sector eld can focus charged particles of
any initial conditions to a single point. This double-focussing set-up is called MattauchHerzog-Geometry and is still used in modern sector eld instruments. Angle aberrations,
however, still caused non-optimum focussing. They were later on accounted for by using
a combination of second order lenses and introduced into mass spectrometers of NierJohnson-Geometry, where the electrostatic lter at a 90° angle is followed by a magnetic
sector eld in 60° angle. In the reverse Nier-Johnson-Geometry, the electrostatic is
positioned after the magnetic eld.

The Magnetic Sector
The magnetic sector eld is provided by electro- or permanent magnets. Upon entering
into the magnetic eld, the ion beam becomes deected on a circular path. The radius
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of each particle is the value for which the opposing forces of centripetal and centrifugal
force are cancelled out. The centrifugal force Fc is only dependent on the mass m
and the square of the velocity v in relation to the radius rm of the particles through the
magnet.
Fc

Magnetic Field
v

B0
Fm

rm
r m1
rm2

Ions of Equal
Energy
m1 < m2 < m3

r m3

m1
m2
m3

Focal Plane

Figure 1.1.: Circular paths of the ions in the magnetic eld. Ions with the same m/z are
focussed to the same point. They hit the detector when their focal point
guides them through the exit slit. (modied after [14])

m · v2
Fc =
rm

(1.1)

The centripetal force Fm includes the charge z as a product with the velocity v of
the particles, the elementary charge e and the ux density B0 of the magnetic eld.

Fm = z · e · v · B0

(1.2)

The velocity of the particles can be calculated using the kinetic energy Ekin given by
the acceleration voltage Uacc forced on the ions after the ion source.

Ekin =

1
· m · v 2 = z · e · Uacc
2

The stable radius rm for Fm = Fc is then

(1.3)
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m·v
rm =
=
z · e · v · B0

r

2 · m · Uacc 1
·
z·e
B0

(1.4)

Therefore, the mass separation achieved by the magnetic sector eld is dependent on
the mass-to-charge ratio m/z

2
· B02
m
e · rm
=
z
2 · Uacc

(1.5)

The transmission of ions of dierent m/z through the magnet can be achieved by
variation of the radius, the magnetic ux density or the acceleration voltage. Since the
most practical solution is changing the magnetic ux density, this parameter is adjusted
to guide uniformly accelerated ions of varying m/z one after the other onto the same
circular path and focus them to a xed exit slit (see Figure 1.1).
Since the ion beam path in addition is dependent on the velocity of the particles,
the magnet also separates ions of dierent kinetic energies. Perfect mass separation is
therefore only achievable for particles of equal kinetic energy. The statistical distribution
of velocities and directions of the ions can not be cancelled out by the magnetic sector
eld. The broader the kinetic energy distribution, the wider the ion beam leaving the
magnet gets and the higher the risk becomes to have overlapping m/z. The prism eect
of the magnetic sector for ion kinetic energies greatly reduces its mass resolution capacity
[15].

The Electrostatic Sector
To reduce the energy dispersion of the beam, the ions are focussed using electrical elds
in an electrostatic sector or electrostatic analyzer (ESA). As for the magnetic
sector, the centrifugal force Fc in combination with the mass m and the velocity v
determines the radius re of the circular path of the ions. The centripetal force Fe in
the capacitor eld, however, is only determined by the elementary charge e, the charge

z of the respective ion and the eld force E0 and not by v .
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Fc
v

E0
Fe

re

rr2

U0

rr111 rree

d
E0 =

Field Force E(r) =

U0
d

U0
r · ln (r2/r1)

Figure 1.2.: Circular paths of the ions in the electrostatic eld as determined by their
kinetic energy. (modied after [14])

Fc =

m · v2
re

Fe = z · e · E0 = z · e ·

(1.6)

U0
d

(1.7)

The eect of the electrical eld force Fe on the ions works in direction of the eld lines.
Bending the ions on a circular path can therefore only be achieved in the circular eld of
a cylindrical capacitor, where the eld force is dependent on the radius. On the medium

circular path re , the medium eld force E0 can be described by the homogeneous eld of
a parallel-plate capacitor as the fraction of distance d and the voltage U0 of the capacitor.

Fc and Fe cancel each other out on this circular path, so re is directly dependent on the
kinetic energy of the ions.

re =

2 · Uacc · d
U0

(1.8)

Small dierences in the energy of the ions ∆Ekin result in circular paths of slightly
dierent radii ∆re , causing energy dispersion.
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∆re
∆Ekin
=
re
Ekin

(1.9)

The deection radius of ions in the magnetic eld is impacted by the mass and by the
kinetic energy of the ions via their momentum. In the electrostatic eld, deection is
determined by the kinetic energy of the ions only. The combination of both elds is then
used to de-couple the energy from the mass dispersion, i. e. using the electrostatic lter
to compensate the energy dispersion of the beam induced by the magnetic eld. Since
both sector elds can also even out diverging beam directions, their coupling results in
a double-focusing, energy as well as angular focusing [15]. Ions of equal m/z can thus be
focused to the exit slit even with slightly dierent initial energy and direction vectors,
enhancing the mass resolution as well as the transmission of the mass spectrometer.
The width of the exit slit of the ESA determines the resolution. The larger the slit,
the higher the transmission. The smaller the aperture is, the better becomes the energy
resolution. However, the exclusion of ions of slightly diverging kinetic energies is accompanied by a reduction in transmission. Depending on the application, a compromise
between high resolution and high transmission needs to be found [15].

1.3. Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry
Mass spectrometry mostly works with charged particles. Therefore, the sample of interests rst needs to be converted into a form which can be introduced into an ion source,
after which the ions are separated and eventually detected.
In 1980, Houk et al. [16] coupled an inductively coupled plasma as an ion source to a
quadrupole mass spectrometer for mass separation. The highly energetic plasma source
allows ionization degrees > 90 % for more than 70 % of the elements due to the high
gas temperatures of 5000 - 7000 K [15]. Today, inductively coupled plasma mass

spectrometry (ICPMS) is one of the most widely used techniques for trace element
and isotope ratio analysis metals and semi-metals [17].
Although the sensitivity and applicability of this technique has been improved signicantly since those early days, the general set-up remained the same. A ne sample
aerosol is introduced into the central tube of a three-membered quartz torch using a
carrier gas. At the end of the torch body, a load coil is used to induce a plasma which
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is nourished by Rf power in the range of 800 - 1500 W. The Ar gas ow through the
middle tube, the auxiliary gas ow, is used to shape the plasma. The highest Ar ow
is passed through the outer tube (13 - 15 l/min) to cool the quartz torch and prevent
melting.
Interface

Skimmer
Cone

Sample
Cone
Plasma Torch
Aerosol Channel

Carrier Gas

to MS
3

~10 Pa
5

~10 Pa
atmospheric
pressure
Auxiliary
Gas

> 10 Pa
high
vaccuum

Plasma
Gas

Figure 1.3.: Schematic drawing of a torch and the interface region.
In general, the auxiliary and cool gas is Ar, except for one approach to replace the
expensive noble gas with pressured air [18]. The carrier gas may also be He which is
favorable for some applications (especially laser ablation [1921]) and a range of additives
have been tried out [22, 23] and implemented partly. For example, if organic solvents
are introduced into the plasma, oxygen [23] may be added to avoid carbon deposition
on the cone or even clogging of its small opening. Additives may also used to reduce
interferences [24], to stabilize the plasma conditions [25] or to increase sensitivity for
some elements [26].
An interface is needed to transfer the ions from the plasma at atmospheric pressure
to the mass spectrometer operated at high vacuum. The pressure is lowered in stages
through two small apertures, the sampler cone (with an opening of 0.7 - 2 mm) and a
skimmer cone. Most of the neutrals are lost there, while a potential dierence between
interface and ion optics accelerates and guides ions towards the mass spectrometer. The
ion beam expands due to the repulsion of the positively charged ions. The sum of
electrostatic repulsion is called space charge. Subsequent ion lenses serve to shape and
stabilize the diverging beam.
The mass spectrometer part is specic for the respective instrument and a compromise
between economic reasons, transmission, resolution power and interference control. The

mass resolution R is dened as the ratio of the mass m where a peak is detected and
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the mass dierence ∆m needed to resolve it from its neighboring signal peak at m + 1
(strictly speaking, m/z) by the 5 % valley-denition

R=

m
.
∆m

(1.10)

In many cases, the mass analyzer is a quadrupole eld generated between four rods
with DC and AC voltages applied, which sequentially selects for ions of dierent m/z.
Due to its low resolution power of approx. 300, the quadrupole mass analyzer itself
can not resolve isobaric interferences. Neither can it ensure a high transmission rate
due to its sequential working procedure. Reaction or collision cells, which can resolve
interferences by preferential reactions of the interfering or the analyte ion species with a
reaction gas or by collisions need to be specically optimized for the task at hand. They
are mainly applied to specialized analytical problems [27].
The aforementioned sector eld instruments, however, can achieve mass resolutions of
up to 10'000 as well as high transmission rates. Another mass analyzer, the time-of-

ight (TOF), uses the dierences in the ight time of ions of dierent mass which are
accelerated to the same kinetic energy. However, like the ion trap MS, which captures
ions in electrical elds and then releases them sequentially [28], the TOF is mainly used
for organic mass spectrometry where molecules rather than elemental ions are measured.
An interesting presentation of the dierent mass separation time ages of ICPMS can
be found in Koppenaal et al. [27].
Ion detection is achieved using dierent kinds of current-to-voltage converters. Faraday cups directly measure the current with a conducting electrode which acts as input
for the detection electronics [29]. Scattering losses are minimized by manufacturing the
cups with high depth/width ratios. High input impedance and large feedback resistance
serve to translate the low currents of ion beams (6242 ion/s = 1 fA) into measurable
voltages. In combination with the gain, this also increases the noise and restricts the
limit of detection. Their most desirable feature is that they are very stable over a long
time within and in between measurements.
A (secondary) electron multiplier ((S)EM) enhances the signal induced by the
impact of an ion by an electron avalanche through dynodes. The possibility for many
SEMs to read out the resulting current at two stages of the avalanche, increases the
dynamic range of signal detection to up to nine orders of magnitude. The need for
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calibration of the analog and the digital output and linearity issues [30], however, make
them more prone to instabilities. At high count rates (>104 cps), signal losses make
dead time corrections necessary [31].
It is the combination of these parts that makes ICPMS such a versatile technique. Its
main advantages are [17]
 high degree of ionization for most elements
 multielement capability
 large dynamic range from mg/g down to very low limits of detection (LOD) of
pg/g or even fg/g
 fast analysis (some minutes per sample) and sample throughput
 potential for direct quantication using isotope dilution
 automation capability
 versatile sample introduction with the potential for hyphenation.
Especially its high sensitivity for metals and semi-metals has turned ICPMS in addition into a valuable detecting device for elemental speciation analysis [32, 33] and
proteins.

1.3.1. Multi Collector-Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass
Spectrometry
Interest in precise isotope ratios is constantly increasing and spreading from its traditional applications in geochemistry (e.g. dating [34, 35]) and archaeology [36, 37] to
other areas including provenance studies [38] and isotope tracing in nutritional surveys
[3941] and clinical trials.
By the combination of the eciently ionizing plasma with the double-focusing sector
eld MS and multi collector detection, VG Elemental in 1992 overcame a range of
problems formerly encountered [7]. The inductively coupled plasma makes elements
with high boiling points like W and Hf accessible, which are not or barely ionized by

thermal ionization mass spectrometry (TIMS) [7]. The sector eld compensates
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for the energy spread of the beam and can be used to resolve interferences in high
resolution mode. The simultaneous signal detection by the multi collector array nally
accounts to a large part for `icker noise' of the plasma, since the ions detected have
been generated at the same time in the source.
The sensitivity, acquisition speed, (pseudo-)high resolution capability and high sample
throughput of multi collector-inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
(MC-ICPMS) have caused the number of publications to leap since the millenium [7].
The instrument used in this study is a Nu Plasma HR (Nu Instruments, Wrexham,
GB, see Figure 1.4).

Figure 1.4.: Schematic drawing of the Nu Plasma HR (adapted from instrument manual).
For ICPMS instruments with multi collector capability, the electrostatic analyzer has
to be placed in front of the magnet, because the magnetic eld does not select for just
one m/z, but for a range of mass-to-charge ratios. In the instrument used, the ion beams
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are separated by the magnetic sector and focussed onto the detector array by means of a
zoom lens. It is composed of two lens arrays  each a series of plates above and below the
ion beam path  which can produce quadrupolar elds by application of quadratically
increasing voltages to the plates.
The zoom lens allows to adjust the dispersion of the beam, thus overcoming the need
for movable collector assemblies. The maximum beam dispersion is 11 %, and thus
sucient to measure both lithium isotopes simultaneously.
The normal collector block consists of twelve Faraday cups and three ion counters.
On the high mass side, the two last cups are preceded by empty positions to enlarge the
range. The ion counting channels lie sandwiched by Faraday cups at the low mass side.
A small double ESA assembly deects the two outer ion beams to enter the o axes ion
counters ICO and IC2 (see Figure 1.5).

IC0

Retardation
Filter

IC1

Faraday
Detectors

IC2

Ion
Counting
Detectors

Figure 1.5.: Schematic drawing of the detector block of the Nu Plasma HR featuring
twelve Faraday Cups and three ion detectors. A retardation lter is tted in
front of IC0. Broken lines indicate ion beam paths towards the ion counters
(adapted from instrument manual).
The ion beam going to the intermediate ion counter IC1 is also slightly deected to
avoid that the multiplier is directly in line with its central channel. All deecting devices,
on the one hand, are used to ensure that the centre of the each multiplier coincides with
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the respective beam. On the other hand, they serve to deect an ion beam if the observed
signal is too intense. In front of IC0, a retardation lter is installed to reduce abundance
sensitivity, the contribution of the long beam tail of highly abundant isotopes to the
signal of their less abundant neighbors.
When scanning the magnet across the detector (stepwise changing its position), at
topped peaks can be generated. The width of the peaks is determined by the size of the
exit slit of the ESA and of the slits in front of the detector. In order to collect all isotope
ion signals at the same time, the separate beams have to coincide with their respective
detector at the same magnet setting. This alignment of isotope ion beams is achieved
with the zoom lens. Measuring in the center of the aligned at top peaks then gives
maximum isotope ratio stability, since small variations in the magnet settings still allow
measurements at the same signal intensities.
Due to the broad (∼0 - 15 m/z), at peaks, high resolution cannot be achieved by
completely separating the analyte isotope and interfering signal peaks. However, closing
the source dening and the alpha slits allows to shift the middle of the at-topped peaks
away from each other. With suciently sharp peak sides, chosing a magnet position on
(generally) the low mass side of the peak avoids measuring also the interference.

1.4. Mass Bias
Isotope ratios measured by ICPMS always dier from the true isotopic composition of
the sample even in the absence of spectral interferences. Ironically, to determine isotopic
fractionation which has once caused a changed isotope ratio in a substance of interest, the
sample has to go through processes, where isotope fractionation occurs during sampling,
ionization and mass separation  biasing the status of isotopic fractionation one wants
to determine.
For MS measurements, mass bias or mass discrimination refers to a constant
oset of the measured isotope ratio from the actual one. Mass fractionation of isotopes into dierent phases, e.g. for changing ablation conditions during laser ablation,
becomes a time-dependent process when the initial conditions change. It dominates
mass-dependent eects during sample preparation and introduction.
Deviations between measured and true isotope ratios then need to be corrected by
internal and/or external standardization procedures even for interference-free isotopes
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[4244].
A general description of these factors and their respective inuence in each single
case is dicult due to the multitude of parameters involved and because isolation of the
specic eect of one parameter is complicated by their interconnectedness. The observed
mass discrimination has been appointed to several sources and in general may originate
mostly from the following fundamental processes:

1.4.1. Sample Preparation
For the majority of applications using MC-ICPMS, minimization of matrix eects and
interferences during analysis is attempted by purication of the elements to be analyzed.
In most cases, solid phase extraction or chromatographic separations are employed for
this task, which may cause mass fractionation. For both methods, mass-dependent
partitioning of the isotopes may be leading to slightly dierent elution times [45, 46].
In anion exchange chromatography, the underlying mechanism was ascribed to involve
equilibrium partitioning between solution and resin-adsorbed species [47] and to be dependent on the composition of the matrix as well as the total loading of the column.
Nowadays, special care is therefore taken to achieve close to full recovery of the analyte
species after column separation [4850] to ensure the authenticity of the sample.

1.4.2. Sample Introduction
Conversion into an aerosol for analysis by ICPMS is mainly accomplished by conventional
solution nebulization and can be followed by membrane desolvation to achieve low oxide
rates and a higher sensitivity. Additionally, an increasing number of applications utilizes
laser ablation for the direct sampling of solids. In either case, the matrix composition
of the analyzed sample determines the amount and properties of the aerosol during its
formation (droplet/particle sizes and their composition), which then subsequently aect
the vaporization rate and ionization eciency of the aerosol within the ICP [51, 52].
Whereas severe fractionation has been observed for laser ablation especially using nslasers [53], the composition of the aerosol produced by solution nebulization has been
shown to represent the sample composition by comparing the isotope ratios in the drain
from the nebulization chamber with the those measured in the sample [1].
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1.4.3. Diusion inside the ICP and Vacuum Interface
Within the high energy ICP ion source, vapor and ions tend to move o-axis by diusion,
such that not the entire sample enters the interface through the sampler cone [54, 55].
The degree of diusion is determined by the diusion coecient of the species as well
as by the mass and composition of the aerosol brought into the plasma, by the plasma
gas composition and temperature and the residence time of the ions in the ICP. These
properties are controlled by the operating parameters of the plasma, e. g. gas ow rates,
sampling depth, RF power and sample injector tube diameter. In turn, those factors
constitute the ability of the plasma to evaporate dierently sized droplets for solution
nebulization [56] and particles for laser ablation [57, 58]. Together with the volatility
and ionization potential of each element and the respective isotope mass, they dene the
position of highest ion density in the plasma for each element and isotope. The sampled
fraction from the central channel transfers its element and isotope composition into the
interface [1, 59], where it undergoes a supersonic expansion in the rst vacuum stage.

1.4.4. Collisions
Supersonic expansion of the high density beam between sampler and skimmer occurs at
suciently high pressures for ions and argon neutrals to undergo collisions [16, 60]. The
loss of analyte ions through scattering processes preferentially occurs for light isotopes
[1, 61], because they gain less kinetic energy Ekin from the expansion [62] and are thus
less conned to the beam axis [63]. The small portion of the sampled aerosol still entering
the skimmer cone is probably already depleted in light isotopes [1].

1.4.5. Space Charge Eects
After passing through the skimmer, the plasma is stripped of its electrons within the
ion optics. Thereby having lost its quasi-neutral state, the beam remains with a high
charge density. Repulsion between the positively charged ions forces their respective
trajectories away from the beam axis. The magnitude of this deviation depends on the
ion number density, their respective isotope mass and the ion kinetic energies. It is
therefore greater for light and low kinetic energy ions [64]. The amount of space charge
changes with matrix composition, the ICP operating conditions and the point of ion
sampling.
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1.4.6. Energy Selective Ion Transmission
During expansion inside the interface, all ions are accelerated to approximately the
same velocity [62], which translates into a mass dependence of their kinetic energies.
The absolute kinetic energies gained in this process are dependent on the operating
conditions of the ICP source as well as on the pressure conditions inside the interface,
which are inuenced by sample and skimmer cone design and position [65] and the pump
speed. The degree to which the dierent isotopes are deected by an ion lens and the
focus position of their trajectories, is determined by the respective kinetic energy, which
in turn is a function of their mass. If the beam is clipped by an aperture, selective
transmission of isotopes may result in biased isotope ratios [42, 45]. For MC-ICPMS
instruments, an acceleration voltage of 4-10 kV is applied, which reduces the relative
kinetic energy dierence of the ions drastically.

1.4.7. Detection Eciency
Signal detection with a quadrupole mass spectrometer is sequential. Minute uctuations
in the only quasi-stable, but eectively time-dependent plasma conditions [66], can result in sampling of ions formed under dierent conditions. Real-time signal acquisition
with multiple detectors accounts for the temporal dierences by detecting ions of interest simultaneously. Faraday cups are highly stable due to their linear relationship
between ion current and signal. Therefore, they are often employed to ensure linearity
and stability of the response signal. However, low analyte concentrations may require
the more sensitive, but also more instable secondary electron multipliers, which enhance
low ion signals by an electron avalanche. To correct for small dierences in the detection
eciency of the Faraday cups, their respective signal conversion eciency is determined
before each analytical session. In addition, multi collector arrays can be equipped with
interchangeable ampliers. The ampliers can then be cycled in their connection to the
respective ion collecting device to balance out small amplier eciency dierences. For
instruments without this feature (like the Nu Plasma HR used in this work) and for
applications with sucient amounts of analyte, there is also the possibility to cycle the
ion signals through dierent cups to cross-calibrate the detectors [30]. This becomes
crucially important when isotope ratios of highly dierent abundance need to be measured with two dierent kinds of detectors, i.e. a high abundant isotope in a Faraday
cup and the low abundant istope in an ion counter.
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1.5. Laser Ablation for Sample Introduction
In order to allow ecient atomization and ionization in the plasma, solid samples have
to be converted into a ne aerosol for ICPMS measurements. The traditional process
of dissolution of the sample is laborious, time-consuming and can introduce further
sources of error. For isotope ratio analysis, as mentioned in Section 1.4.1, incomplete
recovery after element separation using chromatographic devices may induce isotopic
fractionation.
Avoiding dissolution, direct solid sampling can be achieved using focused laser beams.
Since its introduction in 1985 by Gray [67], this sampling technique has experienced
an ever-growing popularity [19, 52, 6873]. The main advantages of laser ablation-

inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICPMS) are the reduced
need for sample preparation, the concurrent fast analysis, direct concomitant determination of main, trace and ultratrace elements as well as their isotope ratios and especially
topochemical information by the spatial resolution in the µm range [17] possible for those
analyses. The highly sensitive and powerful method is, however, hampered by matrix
eects  spectral and non-spectral  elemental fractionation and non-linear calibration
[74]. The laser sampling process and the aerosol it produces are dependent on the
sample matrix and the laser characteristics [57], and therefore require matrix matched
standards, which are often not available.

1.5.1. Fractionation
In contrast to mass bias, which generally refers to a mass dependent process, mass frac-

tionation into dierent phases will become time-dependent when the initial conditions
change, which are responsible for the separation. Elemental fractionation is then visible
as element-dependent sensitivity changes over the course of a measurement and between
samples, causing variations in the element ratios. Whereas isotopes mostly dier in
terms of their mass which dominates isotope fractionation, elemental fractionation is
additionally dictated by the physicochemical properties of the elements, i.e. ionization
potential, volatility and chemical stability of oxides and other molecular species. These
properties also aect fractionation within an isotope system, but mostly in terms of the
degree of fractionation.
First sources and studies on elemental fractionation will be described in this introduc-
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tion. Specic problems will then be transferred to isotope fractionation.

Elemental Fractionation
Already the pioneers of LA-ICPMS observed and described elemental fractionation
[75, 76]. While it may occur during ablation, aerosol transport or during vaporization, atomization and ionization within the ICP, the initial aerosol formation adds the
most crucial part. Attempts to overcome that limitation include the change of the laser
wavelength from infrared to deep ultraviolet [7779] and shortening of the pulse duration from the nanosecond to the femtosecond regime. Both approaches aim to generate
aerosols consisting of small particles with a narrow particle size distribution (PSD)
[58, 80]. The area of interaction between the laser energy and the sample is more restricted and thus the deposition of energy becomes more ecient [74]. The laser/sample
interaction, however, depends on the nature of the sample [81]. The Golden Rules
to match the properties of the sample with the best suited laser systems have been
formulated by Pisonero and Günther [81] and are displayed in Figure 1.6.
Going to UV wavelengths reduces matrix-dependencies especially for non-conducting
materials like glasses, ceramics and minerals, allowing quantication with non-matrixmatched standards [19]. For the quantication of metals and semiconductors, heat
diusion from the laser beam into the sample causes melting and phase separation [82].
In those materials, the energy is absorbed by electrons  free ones in the conduction
band for metals, and electrons from the occupied valence bands in semi-conductors 
which then populate the empty or poorly populated conduction band. Using ultra-short
pulses, lower than the relaxation time of the electrons, a few hundred femtoseconds, the
energy transfer from the laser pulse is terminated before the electrons can release their
energy to the lattice [83]. Longer pulses induce transient changes in the thermodynamic
state of the matter, going from solid over liquid into the plasma state [74]. For fs laser
pulses, however, the removal of material is induced by energy transfer from the exited
electrons to the lattice via collisions. The transfer time of ∼10 ps [84, 85] restricts the
laser-aected zone to less than 10 nm around the laser spot, since it is too low to cause
signicant thermal heating of the surrounding material [74].
Studies have been carried out to compare the performance of ns-UV-LA-ICPMS and
fs-UV-LA-ICPMS analyses. More accurate results by fs-LA were shown by Mozná et al.
[86] for Fe-based samples and by Wälle et al. [71] for MgB2 semiconductor materials.
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Figure 1.6.: Schematic overview of the inuence of quantication of the variables interacting in LA-ICPMS measurements. The "Golden rules" were formulated by
Pisonero and Günther [81] as the best laser conditions applicable up-to-date
for a given material of interest (Figure taken from the reference).

Although some cases of successful non-matrix matched quantication, i.e. for Zn and
Cu in metals and silicates [87], and determination of Si isotope ratios [88], have been reported, elemental fractionation is still observed, especially when the laser energy is close
to the ablation threshold [89]. Higher uencies were also applied to reach equilibrium
conditions in the crater more rapidly after the rst pulses for which Garcia et al. [90]
have demonstrated fractionation eects.
The most part of elemental fractionation using ns-UV-LA-ICPMS has ben ascribed to
selective enrichment of elements in dierent particle size fractions of the aerosol [58, 91,
92] and a following incomplete vaporization of larger particles in the plasma. Kuhn et al.
[58] showed enrichment of volatile elements in the small and of more refractory elements
in the large particle fraction with the overall composition of the aerosol representing the
stoichiometry of the sample. Non-stoichiometric ablation is considered unproblematic
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as long as a certain crater/depth ratio is not exceeded [93]. Selective enrichment of the
more volatile species in smaller particles has also been shown for Zn in brass aerosols
[94] and for Co in aerosols generated from cobalt-cemented tungsten carbide [95]. In
both cases, the volatile/refractory element ratio (Zn/Cu and W/Co) decreased with the
particle size. Kosler et al. [96] even found phase separation of zircon into almost pure
crystalline ZrO2 for large and enrichment of SiO2 in small particles with ejecta deposited
around the ablation pit containing more zirconium.
Several models of the mechanism of aerosol formation by laser irradiation exist [69].
Experimental evidence points to the coexistence of two or more mechanisms of particle
formation, explaining elemental fractionation into dierent particle size fractions [80, 97].
Studies of the morphology and transport eciency have been carried out by Gonzalez et al. on glass [98] and zinc and aluminum alloys [99] for ns- and fs-LA. A further
study by Glaus et al. [100] used an electrostatic sampler as described by Fierz et al.
[101] to evaluate morphology and particle composition of laser generated aerosols from
various materials including metals, semi-conductors and non-metals. A detailed description of the aerosol morphologies is given in the respective references [98100]. A
higher variability in aerosol composition for dierent materials and, in general, a higher
sample deposition around craters was observed for ns-LA. Interestingly, Glaus et al.
[100] found the fs-laser aerosol also consisting of large spherical particles as well as agglomerates, however, of very uniform morphology for all matrices investigated (metals,
semi-conducting materials and non-metallic oxides). The surprisingly severe elemental fractionation into dierent particle size fractions for fs-LA observed, was meanwhile
not translating into changing elemental ratios measured in the ICPMS unless very high
uencies were applied.
Two mechanisms for aerosol formation most likely coexist using ns-LA [102]. Hydrodynamic sputtering produces spherical particles of up to several micrometers in diameter.
Gas-to-particle conversion leads to small particles (approx. 10 nm, but they can also
agglomerate to form particles of up to micrometer size). Since volatile elements enter
the gas phase more readily, small particles thus tend to be enriched in volatile elements,
leaving large particles depleted of the same elements [71, 97]. The temporal fractionation of increasingly depleted refractive/volatile signal intensities was appointed to a loss
of the refractive element enriched droplets with increasing laser pit depth by deposition
around or in the crater [100].
For fs-LA, aerosol formation is mainly ascribed to phase explosion [100], the release of
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a mixture of droplets and vapor when heating of the sample beyond its normal boiling
temperature results in a metastable liquid near its critical state [103]. This process
is unlikely to occur for nansecond laser pulses, where energy transfer can occur via
thermal diusion by electron-lattice temperature equilibration, which takes place during
10 - 100 ps [104]. In the regime of ultrashort pulses, however, the energy transfer into
the sample within less than 1 ps results in a hot liquid at high pressure. Release of the
pressure by adiabatic cooling may bring the material into the metastable region, from
where it may decompose into a mixture of vapor and droplets with selective enrichment
of the volatile elements in the gas phase. However, since the expansion process is the
same for both phases at a high kinetic energy, a selective loss of droplets enriched in the
more refractory elements is described as less probable [100]. In contrast to the lowered
time of fractionation during the rst pulses described for higher uencies by Garcia et

al. [105], Glaus et al. [100] found elevated fractionation eects at the highest uency of
10 J/cm2 and ascribe it to heat transfer from the plasma plume formed by the impending
laser beam to the target.
In conclusion, less fractionation is to be expected using fs-LA in the UV due to a
reduced dependence of the ablation process on the matrix, and, in consequence, a more
uniform aerosol morphology and transport. However, less fractionation does not mean
no fractionation, since fractionation has also been observed for fs-LA-ICPMS [100, 105].
In addition, the laser systems producing fs-pulses for ICPMS so far are very expensive,
immovable, feature a complex build-up and are therefore challenging in terms of maintenance. Moreover, they have low uencies especially when run in UV-mode. Therefore,
beam homogenization is not yet implemented, leaving the lateral beam prole assumingly Gaussian [89]. The more ecient sample removal in the center of the ablation
crater and the only slowly ablated outer regions restrict depth resolution.

1.5.2. Isotope Ratio Determination by Laser Ablation
Since researchers are often interested in the spatial distribution of isotope ratios to trace
the progression of a fractionating process, the coupling of laser ablation with multi
collector-ICPMS is a very desirable and desired combination. Although the instabilities
introduced by the ablation process and the unseparated matrix restrict the accuracy
obtainable, signicant improvements in instrumentation and measurement protocols allow meaningful analysis [106108] which can approach or even compete with thermal
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ionization mass spectrometry (TIMS) measurements [109111]. Especially U-Pb
dating [112114] and Sr [107, 109, 115118], Nd and Hf isotope ratio determinations
[119], which often include large numbers of samples, are today routinely carried out
using LA-MC-ICPMS.
In general, the problems arising from laser ablation are the same for element and
isotope analysis, including time-dependent fractionation, and spectral and non-spectral
interferences from the matrix. However, there are additional complications for the analysis of isotope ratios. First, the deviations of interest are often very small (0.01 - 10 h)
and therefore, minor changes in sensitivity as well as interferences and background corrections become even more important. Second, at least two, often more or even all
isotopes of an element are of interest to describe an isotope system and its fate. Therefore, the selection of isotopes without interference for analysis, which is carried out for
element quantication, is often not possible. This is the case, for example, for the Sr isotopes. Sr isotope ratios are of great interest on the one hand for dating and provenance
studies of archaeological samples since the isotope composition of Sr incorporated into
bones and teeth depends on the geological signature of the food taken up [115]. On the
other hand, the geological fate of 87 Sr as the β decay product of 87 Rb is widely exploited
for petrogenetic and environmental tracing as well as for geochronological applications
[109]. The Sr isotope system is, however, aected by a multitude of interferences. They
include direct interferences from

84,86

Kr and 87 Rb itself, polyatomic species consisting of

Ca dimers, Ca argides, Fe dioxides and Ga and Zn oxides and doubly charged rare earth
elements (Er2+ , Yb2+ and Hf2+ ) [116]. The composition of the matrix determines the
respective degree of interference. Therefore, special care has to be taken regarding interference control, especially when using non-matrix matched standards for calibration.
Background species such as Kr can be corrected for by gas blank subtraction. Samplederived species have to be measured on an inference-free isotope or at half-mass m/z
(doubly charged species of uneven mass) and their contribution to the respective isotope
interfering with an Sr isotope be calculated. At this point, also elemental fractionation comes into play. Since mostly, the mass bias calculated from the

88

Sr/86 Sr ratio is

used also to correct for mass bias of the isotope ratios of the interfering species [107],
a changing bias between dierent elements will corrupt the results. Element-dependent
fractionation upon drilling into the sample is the greatest challenge for determination of
the ratios of isotopes from dierent elements, especially U and Pb which dier greatly
in terms of their properties [120].
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The problem of element-dependent fractionation has been observed for inter-element

correction in solution analysis [45, 121]. Depending on the matrix and the laser, isotopic
fractionation also occurs during drilling into the sample [122]. Therefore, correction for
changes in mass bias during laser ablation isotope ratio analysis is severely limited if
no internal, constant isotope ratio is available. If isotopic spikes or external calibration
standards are introduced externally by i.e. membrane desolvation, dierences in atomization and ionization of laser aerosol particles and the desolvated spiking solutions also
limit the reproducibility and accuracy of the results obtainable.
A signicant improvement in terms of reproducibility and matrix-independency has
been reported for the use of UV-fs-LA-ICPMS [123, 124], but, as mentioned above, fractionation is not completely eliminated using fs-LA [100, 105] and needs to be determined
for each individual application.
Although a number of successful applications has been published [119], a closer look
on the inuence of ablation conditions for dierent laser systems and matrices on mass
bias is required to add a piece to the puzzle which is under constant evaluation [125].
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1.6. Aim of Study
The main goal of this thesis was to characterize the inuence of instrumental parameters
on the isotope ratios measured in MC-ICPMS as comprehensively as possible. A special
focus was directed to the eects of changing ICP parameters and tuning conditions using
dierent sample introduction systems.
Since changing the composition of the beam at one point is aecting all downstream
processes on its way to the detector, continuative studies were directed towards identifying changes in the beam properties to get an idea about which of the underlying
principles govern the deviations observed. After varying the ICP conditions, the gas
temperature of the fraction of plasma sampled into the interface, the ion kinetic energy, the interface pressure and the beam spread were assessed as well as intentionally
manipulated.
Results from this study are intended to provide a basis towards a rationalization of
mass bias, to identify its sources and carrier and to be eventually able to predict its
magnitude and behavior.
The second part of this study uses MC-ICPMS as an analytical method helping to
answer the question, whether andesines  gemstones  claimed to come from Tibet
unadulteratedly are authentic in terms of their red color as well as origin. To establish
an answer to this delicate problem, where thousands of dollars as well as reputations
were at stake, in addition, the composition of main and trace elements and the Ar isotope
ratio in comparison to other sources of the same gemstone material were taken under
close examination.

Part I.
Mass Bias Studies

2. Introduction to Mass Bias
Experiments Using MC-ICPMS
Correction and compensation for the change in the isotope ratios caused by mass discrimination is a major concern in isotope measurements, especially if mass bias may be
variable within and between measurements. Fundamental studies have been carried out
to determine its origins [126128], minimize its variability [1] or correct for it mathematically [129, 130]. The number of scientic papers is however by far exceeded on the
application side.
In the majority of applications  each requiring the most accurate and precise isotope
ratios for a given analytical task  as many parameters as possible are carefully kept
constant to minimize variations in mass bias. In addition, some critical factors like
the inuence of sample matrix or mass load [42, 131] or the solvent composition [132],
are studied in detail to establish a robust analytical protocol. Other surveys focus on
the development of suitable approaches towards reliable data by avoiding sources of
error and by correcting the observed deviations between actual and measured isotope
ratios with empirical and TIMS-derived [45] correction laws [133]. Further measurement
protocols employ sophisticated double- [134] and triple-spiking techniques, which require
the availability of a set of usable isotopes for the element of interest.
Calculation schemes such as the (general) power or the exponential law have been reported for the correction of the measured isotope ratios, reaching accuracies at the ppm
level [135140]. In many cases, however, an initial t for purpose determination of the
best correction procedure for the task on hand is carried out [128, 141, 142]. If possible,
the degree of mass discrimination is determined by a known (stable) isotope ratio within
the isotope system measured. The determined bias is then extrapolated to the isotope
ratio of interest. If no appropriate internal reference isotope ratio is available as in the
case of Cu and Pb, the magnitude of mass discrimination has to be assessed by known
isotope ratios of a dierent element, i. e. Zn for Cu [42] and Tl for Pb [45, 143] or by
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standard-sample-bracketing (SBS). Heteroelement correction requires the determination of the relationship between the mass bias correction factors of external standard
and the element of interest [44]. Mostly, they are not uniform throughout a measurement session, are element-specic [144] and have been shown to depend on the relative
concentrations of the two elements and probably on the oxidation state of the elements
as well [145]. For standard-sample-bracketing, each sample measurement is bracketed
by two standard measurements. The mass discrimination observed in the standards
is then averaged and used to estimate the the mass discrimination in the sample. In
this approach, a stable degree of mass discrimination between sample and bracketing
standards is crucial to obtain useful results. SBS can also be used in combination with
fractionation correction laws. However, it is the only method to determine isotope ratio
changes which have been subject to solely mass-dependent processes. An example is
the iron isotope composition in the human body which depends on the tissue to which
it is transferred [40]. Since the variations are induced by fractionated transport, mass
fractionation correction would yield the same result for all organs by canceling out the
dierences induced by fractionation.
With the constant rise in MC-ICPMS instrument sells and measurements using this
technique going towards a routine method [7], a careful description of the system becomes however even more important. For example, Andrén et al. in 2004 [1] showed a
dependence of the isotope ratios on sampling depth and the nebulizer gas ow rate for
solution nebulization in isotope systems from Li to Pb.
As the increasing number of laser-produced aerosols shifts the focus towards coping
with an inseparable matrix, the same problems as in single collector quadrupole ICP-MS
[146] arise. Molecular, isobaric and doubly charged ion interferences [116, 117] have to
be considered as well as particle-size related evaporation [57, 58], mass load bias [147]
and ablation-induced isotope discrimination eects [122]. While the underlying problems
remain, the description of the multi-parameter systems is presently very challenging.

2.1. Approach
With the ability to obtain very precise isotope ratios (a few tens of ppm or less withinrun standard deviation), multi collector detection oers a unique means to study and
improve the understanding of the sources of mass discrimination for plasma-source mass

2.1 Approach
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spectrometry. The simultaneous signal acquisition should account for signal intensity
changes caused by temporal uctuations [66] of the plasma and the sample introduction
system, allowing to study the eects of instrumental parameters on the measured isotope
ratio. MC-ICPMS furthermore oers sucient sensitivity and stability to discriminate
between small changes in isotope ratios.
This study aims to advance the understanding of the processes which aect mass bias
by describing them in detail. The nal goal is to develop and nd strategies that reduce
the variability in isotope ratio measurements or enabling the user to account for it.
Dierent approaches were chosen and are listed in the following.
 Single parameter variation: Using conventional nebulization, the plasma operating conditions were varied separately (or in combination) to observe their respective inuence on the isotope ratios. In addition, sample uptake rate and interface
pressure were determined and manipulated.
 Ion optics adjustment: The ion optics were in some experiments adjusted to
re-tune for maximum signal intensity after changing an ICP operating parameter.
Selected ion optics settings were also varied separately to record their inuence.
Furthermore, experiments at the large scale Nu 1700 (Nu Instruments, Wrexham,
GB) studied the impact of accelerating voltage and an extended range of ion optics
settings.
 Comparison of conventional nebulization with and without membrane

desolvation: Repeating some of the ICP parameter variations by introducing a
membrane desolvated aerosol allowed to study the eect of solvent load on the
plasma.
 Sample composition variation: Dierent matrix elements at various concentrations were added and their inuence monitored at dierent carrier gas ow
rates.
 Dierent isotope systems: Using solution nebulization, the inuence of carrier
gas ow rate variations on selected isotope systems was evaluated and results
compared.
 Determination of ion kinetic energy: By stopping experiments, the kinetic
energy of the ions generated at dierent plasma temperatures was determined.
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 Laser ablation as sample introduction: The dry laser aerosol was evaluated
in terms of isotope ratio variations at dierent gas ow settings and various sample
matrix concentrations using dierent laser set-ups.
To exclude as many biasing factors as possible (like dierent ionization potentials

(IPs), molecular interferences from other elements,...), a Neodymium single element
standard was chosen as the general model system to examine the eects of instrumental
parameters on mass discrimination. The practical interest in Nd is high since natural
variations in the

143

Nd/144 Nd ratio originating from the Nd-Sm clock [148] are an im-

portant tool in geochronology and geological tracing [129]. Reliable data for this isotope
ratio are strongly dependent on internal standardization with the (supposedly) invariant
isotope ratio 146 Nd/144 Nd = 0.721929. This value is used to determine a mass fractionation factor to correct not only the Nd ratio itself but also isobaric interferences with Sm
(and Yb) [142]. On the analytical side, the rare earth element Nd with its intermediate
mass and low ionization potential (5.49 eV) has seven isotopes with natural abundances
in the range from 5.6 (150 Nd) - 27.2 % (142 Nd), allowing reliable isotope ratio measurements even at reduced sensitivity conditions. In addition, mass discrimination processes
can be observed over a broad range of masses (5.6 %) and within several isotope ratios.

Acknowledgement : A large amount of the text and data in this chapter has been
published in [149].

3. General Experimental
3.1. Instrumentation
In general, experiments were carried out using a high resolution MC-ICPMS (Nu Plasma
HR, Nu Instruments, Wrexham, Great Britain), equipped with 12 Faraday cups and 3
ion counters as described in section 1.3.1. Nd measurements were performed in lowresolution mode to give the highest sensitivity and stability and because spectral interferences for a single element solution of Nd were not expected. The cup conguration
is given in Table 3.1. m/z 147 was included to monitor potential interferences from
NdH+ and Sm+ on the respective Nd+ isotopes during the measurements. The interface
was equipped with an 80 m3 /h roughing pump (Edwards High Vacuum, Crawley, Great
Britain) to further lower the pressure in the rst vacuum stage. The interface pressure was monitored during some experiments using a Baratron Capacitance Manometer
(10 mbar upper range, MKS Instrumente, München, Germany). Manipulation of the
interface pressure was achieved by closing the valve to the roughing pump successively.
The sample was introduced into the plasma using conventional pneumatic nebulizers (MicroMist, Glass Expansion, Melbourne, Australia) with a nominal uptake rate of
100 µl/min, using either a Peltier-cooled cyclonic spray-chamber or a membrane desolvation system (DSN-100, Nu Instruments, Wrexham, Great Britain). The self-aspiration
uptake rate of the nebulizer was 87 µl/min for a 500 ng/g Nd solution in 1 % HNO3
under typical operating conditions of 1.07 l/min nebulizer gas ow (34.6 psi) using a
30 cm long transfer tube between the sample and the nebulizer. Under these conditions, the plasma input rate, the amount of sample reaching the ICP, was 17 µl/min,
determined gravimetrically as the dierence between the mass of solution taken up by
the nebulizer and the waste collected from the spray chamber. The nebulizer eciency
(plasma input/sample uptake) was therefore 20 %. The uptake rate into the DSN of
50 ng/g Nd in 1 % HNO3 solution was also 87 µl/min for a nebulizer gas ow rate of
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Table 3.1.: Cup conguration for Nd isotope ratio measurements (1st cycle). The second
measurement cycle with separately optimized zoom lens setting was used to
record NdO+ signals. Signal instabilities during cycling were monitored by
concomitant recording of 146 Nd+ , 148 Nd+ and 150 Nd+ signals. Numbers refer
to the nominal m/z measured in each cup.
Cycle H6

H5

H4

H3

H2

H1

Ax

L1

L2 IC0 L3 IC1 L4 IC2 L5

1st
2nd

150
160

148
158

147
157

146
156

145
155

144
154

143
153

142
152

162

150

148

146

0.99 l/min (30.4 psi nebulizer pressure). For membrane desolvation, it is assumed that
the analyte is completely transferred to the ICP.
Experiments with multiple matrix concentrations were carried out using an autosampler (ASX-110 FR, CETAC, Omaha, United States), connected to the nebulizer inlet
tube by a 120 cm long tubing with an inner diameter of 0.25 mm. With this set-up, the
uptake rate was reduced to 51 µl/min. The gas ow rate to the central channel of the
torch was calibrated against the pressure settings controlled by the instrument software
using a bubble-debimeter (Fisher BioBlock Scientic, Illkirch, France). It is referred
to throughout the text as carrier gas ow rate (GFR). For conventional nebulization
(GFRconv ), the experimental range of nebulizer pressures N EB was 31 to 38 psi.

GF Rconv [

l
l/min
l
] = 0.0229
· N EB[psi] + 0.2821
min
psi
min

(3.1)

To obtain the gas ow rate coming from the DSN (GFRdes ), the nebulizer pressure
was varied over a broader range (10 to 46 psi) and at dierent membrane gas ow rates

GF Rmem to include the contribution from gas permeation through the membrane.

GF Rdes [

l
l/min
l
] = 0.0095
· N EB[psi] + 0.4318 · GF Rmem − 0.1491
min
psi
min

(3.2)

ICP forward power and coolant and auxiliary gas ow rates were constant during
all experiments unless stated otherwise. A standard quartz torch with injector tube
diameter of 1.5 mm was used without capacitive shielding between plasma and RF coil.
Two dierent sets of sampler and skimmer cones were used, depending on the sample
introduction set-up. In combination with the DSN-100, a set of cones with a smaller
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Table 3.2.: General operating conditions of the Nu Plasma MC-ICPMS.

Conventional Nebulizer
Forward Power
Reected Power
Nebulizer

Desolvating Nebulizer

1300 W
≤10 W
MicroMIST, 100 µl/min nominal uptake rate

Gas Flow Rates (Ar only)
Plasma Gas
13 l/min
Auxiliary Gas
0.75 l/min
Nebulizer Pressure
31 - 38 psi
10 - 46 psi
Hot Membrane Gas
2.55 - 4.16 l/min at ∼120 °C
Spray Chamber Gas
0.25 l/min at ∼110 °C
Total Carrier Gas
0.93 - 1.18 l/min
1.36 - 1.68 l/min
Sample Cone
Skimmer Cone

Ni, 1.15 mm i.d.
Ni, 0.60 mm i.d.

Ni 0.92 mm i.d.
Ni 0.62 mm i.d.

sampler cone orice (Table 3.2) and a dierent skimmer cone geometry was employed,
yielding higher sensitivity when introducing desolvated aerosols.
During the experiments, the sampling depth, the carrier gas ow rate, the auxiliary
gas ow rate, in case of membrane desolvation also the membrane gas ow rate, the RF
power, the interface pressure, the uptake rate and the ion optics settings were varied.
Sampling depth is given as the distance between the end of the torch body and the
sampler cone orice. The extraction voltage HV2 is a potential applied to a set of
electrodes placed between the skimmer cone and the grounded aperture upstream of the
transfer lens system. The acceleration voltage HV1 was adjusted to 4005 ± 6 V. Typical
operating conditions are listed in Table 3.2.
The change in gas temperature was estimated by recording the interface pressure pint
and using the equation by Fulford and Douglas [150]

p2int,2
Tgas,1
= 2 .
Tgas,2
pint,1

(3.3)
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3.2. Reagents and Standards
Solutions were prepared in pre-cleaned polypropylene bottles using ultrapure water
(18 MΩ·m, Millipore, Bedford, United States) and HNO3 (Fluka, analytical grade, further puried by sub-boiling distillation). A Nd single element solution (1000 mg/l, Peak
Performance, CPI, Lot# 1CS030) was diluted in 1 % HNO3 to concentrations of 50, 128
and 500 ng/g Nd.
For matrix experiments, 500 ng/g Nd standards were spiked with holmium (Alfa Aesar, Lot# OLS002) at concentrations ranging from 100 ng/g to 10 µg/g of Ho. As a
monoisotopic element of higher mass than Nd, Ho does not introduce isobaric interferences on the isotopes of interest. An alternative matrix made up of 50 ng/g of 23
elements in the MerckIV multielement standard solution (Merck, Lot# 1.11355.0100,
Ag, Al, B, Ba, Bi, Ca, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Ga, In, K, Li, Mg, Mn, Na, Ni, Pb, Sr,
Tl and Zn) was used to test the inuence of a broad element variety. To evaluate the
impact of separate matrix elements, also single element standards of Li, Be and Eu were
added to respective 500 ng/g Nd standard solutions. The concentration of each matrix
element was either ca. 5 µg/g or corresponding to the molar concentration of Ho at the
5 µg/g level (3.03·10−8 mol/g).

3.3. Data Acquisition
Faraday cup preamplier gains were calibrated daily. After plasma ignition and a warmup period of ∼90 min, the tuning parameters were optimized for highest signal intensity
and best peak shape of

144

Nd+ prior to alignment (= coincidence) of the isotope beams

with the respective detectors, usually starting with adjustment of the torch position, the
sampling depth and the carrier gas ow rate. Each ion optics voltage setting was then
adjusted to yield maximum signal intensity and the procedure was repeated until the
intensity remained stable.
Measurements were started approximately 60 s after variation of the respective parameter. To account for the instrumental background, instrument zeros were acquired
by measuring the signal on the detectors by deecting the ion beam with the ESA for
30 or 60 s. This approach only takes the dark current and amplier noise into account,
but did not show signicant dierences to measurements with backgrounds measured at
half-masses or as on-peak zeros.

3.3 Data Acquisition
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All signals were recorded in blocks consisting of 20 measurements of 10 s integration
time. Repeated measurements at the same conditions showed that suciently stable
conditions could be reached within the rst block, so only one block was acquired for
each setting except for the rst data set on nebulizer ow rate variation. The magnet
delay time was set to 2 s to allow for signal stabilization when changing the magnet
setting.
Each session consisted of 8 to 30 measurements at dierent instrumental settings.
Measurements using the initially optimized settings during and after each session 
setback experiments  monitored instrumental drift.
After initial optimization, dierent protocols were followed:

3.3.1. Single Parameter Variation
While keeping all other instrument settings constant, only sampling depth, a single gas
ow rate, the plasma power, the interface pressure or HV2 were varied. The entire
range of possible input values was covered unless severe degradation of the peak shape
occurred. For carrier gas ow variation using the DSN, either the nebulizer pressure or
the membrane gas ow rate were varied.

3.3.2. Ion Optics Re-Tuning
After initial optimization for highest intensity, the parameter under investigation was
varied and the ion optics downstream re-tuned to maximize sensitivity and to improve
peak shape and coincidence when necessary. These included the ion beam steering and
focusing potentials (except for the electrostatic analyzer unit (ESA) values and HV4
= 1200 V) as well as the zoom lens settings which are shown in Figure 3.1.

3.3.3. Monitoring Oxide Formation
In some experiments, a second measurement cycle with the cup conguration shifted
10 u to higher masses was included (Table 3.1). Measuring m/z = 146 on L5 and m/z
= 162 on H6 allowed the simultaneous determination of
as

144

Nd16 O+ and

142

146

Nd+ with

146

Nd16 O+ as well

Nd16 O+ in the second cycle. Concomitantly, the isotope signals

measured in both cycles (146 Nd+ ,

144

Nd+ ,

142

Nd+ ) were used to correct for potential

time- and magnet position-dependent variations in signal intensities.
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Figure 3.1.: Scheme of the ion deection and focusing potentials in the Nu Plasma HR
(taken from manual).

3.3.4. Direct Comparison of Conventional Nebulization with and
without Membrane Desolvation
Variation of sampling depth and nebulizer pressure or hot membrane gas ow rate (DSN)
was repeated with a 128 ng/g Nd solution using conventional nebulization as well as
membrane desolvation. The intermediate sample concentration allowed signal acquisition without exceeding the dynamic range of the detectors for the two sample introduction systems. Using the same solution should avoid even slight potential dierences
caused by variations in analyte and acid concentration in the sample. All measurements
were carried out using the set of cones recommended by the manufacturer for desolvated
aerosols. Extinguishing and re-igniting the plasma to change from conventional nebulization to the DSN was followed by optimization of the instrument for maximum signal
intensity in combination with the DSN.

3.3.5. Monitoring Sample Uptake and Sampling Eciency
The inuence of the sample input was determined using two dierent approaches. In
one experiment, the sample uptake rate, the sample actually transferred into the plasma

3.4 Data Reduction
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and the resulting eciency of the nebulization process were determined gravimetrically
at dierent carrier gas ow rates. In a second experiment, the sample uptake tube was
connected to the peristaltic pump which removes the waste from the spray chamber
(minipuls 3, Gilson, Villiers Le Bel, France, Serial# 610H6659) via a exible PVC pump
tubing of 1.02 mm inner diameter. This setup allowed to transfer dierent sample loads
into the plasma at the same carrier gas ow rate. For instrument tuning, an initial and a
setback experiment at the end of each experimental series, the nebulizer was run in free
aspiration mode with the elongated tube directly put into the sample solution without
pumping.

3.3.6. Matrix Experiments
Solutions were aspirated prior to each measurement for 60 s to allow the signal to stabilize
before acquiring the instrument zeros for another 60 s using ESA deection. When using
the autosampler, the transfer time was 160 s. Signals were obtained for 20 cycles of 10 s
integration time, followed by a washout using two solutions containing 1 % HNO3 (90 s
each). Standard-sample bracketing was carried out at conditions allowing for maximum
signal intensity. The sequence was repeated after increasing the carrier gas ow, leading
to approximately 40 % loss in sensitivity.

3.4. Data Reduction
In this study, the isotope ratio of

146

Nd/144 Nd is displayed as the Faraday cup pream-

plier gain- and instrument zero-corrected intensity ratios of the isotopes, as calculated
by the Nu Instrument Calculation Editor NICE. No mass bias corrections were applied.
For the matrix experiments, the relative deviation ∆ of the isotope ratio of a matrix-

containing sample Rsa from the matrix-free standard solution was calculated by linear
interpolation between the ratios measured for the two bracketing standard measurements,

Rbr1 and Rbr2 , using
∆=

2 · Rsa
− 1.
Rbr1 + Rbr2

(3.4)

Uncertainties are reported as one standard deviation if not otherwise indicated. Outlier rejection using a routine of the instrument software considered only values within
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two times the standard deviation of the set for the averaged output.
By convention, isotope ratios are usually presented as the ratio of a heavier to a lighter
isotope [151, 152]. Since the isotope ratios of Nd in applications are usually all corrected
using the

146

Nd/144 Nd as internal standard, it is customary to calculate the ratio of the

respective isotope
ratios, a higher

1xy

146

Nd against

144

Nd,

1xy

Nd/144 Nd. In order to include all Nd isotope

Nd/144 Nd ratio in this work is also referred to as heavier, because

mass dependent fractionation at the same results in lower
lower

146

142

Nd/144 Nd ratios correspond to lighter isotope ratios.

Nd/144 Nd. Vice versa,

4. Nd - Solution Analyses
4.1. Results of Parameter Variation Studies
4.1.1. Eect of Carrier Gas Flow Rate and Sampling Depth
Variation
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146

Nd/144 Nd ratios (upper part of gure) measured for conventional nebulization upon variation of a single parameter, either the carrier gas ow
rate (A, SD ca. 2.1 mm, HV2 = 2195 V) or the sampling depth (B, GFR
= 1.072 l/min, HV2 = 2470 V). The lower part of the gures shows the
RSD of the ratios and the intensity of 146 Nd+ . ∗ Greater RSD assigned to
temporary signal instability which was not observed otherwise and therefore
not considered representative.

After optimization for maximum sensitivity and best peak shape at a gas ow rate
of 1.074 l/min and a sampling depth of ∼2 mm, the carrier gas ow rate was varied
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from 0.992 to 1.132 l/min while maintaining all other operating parameters constant.
Figure 4.1 shows the intensity prole for

144

Nd+ , the measured

146

Nd/144 Nd ratios and

their respective relative standard deviation (RSD). The plot of Nd intensity vs. carrier
gas ow rate was approximately Gaussian in shape.

Figure 4.2.: Deviation in h of the1xy Nd/144 Nd ratios from their value obtained at maximum sensitivity (GFR = 1.0744 l/min).
The isotope ratios did not show a uniform relationship with the carrier gas ow rate.
Isotopically heavier ratios were found with higher carrier gas ow rates. Only a weak
increase was found for values between 1.086 and 1.131 l/min (region 3j, Figure 4.1A).
A steeper increase in the ratios was observed towards the highest ow rate (region 4j,
Figure 4.1A). Decreasing the carrier gas ow from the initial rate resulted in isotopically
lighter

146

Nd/144 Nd. At 1.04 l/min, a minimum was reached, followed by an increase

towards lower gas ow settings (region 1j, Figure 4.1A). In this experiment, the deviation
of the measured

146

Nd/144 Nd was 1.17 % between the minimum and the level region.

Precision of the isotope ratio measurements was generally related to the sensitivity.
Lowest RSDs were observed for settings that provide highest sensitivity, but increased
less than a factor of two for the elevated carrier gas ow rates in region 3j.
All Nd isotope ratios showed essentially the same trends. The deviation of the respective

1xy

Nd/144 Nd from their value obtained for highest signal intensity of

144

Nd+ was

clearly mass dependent (Figure 4.2).
Similar results (intensity and isotope ratios) were found for single parameter variation
of the sampling depth between 0.8 and 3.8 mm (Figure 4.1B) at a carrier gas ow rate
of 1.072 l/min. Repeated carrier gas ow variation experiments over the course of more
than a year showed essentially identical proles. Whereas the instrument settings dier

4.1 Results of Parameter Variation Studies
due to daily tuning,

146
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Nd/144 Nd isotope ratios in the plateau region were found 0.90

- 1.33 % (n = 10) higher than the respective minimum.

4.1.2. Variation of the Auxiliary Gas Flow Rate and the Rf Power

Figure 4.3.:

146

Nd/144 Nd ratios measured upon varying rst the carrier GFR (lower axis,
auxiliary GFR = 0.75 l/min) and then the auxiliary GFR (upper axis, carrier
GFR = 1.735 l/min). To overlap the isotope ratio proles, the axes were
adjusted. The same change in isotope ratios was achieved by a 16.38 times
higher auxiliary GFR change than for the carrier GFR.

The isotope ratio proles obtained for variation of the auxiliary gas ow rate were very
similar to those observed for variation of the carrier gas ow rate. In fact, the proles
could be brought to a very close overlap for adjusting the x-axes accordingly as done in
Figure 4.3. The gas ow rate changes inducing the same variation in

146

Nd/144 Nd were

more than 16 times higher for the auxiliary than for the carrier gas ow rate, which may
be explained by the much smaller inuence of the ow rate of the auxiliary gas on the
gas temperature of the plasma sampled at the sampler opening.
Varying the plasma power showed steadily heavier isotope ratios when reducing the
power from 1700 W to 900 W with regions of steeper and regions with more gentle
increases (see Figure 4.4). After the isotope ratio minimum observed for 1650 W, a
higher isotope ratio was again measured for a power of 1700 W. In the range between
1450 and 900 W, the interface pressure monitored rose in a linear fashion. The rising pint
values when going to higher powers were unexpected, because they indicate a non-linear
dependence of the gas temperature on the plasma power. They might have derived
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Figure 4.4.: Left:146 Nd/144 Nd ratios and 146 Nd+ signal intensity measured for conventional nebulization upon variation of the Rf power (SD ca. 2.1 mm, GFR
= 1.0827 l/min) and right, the respective interface pressure monitored using
the Baratron in front of the interface pump. The linear part of the pressures
shows a decrease of −2 · 10−4 ± 7 · 10−6 mbar/W for higher plasma powers.
from changing pressure conditions in the interface, since the setback experiment as well
showed elevated pressures in comparison to the initial settings at 1300 W (1.97 instead
of 1.94 mbar). A widened sample cone opening due to the high energy plasma at high
plasma powers is not responsible for the increased interface pressure. Its size measured
after the measurement session corresponded to prior size determinations.

4.1.3. Interface Pressure

Figure 4.5.: Left:146 Nd/144 Nd ratios and 146 Nd+ signal intensity measured for conventional nebulization upon variation of the interface pressure with, right, an
enlarged view on the variations observed for only small changes in pint .
Since the successive closing of the valve in front of the interface pump was not linearly

4.1 Results of Parameter Variation Studies
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Figure 4.6.:

146

Nd/144 Nd ratios, RSDs and 146 Nd+ intensities for dierent voltages of
HV2 when either all other parameters were kept constant or when the ion
optics downstream of HV2 were re-tuned for maximum signal intensity for
each setting (tuning).

correlated with the pressure changes induced, the 146 Nd/144 Nd in Figure 4.5 is shown vs.
the interface pressure as monitored on the Baratron. After initially constant sensitivity,
the signal intensity decayed nearly exponentially with increasing interface pressure. For
pressures up to 0.05 mbar away from the initial conditions, no signicant change in
signal intensity as well as 146 Nd/144 Nd (0.738053±0.000019, n=6) was observed, which is
apparent in the enlarged view. On this scale, an intermediate depression in isotope ratios
might be visible with a minimum at 1.96 mbar, however, its deviation by only 0.06 h is
very small. From an increase by 0.05 mbar on, changes in the interface pressure as well
as the isotope ratios were pronounced for every further closing.

146

Nd/144 Nd became

progressively heavier with pint , up to 0.96 % at pint = 5.02 mbar in comparison to the
initial average. Even higher pressures were then accompanied by lighter isotope ratios
measured on very degraded peaks.
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4.1.4. HV2 Variation
An asymmetric signal intensity prole was obtained upon variation of HV2 (Figure 4.6).
Lowering HV2 from a voltage of 2392 V (initial optimum) to 1592 V resulted in an
approximate sensitivity loss of 1.2 % per 100 V. The decay was however much more
pronounced when increasing HV2, with a loss of approximately 4 % signal intensity per
100 V. The isotope ratios upon HV2 variation showed a remarkably similar trend as
for sampling depth and carrier gas ow rate variation. A plateau region (region 3j,
Figure 4.6) was observed for HV2 settings lower than 2000 V and a minimum ratio at
2592 V. Higher voltages caused the isotope ratios to rise steeply. The lowest isotope
ratio was distinctly higher than in previous experiments and with the plateau region
at slightly lower isotope ratios (∼0.7385), the dierence between plateau and minimum
was only 0.52 %.
When the lens system downstream of HV2 was re-tuned for each measurement, a
lower overall variability in intensity as well as isotope ratios was observed (see Table 4.2).
Especially for high HV2 settings, signal loss and isotope ratio variation could be reduced
signicantly. On the other hand, only small changes were observed upon re-tuning when
HV2 voltages lower than the initially optimized value were applied.

4.1.5. Combined Studies
Combined studies on sampling depth, gas ow rates and re-tuning of the ion optics were
carried out to check for equivalencies and dierences.
Three sets of varying the sampling depth were carried out at dierent carrier gas ow
rates. Figure 4.7A shows the comparison of sensitivity and isotope ratio proles when all
other instrument settings were kept constant. To obtain the proles in Figure 4.7B, the
same measurements were repeated with re-tuning the ion optics once for each carrier gas
ow rate at the initial sampling depth of 2 mm. The carrier gas ow rates were selected
for operation either at maximum sensitivity conditions (1.074 l/min), in the plateau
region (1.107 l/min) or in the isotope ratio minimum (1.038 l/min) formerly observed
in the carrier gas ow rate variation experiments (see Figure 4.1A).
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Nd/144 Nd ratios and 146 Nd+ signal intensity upon variation of the sampling depth at a carrier gas ow rate optimized for maximum signal intensity
as well as a higher and a lower carrier gas ow rate for conventional nebulization (500 ng/g Nd, at GFR = 1.038, 1.072 and 1.107 l/min) and membrane
desolvation (50 ng/g Nd, at GFR = 1.45, 1.54/1.56 and 1.63 l/min). Figures A and C represent results when all other parameters were kept constant,
whereas gures B and D show the behavior for re-tuning to maximum signal
intensity at a sampling depth of 2 mm for each ow rate using the ion optics.
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With constant ion optics settings, the lower carrier gas ow rate resulted in nearly

parallel shifts of sensitivity and isotope ratio prole towards shorter sampling depths.

Vice versa, a shift towards larger sampling depths of both proles was observed for the
higher ow rate. At lower carrier gas ow rates, the maximum sensitivity was found to
be higher and the minimum isotope ratio to be 0.1 % lower than the value measured for
the initial gas ow settings. For the high carrier gas ow rate, the maximum sensitivity
was reduced and the minimum isotope ratio increased.
When re-tuning the ion optics to maximum signal intensity at the initial sampling
depth and the respective gas ow rate, remarkable changes in the resulting proles were
observed. The sensitivity maxima were lower and appeared at sampling depths closer
to 2 mm. A similar trend was seen for the isotope ratios, where the minimum ratios
were observed closer to each other, and the overall isotope ratio variability became
signicantly smaller.

Re-tuning the ion optics to obtain the highest intensity possible after each change
of carrier gas ow rate or sampling depth, respectively, partly compensated for signal
intensity losses at non-optimum Tgas (Figure 4.8). In addition, the variability of the
isotope ratios was reduced to a great degree. Of the ion optics parameters, HV2 needed
to be changed most signicantly to regain intensity. Its value increased steadily from
low to high carrier gas ow rates and from large to small sampling depths.

4.1.6. Desolvated Aerosol Introduction (DSN)
Using the respective sampler and skimmer cone set recommended by the manufacturer
(Table 3.2), the desolvated aerosol of the DSN resulted in 6 to 8 times higher sensitivity
for Nd (∼180 V/µg/g) compared to conventional solution nebulization (∼25 V/µg/g).
Since signal intensity changes were considerably smaller, carrier gas ow rates between
1.25 and 1.85 l/min could be used before a signal intensity loss of more than 90 %
was observed (Figure 4.10). Individual variation of both carrier gas ow settings, the
nebulizer pressure as well as the membrane gas ow rate, resulted in very similar intensity
and isotope ratio proles with respect to the total carrier gas ow rate (Figure 4.10). This
nding indicates only a small inuence of the nebulization process on the respective signal
intensities within this range. The general trends are very similar to those obtained using
conventional nebulization, albeit with a signicantly higher optimum carrier gas ow rate
for the DSN. A minimum was always observed for operating conditions corresponding
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Figure 4.8.:

146

Nd/144 Nd ratios and 146 Nd+ upon variation of the carrier gas ow rate
and the sampling depth for wet (500 ng/g Nd, A and B) and desolvated
(50 ng/g Nd, C) aerosol conditions when using the ion optics to re-tune for
maximum signal intensity after each parameter change. The bold gray lines
show the value for HV2 at the dierent conditions.

to a higher temperature. At low Tgas , a plateau region for variation of the nebulizer
pressure and a broad maximum for increasing the membrane gas ow rate were found,
followed by a reduction of the measured isotope ratios at high membrane gas ow rates
(GFR > 1.8 l/min, Figure 4.9). Variation of the sampling depth at one xed ow rate
could not cover the entire prole observed with conventional nebulization. Experiments
at a higher and a lower ow rate revealed dependencies very similar to those observed
without desolvation (Figure 4.7C). In all cases though, the isotope ratios measured were
found to be heavier than with conventional nebulization. While their total variability
was even greater than for experiments using conventional nebulization, re-tuning the
ion optics at each sampling depth aected the isotope ratio proles to a smaller extent.
Whereas the

146

Nd/144 Nd ratios were also characterized by a steady decrease towards

larger sampling depths (Figure 4.8C), i.e. higher temperature, the optimum voltage for
HV2 was in this case less dependent on the ICP operating conditions.
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Nd/144 Nd ratios (upper part of gure) for sample introduction with a
desolvating membrane system upon variation of the carrier gas ow rate by
changing the nebulizer pressure (neb., at hot membrane GFR = 3.14 l/min)
or the hot membrane gas ow rate (mem., at nebulizer pressure = 31.1 psi,
both at a sampling depth of 2.5 mm), respectively. The lower part of the
gure shows the relative standard deviation of the ratios and the 144 Nd+
signal intensity. The minimum values found were 0.73005 ± 0.00005 (neb.,
GFR = 1.32 l/min) and 0.73051 ± 0.00002 (mem., GFR = 1.32 l/min).
146
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4.1.7. Direct Comparison of Conventional Nebulization and
Membrane Desolvation
Comparability of conventional nebulization and membrane desolvation from previous
experiments was limited. The respective Nd concentrations diered by a factor of ten to
provide similar signal intensities, when employing a dierent pair of cones with smaller
sampler cone orice and dierent skimmer geometry for DSN measurements. Therefore,
variation of carrier gas ow rate and sampling depth was repeated using the cones recommended for dry plasma conditions and a Nd solution of intermediate concentration for
both sample introduction systems (Figure 4.10). Next to the amount of gas transporting
the aerosol, the main dierence between both setups is then restricted to the relative
amount of analyte and liquid reaching the plasma. In the case of conventional nebulization, a reduced amount of Nd is combined with high solvent load, whereas membrane
desolvation leads to a high Nd with a very low liquid input. As a result, the sensitivity
using conventional nebulization in this experiment was approximately 30 times lower
than with the DSN.
Similar isotope ratio proles were obtained as a function of plasma temperature for
both sample introduction methods. Heavier isotope ratios, however, were observed for
conventional nebulization in this case, which may be attributed to the cone set recommended for the DSN. The smaller sampling cone orice (Table 3.2) might cause a
relatively larger discrimination of the lighter isotopes upon sampling from the ICP. The
variability with sampling depth, however, was lower for the desolvated aerosol and no
minimum in the isotope ratio was observed due to the limited range of torch positions
that could be adjusted.
Variation of the carrier gas ow rate allowed to record the respective minimum at
low and a plateau region of the isotope ratios at high carrier gas ow rates with both
congurations. The range of carrier gas ow rates used was wider for the DSN, while the
isotope ratios were in general lighter than for conventional nebulization. Interestingly,
adjusting the gas ow scales such that minimum and maximum of both isotope ratio
proles coincided, caused the maximum signal intensities to fall on the same point,
although at very dierent carrier gas ow rates (Figure 4.10).
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Figure 4.10.:
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Nd/144 Nd ratios and 146 Nd+ signal intensity measured with the same
sampler and skimmer cone set, rst using the DSN (des., upper and right
axes) then conventional nebulization (conv., lower and left axes) for variation of the sampling depth (A, carrier GFR des. 1.73 l/min, conv.
1.04 l/min) or the carrier gas ow rate of each sample introduction device (B, sampling depth des. 2 mm, conv. 2 mm). Note the dierent scales
for all axes in the lower graph. The relative gas ow rate change between
the initial and the respective minimum (∆GFRmin ) and maximum isotope
ratio (∆GFRmax ) was the same for both aerosols: ∆GFRmin /∆GFRmin
= -1.53.

146
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4.1.8. Sampling - Uptake and Eciency
A new nebulizer was used for the presented sample uptake measurements, therefore
sample uptake rates are slightly dierent than described in the experimental section
3.1. The trends shown, however, are the same as for preliminary experiments using the
previous nebulizer.
The results of the determination of the sampling rate at dierent carrier gas ow rates
are presented in Table 4.1. Whereas the sample uptake decreased for higher GFRs, the
amount of sample reaching the plasma (plasma input rate) increased. Accordingly, the
nebulizer eciency improved from 14.2 to 17.3 % for GFRs from 1.0375 to 1.125 l/min.
The rising fraction of droplets being able to pass the spray chamber might be attributed
to the ner aerosol dispersion and shrinking droplet sizes at higher carrier gas ow rates.
Table 4.1.: Rate of sample uptake and sample amount reaching the plasma (Plasma Input Rate) as well as the resulting nebulizer eciency (Plasma Input/Uptake)
for dierent carrier ow rates as determined by weighing sample and waste
bottle before and after a time interval ∆t.

GFR
∆t
Uptake Rate Plasma Input Rate Nebulizer Eciency
[l/min] [min]
[g/min]
[g/min]
[%]
1.0275
1.0505
1.0850
1.1195
1.1425

61.75
24.30
23.33
25.12
10.17

0.1045
0.1038
0.1006
0.0975
0.0983

0.0149
0.0156
0.0152
0.0155
0.0170

14.2
15.0
15.1
15.9
17.3

When manipulating the sample uptake rate using the peristaltic pump, the dependencies of uptake rate, plasma input rate and nebulization eciency were largely linear
across the experimental range. Increasing the uptake rate from the specied 102 µl/min
(at pump speed 1 as well as in free running mode) to 354 µl/min (pump speed 6),
the plasma input rate of initially 18 µl/min was only incremented to 27 µl/min. The
nebulizer eciency was thus reduced from 17.4 to 7.6 %.
Whereas a declining Tgas for higher sample input rates had been expected due to a
higher plasma load with solvent, the monitored interface pressure actually decreased by
0.7 % across the covered sample uptake range. The same observation has been made by
Olsen et al. [153] for Doppler shift measurements at dierent plasma water loads. They
ascribed this phenomenon to an increase in the thermal conductivity of the plasma by
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additional hydrogen coming from the decomposition of water.
The recorded

146

Nd/144 Nd showed steadily heavier isotope ratios towards higher sam-

ple uptake rates (Figure 4.11). The increasing plasma input rates are reected in the
rising signal intensities until for the highest pumping speed, the plasma load becomes
too high, causing a drop in signal intensity.

Figure 4.11.:

146

Nd/144 Nd and 144 Nd+ for dierent sample uptake rates achieved by varying the speed of a peristaltic pump.

4.2. Discussion of Parameter Variation Studies
4.2.1. Conventional Nebulization
The signal intensity proles observed during the measurements described above could
be qualitatively explained by ion production and loss inside the ICP according to a
zone model [59]. At lower gas ow rates or larger sampling depths, the ions produced
in the ICP experience higher gas temperatures [154] and longer residence times in the
plasma [155]. This increases the radial spread of ions at the sampler cone tip, so that
a successively smaller fraction of ions can be successfully transmitted into the vacuum
interface. At higher gas ow rates or smaller sampling depths on the other hand, ion
generation may be incomplete, resulting in lower signal intensities.
Due to the similarity of the proles for variation of both, the nebulizer gas ow rate
and the sampling depth (Figure 4.1), it is likely that the underlying processes aecting
sensitivity and mass discrimination have the same origin. The analogous behavior also
indicates that changing aerosol characteristics due to small variations of the nebulizer
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Table 4.2.: Variability of 146 Nd/144 Nd during variation of gas ow rates (nebulizer, auxiliary and membrane), sampling depth, RF power and HV2 for conventional
nebulization and aerosol desolvation, respectively. The absolute values might
slightly vary from day to day. The third column (Plateau/Min) summarizes
the deviation between plateau-like region average and the minimum isotope
ratio when changing only one parameter. The fourth column (Re-Tuning)
lists the maximum ratio variability when re-tuning the ion optics for highest
144
Nd sensitivity for each individual measurement. ∗ No maximum/minimum
observed within range of parameters.

Parameter Variation

146

Range

Conventional Nebulization
Nebulizer Gas Flow Rate 0.992-1.132 l/min
Sampling Depth
0.8-3.8 mm
Auxiliary Gas Flow Rate
0.35-1.35 l/min
Rf Power
900-1700 W
HV2
1592-3092 V
Sample Uptake Rate
100-350 µl/min
Desolvating Membrane (DSN)
Nebulizer Gas Flow Rate
1.30-1.61 l/min
Membrane Gas Flow Rate
0.99-1.89 l/min
Sampling Depth
0.8-5.0 mm
HV2
750-3150 V

Nd/144 Nd change

Plateau/Min Re-Tuning
1.17 %
0.95 %
0.58 %∗
1.29 %
0.52 %
0.10 %∗

0.54 %
na
na
na
0.46 %
na

1.55 %
1.69 %
1.04 %∗
0.57 %

na
na
0.63 %
na

gas ow rate [156] have a smaller eect on intensity and isotope ratios than changing the
plasma temperature by varying gas loads or sampling depths, respectively. The change
in gas temperature was estimated by recording the interface pressure pint , which was
linearly correlated with the carrier gas ow rate. Increasing the carrier gas ow rate for
conventional nebulization from 1.01 to 1.15 l/min corresponds to a reduction of Tgas by
6 %.
The observed isotope ratio variations are dicult to explain with the zone model [59]
and changes in plasma temperature only. The fact that the measured isotope ratio was
always enriched in the heavier isotope in comparison to the assumed natural 146 Nd/144 Nd
ratio of 0.7219 [157], is generally consistent with diusion processes in the ICP causing
a preferential loss of low mass isotopes. This is supported by Andrén et al. [1], who have
reported that deposits on the sampler cone were enriched in the lighter isotope when
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compared to the original sample, suggesting that the detected ratio should be isotopically heavier. Decreasing the radial spread by reducing the plasma temperature or the
residence time should then make the observed ratios approach the natural ratio. This
trend is however only observed in region 1j (Figure 4.1), where a lower plasma temperature is accompanied by lighter isotope ratios. The increasing ratios in region 2j cannot
be explained by this model since the conditions under which the plasma is sampled
through the vacuum interface are still characterized by a declining gas temperature.
A mass dependent change in the relative abundance of oxide ions with plasma temperature may also alter the measured isotope ratios. In principle, oxide formation should
cause the isotope ratio to become lighter for lower temperatures because of the preferential dissociation of lighter molecules. However, we found no signicant variation in the
relative oxide ratios going in this direction even for

14x

NdO+ /14xNd+ (x=2,4,6) as high

as 37 % at low plasma temperatures. In addition, the intensity ratio of
144

146

Nd16 O+ and

Nd16 O+ showed a very similar prole with temperature as that of the corresponding

elemental ions for conventional nebulization as shown in the left part of Figure 4.12.
However, in order to be responsible for the relative higher loss of the light isotope observed towards small sampling depths, the oxide formation rate for
be lower than for

144

146

Nd would have to

Nd, which is not the case.

The proles of the oxide ratios obtained for dierent sampling depths using membrane
desolvation were less continuous. For sampling depths >2.9 mm, the signal intensity of
the oxides was negative after background subtraction. In this intensity regime, the not
perfectly matching background correction might become an issue, since it takes only
the dark noise into account. The huge deviation of the

146

Nd16 O+ /144 Nd16 O+ ratio

at a sampling depth of 2.5 mm is not an outlier, but reproducible. When repeating
sampling depth variation at two additional carrier gas ow rates, the sampling depth
with a severely increased

146

Nd16 O+ /144 Nd16 O+ diers. It marks the point where the

oxide rates change from negative to positive, so the Nd oxide signal intensities are very
close to zero and their ratio therefore prone to huge uncertainties. Still, also the oxide
ratios measured using the DSN show that their inuence on the isotope ratios measured
in the observed regime are very small: Whereas the oxide rate was essentially zero for
large sampling depths and increased steeply for sampling depths below 2 mm up to
10 % for a torch position 0.9 mm away from the sampler, the

146

Nd/144 Nd increased

very gradually when moving the torch closer to the interface, apparently unaected by
the change in oxide rate.
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Figure 4.12.:
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146

Nd/144 Nd as well as the 146 Nd16 O/144 Nd16 O ratios and the oxide rate as
determined by measuring 146 Nd+ and 146 Nd16 O+ in the same cycle shown
on the left for conventional nebulization and on the right after membrane
desolvation.

NdH+ formation based on measurements at m/z = 147 and 146 never exceeded a rate
of 2.4 · 10−5 for carrier gas ow rates between 1.03 to 1.56 l/min. Therefore, neither
changes in the hydride formation nor potential interferences by Sm+ , which would also
aect m/z 147, are considered to contribute to the observed isotope ratio proles.
Decreasing Tgas may further alter the isotope ratios by fractionated vaporization similar to what is observed during TIMS measurements [158]. Incomplete vaporization at
low Tgas would then cause a relative depletion of the heavier isotopes in the vapor phase
accompanied by their respective enrichment in the remaining particles. The isotope
ratios should thus become lighter unless a lower radial spread, induced by delayed vaporization, leads to a relatively higher transport eciency for the heavier isotope into
the vacuum interface. In conclusion, it appears unlikely that fractionated dissociation
of molecular ions or fractionated vaporization of the aerosol are dominating processes
causing the observed trends. It might, however, serve as an explanation for the steady
increase in isotope ratios when re-tuning the ion optics (Figure 4.8) and the slightly
higher maximum intensity at a higher carrier gas ow rate (Figure 4.7).
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4.2.2. Tentative Model
The minimum in isotope ratios observed as a function of sampling depth and carrier gas
ow rate variation (see Figures 4.1 and 4.7) cannot be caused solely by diusion and other
mass-discriminating processes in the ICP. It is far more likely that the mass dependence
of the kinetic energies of the ions and their energy distributions results in changes in the
relative transmission of the isotopes through the ion optics (see Figure 4.13). If the mass
spectrometer is specically optimized for ions that are extracted from a source of given
Tgas , its eciency to transfer ions towards the MS will be altered as soon as temperature
changes occur. When Tgas increases by 6 %, the dierence in kinetic energies of
and

144

146

Nd+

Nd+ due to the supersonic expansion [159] will also change by 6 % according to

∆Ekin =

∆M 5
· ·k·T
MAr 2

(4.1)

(see Section 6.1). Even though the high voltage used for extraction after the skimmer
cone mitigates this dierence, it needs to be expected that transmission of the isotopes
will be aected. At lower temperatures, the absolute dierence in kinetic energies for
dierent isotopes is reduced and their distributions might overlap to a greater degree.
Consequently, transmission should become more uniform for all m/z. We assume that
the minimum observed in the isotope ratios also originates from processes where the
variation in the relative transmission of the isotopes inside the ion optics changes due to
their dierent initial kinetic energies. At higher plasma temperatures, a lower voltage
for HV2 is needed to optimize ion transmission (Figure 4.8). Increasing kinetic energies
of the ions therefore require a steeper potential gradient between the skimmer cone
and the HV2 lens to improve transmission through the ion optics. Re-tuning the ion
optics to achieve maximum transmission reduces the fraction of the ion beam that is
clipped at orices inside the instrument, most importantly by the dierential pumping
apertures and the dening slits within the mass spectrometer. The minimum value of
the isotope ratio at higher Tgas indicates a relative increase in the radial spread of the
heavier compared to the lighter isotopes when the initial kinetic energy of the ions is
raised above the value the ion optics were tuned for. Above a given kinetic energy,
the radial distribution of the lighter isotope might increase again to a relatively greater
extent, such that the isotope ratio becomes heavier.

4.2 Discussion of Parameter Variation Studies
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Figure 4.13.: Schematic drawing of the tentative model to explain the observed isotope
ratio variations. The upper gure shows focused ion beams of a heavier
(dark grey) and a lighter isotope (light grey). Their respective `focus position' is marked by a cross with the focus of the heavier isotope situated
within an aperture (vertical bars), which corresponds to highest transmission. Arrows indicate the shift of the focus positions for increasing (light
grey) or decreasing (black) Tgas . The middle gure shows a schematic of
the corresponding ion density in the aperture. The lower part of the gure
represents the resulting isotope ratios.
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This model would require a focus-like point along the beam path close to an aperture

were the radial spread of the ions is minimized. The axial position of this point however
would not be identical for all isotopes and depend on the initial kinetic energy gained
in the supersonic expansion. This inference is supported by the observation that the
minimum only occurs for xed lens voltages. Specically adjusting the ion optics to
the respective kinetic energies may to some extent compensate for the varying radial
distribution. For Tgas lower than that of the initial optimization, re-tuning of the ion
optics is less eective in restoring sensitivity, making the isotope ratios slightly lighter in
comparison to constant settings (Figure 4.8). The greater number of collisions for higher
pressure conditions in the interface can also broaden the energy and spatial distribution
of the isotopes, diminishing the absolute sensitivity independently of the ion optics
settings as well as the mass dependence of the isotopes. The heavier isotope ratios
observed when the sensitivity increased by higher sample inputs may also be explained
by a preferential loss of light isotopes when a wider beam (due to an increased number
of ions and elevated space charge) cannot pass an aperture completely. The alteration of
isotope ratios and sensitivity proles when re-tuning the ion optics once at non-optimum
ICP operating conditions (Figure 4.7B) is also in accordance with the explanation given
above.

4.2.3. Membrane Desolvation
In case of the aerosol generated by conventional nebulization, the solvent of the aerosol
droplets needs to be evaporated which leads to cooling of the plasma. Thus membrane
desolvation requires higher carrier gas ow rates to obtain a similar plasma temperature.
The decreasing isotope ratios at very high membrane gas ow rates may result from a
slower relative decrease of the lighter isotope for successively more diuse ion beams,
from reduced diusion at this very high ow rate or from membrane-related eects [160].
The generally broader proles with respect to sampling depth using the DSN indicate
that for the case of membrane desolvation, the kinetic energies of the ions vary less with
ion sampling position. One explanation may be a lower temperature gradient across the
plasma for the desolvated aerosol.

4.3 Matrix Experiments
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Figure 4.14.:

146

Nd/144 Nd ratios for a pure Nd standard solution (Std, 500 ng/g Nd)
and for the same standard with a Ho matrix (Ho, 495 ng/g Nd, 5.16 µg/g
Ho) upon variation of the carrier gas ow rate. The ratio dierence was
calculated by subtracting the isotope ratio measured for the standard from
the matrix sample value. All standard deviations are displayed, but are
smaller than their respective symbol.

4.3. Matrix Experiments
As observed in the previous experiments, the variability of mass bias as a function of
the ICP operating conditions is smaller at lower plasma temperatures obtained by using
higher carrier gas ow rates and/or reduced sampling depths relative to those obtained
using settings which give maximum Nd sensitivity (see Figure 4.7A). Accompanying
their similar or only slightly increased RSDs (Figure 4.1), the more stable isotope ratios
indicate an improved tolerance towards uctuations in plasma temperature (or dispersion
of the ion beam in a complimentary way). Elevated concentrations of concomitant
elements may as well change the plasma temperature, which in turn could be one reason
for the often described mass bias dependence on matrix composition [43, 130, 161].
Comparison of the measured isotope ratio as a function of the carrier gas ow rate
for conventional nebulization of the Nd standard solution with and without a holmium
matrix (5 µg/g) is shown in Figure 4.14. The addition of holmium shifted the prole
towards lower carrier gas ow rates. For a carrier gas ow rate corresponding to highest
signal intensities (ca. 1.07 l/min in Figure 4.14), the

146

Nd/144 Nd isotope ratio was

elevated by almost 0.04 % in the presence of the matrix element. Operating at ow
rates above 1.11 l/min, however, reduced the bias introduced by the matrix signicantly,
since the level regions in the proles for the samples with and without addition of Ho
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Figure 4.15.: Relative deviation of the 146 Nd/144 Nd ratios for Nd solutions containing
dierent concentrations of Ho (100, 500 ng/g, 1, 2.5, 5, 10 µg/g) as matrix
using a pure Nd standard for bracketing. Isotope ratios were measured at
carrier gas ow rate 1.074 l/min providing highest signal intensity and at
increased ow rates of 1.107 and 1.131 l/min using the autosampler for
solution exchange. Each sample was measured three times, reported here
is the average of all three with their standard deviation representing the
repeatability.
overlapped and featured very similar isotope ratios.
Applying a higher carrier gas ow rate without re-tuning the ion optics leads to operation in the plateau region of the isotope ratio proles, where the eect of the sample
matrix on the measured isotope ratios is reduced. For verication, standards of approximately 500 ng/g Nd doped with Ho concentrations between 0.1 and 10 µg/g (samples)
were analyzed and compared to a pure Nd standard solution. Isotope ratios for the samples and the bracketing standard were acquired for gas ow conditions providing highest
Nd sensitivity, as well as at elevated carrier gas ow rates (1.107 and 1.131 l/min).
Without any mass bias corrections, the deviation of the isotope ratios in the matrixloaded samples from those in the pure standard (Figure 4.15) increased steadily with the
Ho concentration when measured at highest sensitivity. Two sets of experiments were
done: during the rst one, solutions were exchanged manually, while an autosampler
was used for the second. For manual exchange of solutions, the bias generated by the
presence of a 1 µg/g Ho matrix was compensated for by operating the plasma at elevated
gas ow rates. Using the autosampler however, a residual deviation of 0.03 % for the
highest Ho concentration of 10 µg/g remained even when the carrier gas ow rate was
further increased to 1.131 l/min. Compared to the deviation of 0.18 % under initial high
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sensitivity conditions, this still represents a six fold reduction in matrix-induced mass
discrimination.
The previous experiments point towards a detectable change in the plasma conditions
already upon addition of 0.5 µg/g Ho to the sample. Surprisingly, there was no detectable
dierence in the isotope ratios between the pure Nd standard and a sample of the same
standard spiked with 0.05 µg/g of each element present in the multielement standard
MerckIV, although the molar concentration of all elements added is equivalent to a
concentration of 5 µg/g Ho.
A reason for this nding might be revealed by experiments using dierent matrix
elements. The results for matrix additions of either the same molar or the same mass
concentrations for Li, Be and Eu are shown in Figure 4.16. The deviations caused by
Eu do not signicantly dier from zero at both gas ow rates applied. At the same
molar concentration, Li and Be cause a negative deviation in the 146 Nd/144 Nd at highest
sensitivity conditions (GFR = 1.0744 l/min). In an element mixture as in MerckIV, the
respective inuence of its components might therefore compensate for each other.
Interestingly, Li and Be at the same mass concentration of 5 µg/g induce very dierent
isotope ratios deviations. Whereas Be induces an even more negative bias, Li at this
level leads to heavier isotope ratios. All deviations observed for these three elements
are reduced at the elevated GFR of 1.1088 l/min in comparison to highest sensitivity
conditions.
The relative intensity increase by the MerckIV matrix was 10.8 ± 0.5 %, which is
identical within error to the intensity enhancement by 5 µg/g Ho. At the same molar
concentration, the intensity gain for Nd is only about half of that induced by Ho and Eu,
whereas at the same mass concentration, the relative intensity increase is about twice as
high. For Ho, the Nd intensity in matrix experiments using the autosampler increased
by ∼2 % per µg/g Ho relative to the pure standards. Thus, the intensity enhancement is
similar to the one observed by Barling and Weis [162]. They ascribed this observation to
a decrease in Ar charge density inicted by the matrix, enabling more ecient sampling
of the analyte. Whereas a cooling eect by Ho might explain the shift of the isotope
ratios towards lower carrier gas ow rates (where heavier isotope ratios are observed),
Barling and Weis discarded cooling of the plasma as the responsible mechanism.
Repeating the Ho matrix experiments using the autosampler after nine months showed
lower, but still signicant deviations in the ratios upon matrix addition. By increasing
the initial high sensitivity carrier gas ow rate of 1.076 to 1.131 l/min, the deviation of
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Figure 4.16.: Relative deviation of the 146 Nd/144 Nd ratios for Nd solutions containing Li,
Be or Eu (either 5 µg/g or at molar concentrations corresponding to the
molar concentration of a 5 µg/g Ho solution) as matrix using a pure Nd
standard for bracketing. Each sample was measured three times at carrier
gas ow rate 1.074 l/min providing highest signal intensity and at increased
ow rate of 1.1088 l/min using the autosampler for solution exchange. The
standard deviation represents the repeatability.

the

146

Nd/144 Nd ratio upon matrix addition of 10 µg/g Ho was reduced from 0.015 %

to 0.0008 % which is below the reproducibility of 0.0025 %.
The results indicate that the higher carrier gas ow rate reduces to some extent the
variations (up to a factor of six in the current experiments) in mass bias introduced by
increased concentrations of a concomitant matrix element. Despite the fact that the sensitivity was reduced by up to 40 % when operating at higher gas ow rates, the precision
of the isotope ratios remained in all cases very similar to that obtained when operating at highest sensitivity. Consequently, measuring at elevated carrier gas ow rate
conditions while maintaining the initial ion optics setting may improve the accuracy of
isotope ratios signicantly for standard-sample bracketing measurements. The magnitude of improvement, however, seems to depend on the sample introduction system and
the composition of the matrix. One reason for the reduced matrix tolerance when the
autosampler is employed might be the longer transfer line which considerably lowers the
uptake rate causing changes in the plasma conditions. The lower deviations observed for
the verication experiment at highest sensitivity conditions might be attributed to the
status of the source dening slit. As a consumable part of the instrument, it degrades
over time, i. e. becomes wider in horizontal direction and thus less selective.
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4.4. Conclusions
This study conrms the presence of systematic variations in mass discrimination in
MC-ICPMS with changes of the operating conditions, sample introduction and matrix
composition. The isotope ratio variations as a function of carrier gas ow rate and
sampling depth showed a close similarity to those obtained on another type of MCICPMS [1] and may thus be considered to originate from processes occurring commonly
in plasma source mass spectrometers. The systematic bias to heavier isotope ratios
measured with MC-ICPMS most likely results from preferential loss of the lighter isotope
due to diusion in the ICP or collisions in the vacuum interface and ion optics as well
as space charge eects in the positively charged beam [1, 59, 63]. The respective proles
observed for variation of Tgas and HV2, however, hint towards a link between the kinetic
energy distribution of the ions, which is aected by the plasma temperature, and their
respective transmission through the ion optics and MS. Optimizing the instrument for
highest sensitivity of a given isotope then results in a dierent relative transmission of the
individual isotopes with changing Tgas , causing large variations in the measured isotope
ratios. In this situation, a simultaneous multi collector measurement cannot completely
compensate for temperature uctuations in the ion source anymore. Operating under
cooler plasma conditions mitigates this eect, if a situation can be achieved where a
small variation in Tgas results in similar changes of transmission for dierent isotopes.
Even though the sensitivity is reduced, the precision of the measurements was found
to be aected to a minor degree, because eects of temperature uctuations in the
ICP have a much smaller inuence on the relative transmission of the isotopes. A
signicant improvement could be achieved for isotope ratio measurements when the
samples contained variable amounts of matrix components. In the case of Ho addition
to the Nd standards, the variability of mass discrimination induced by the matrix could
be substantially reduced or even eliminated. The eectiveness of this approach, however,
was dependent on the sample uptake rate. In this sense, operation of an MC-ICPMS
instrument at a reduced plasma temperature compared to conditions that provide highest
sensitivity can improve isotope ratio accuracy while maintaining precision. Especially
when internal normalization is not possible and standard/sample bracketing needs to be
employed, a signicant reduction of matrix eects could be obtained using this approach.
It is worth noting, however, that re-tuning the ion optics after increasing the carrier
gas ow rate or reducing the sampling depth, as proposed earlier [1], would shift the
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operating point back into a region where variability of the isotope ratios is signicantly
greater (region 2j in Figure 4.1). Furthermore, the presence and extent of the plateau
region (region 3j in Figure 4.1) in the isotope ratio proles are aected by the sample
introduction method. Lowering the plasma temperature seems to be less eective for
aerosols with reduced solvent load like for reduced sample uptake rates and potentially
also from a desolvating nebulizer.
Further studies will focus on the inuence of the kinetic energies as well as on dierent
matrices and sample introduction systems, including laser ablation. The optimization
strategy proposed in this section can be assumed to be similarly eective for isotope
systems of close to and heavier mass than Nd. However, its applicability to lighter
isotope system needs to be established due to their greater relative mass and kinetic
energy dierence.

5. Elements other than Nd
When expanding the view from the isotopic composition of a single element to other
elements, the change in characteristics becomes much larger. In addition to the variable number of neutrons changing the isotope mass, the whole variety of the periodic
table comes into play. Dierences in the ionization potential, the volatility/diusion
coecients, the oxide bond strength and not to forget a much expanded range of masses
lead to element-specically very dierent degrees of ionization as well as large spreads
in zones of maximum ion density in the plasma [59, 163165]. Thus, the signal response
curves of dierent elements upon variation of various plasma parameters dier in position and height of their maxima as well as the width of the respective prole [54, 166].
Already very early studies [167] showed a distinct dependence of analyte signals on the
ICP parameters, especially the carrier gas ow rate and the plasma power. Although
the pronounced dierences for some groups of elements, i.e. alkali metals, transition
metals and alkaline earth metals, were leveled out to some degree in a later study using
a longer torch [168], operating conditions to provide maximum signal intensity were still
element-specic. Vanhaecke et al. [59] referred to this observation as the zone model
which describes zones of maximum ion density along the length of the plasma. Whereas
the initial dependence mainly on the elemental mass was later found to apply only
to the specic instrument used, the general concept has been widely accepted by now
[147, 169]. Using MC-ICPMS, Andrén et al. [1] could show, that the sampling depth
providing maximum response even diers for two isotopes of the same element.
Several exemplary elements  Li, Fe, Sr, Pb and U  were chosen to describe the
inuence of the plasma operating conditions on isotope systems other than Nd. Since
the operating parameters which aect the temperature of the sampled plasma in a direct
fashion (sampling depth, carrier gas ow rate and plasma power) had been shown to
have a respectively similar inuence on the isotope ratios [149], only the carrier gas ow
rate is varied in this approach.
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5.1. Measuring Various Isotope Ratios
Measuring the Nd isotope ratios is relatively straight forward, especially when using a
single element solution. Other isotope systems require a stricter interference control or
need to be measured in a Faraday cup as well as an ion counter due to huge abundance
dierences between their isotopes.
All solutions measured in this study were diluted from single element standards using
1 % HNO3 (Fluka, analytical grade, further puried by sub-boiling distillation in ultrapure water, 18 MΩ·m, Millipore, Bedford, United States) to concentrations of 500 ng/g
(Li, Fe, Sr), 200 ng/g (Pb) and 50 ng/g (U). Cup congurations are displayed in Table 5.1. The instrumental setup and tuning is described in Section 3. Except for Fe, all
isotope ratios were measured using conventional nebulization.
For Li (Peak Performance, Lot# OKS068) and Pb (SRM 981), the instrument was
tuned for highest signal by the same tuning and optimization procedure as for Nd. Since
Li has the largest relative mass spread measurable using the Nu Plasma HR, both its
isotopes were measured in the outer cups. The beam was further compressed to t
the detector width by applying higher order terms to the zoom lens. For Pb, the Hg
background was monitored on m/z 202, but was below measurement uncertainty after
background subtraction.
Sr (SRM 987) was measured using on peak zero (OPZ) correction to account for
potential Kr interferences on m/z 88 and 86. The same diluted nitric acid solution as
for dilution of the standard solution was measured as the blank at the respective plasma
conditions before each measurement. When changing to the Sr solution, the signal was
allowed to stabilise for ca. 3 min before acquiring signals. A subsequent washing step
avoided contamination of the blank. Interestingly, the Kr signal intensity rose when
the tube was taken out of solution and fell to the same level again when liquid was
transported to the plasma. This eect might be attributed to solvent suppression of Kr
due to its high rst ionization potential (14.0 eV). Using OPZ correction is therefore
most appropriate to take the background signal intensities into account.
Fe isotope measurements are severely hampered by spectral interferences from plasma
species. To resolve the Fe signals from ArO+ and ArN+ , the Fe solution (IRMM-014)
was measured in high-resolution mode and using membrane desolvation to lower the
amount of oxygen in the plasma. The beam is then clipped by closing the alpha and
the source dening slits. While cutting of the beam reduces the signal intensity by ca.
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Table 5.1.: Cup conguration for isotope ratio measurements. Numbers refer to the
nominal m/z measured in each cup.
Element H6
Li
Fe
Sr
Pb
U

H5

6
57

H4
56
88
208

H3

207

H2

87
206

H1

205
238

Ax
55
86
204

L1

L2 IC0 L3 IC1 L4 IC2 L5

203

85
202
235 234

54
84

7
53

83

90 %, the enhanced resolution allows to observe and avoid the interfering species. After
alignment of the isotope beams, the magnet is then set to a position at a xed distance
(0.00111 m/z) from the point where the signal has reached half its intensity. Prior to
each measurement, the software then scans across the peak, determines its half-height
and accordingly calculates the magnet setting before starting the beam deection for
background acquisition.
Measurements of

238

U/235 U were carried out using a solution of natural composition

(Specpure, alfa Aesar, Lot# 903840).

5.2. Results
The isotope ratio proles obtained for 7 Li/6 Li,

88

Sr/86 Sr,

208

Pb/206 Pb and

238

U/235 U

for variation of the carrier gas ow rate are shown in Figure 5.1. Except for Li, the
measured isotope ratios become heavier for higher carrier gas ow rates around the
region of maximum signal intensity.

88

Sr/86 Sr and

238

U/235 U even show local isotope

ratio minima at low ow rates within the range of ow rates covered.
In contrast, 7 Li/6 Li shows the opposite trend. The isotope ratios become heavier
when lowering the gas ow rate and a minimum is obtained for 1.137 l/min. Re-tuning
reduces the range of isotope ratios observed, albeit not to a great degree.
The

54

Fe/57 Fe ratio is shown in Figure 5.2. In contrast to the elements displayed

before, the Fe isotope ratio stays very constant over a broad range of carrier gas ow
rates (RSD = 0.04 % from GFR 1.048 to 1.106 l/min), before distinct deviations are
observed towards more extreme settings.
The deviations between the lowest and either the highest or the plateau average are
presented in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.1.: 7 Li/6 Li, 88 Sr/86 Sr, 208 Pb/206 Pb and 238 U/235 U as well as the respective total
beam intensity for single parameter variation of the carrier gas ow rate.

5.3. Discussion
A pronounced dependence on the plasma temperature was found for all isotope systems
under observation.
For

Pb/206 Pb and

238

U/235 U, isotope ratio variabilities fol-

lowed the same trends formerly observed for

146

Nd/144 Nd. Starting from highest sen-

54

Fe/57 Fe,

88

Sr/86 Sr,

208

sitivity conditions, lower isotope ratios were observed towards higher plasma temperatures. Lower plasma temperatures at high carrier gas ow rates resulted in increasing
mass bias.
The isotope ratio prole obtained for dierent carrier GFRs for 7 Li/6 Li is clearly
dierent from the other elements considered in this section. They resemble the prole
obtained for B in Section 7.3.4, where the measured

11

B/10 B ratios become lighter for

lowering GFR. Since the ve other, heavier, elements feature minimum isotope ratios
at low gas ow rates, this points towards a strong mass dependence of this nding. In
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Figure 5.2.:
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Fe/57 Fe and total Fe beam intensity for single parameter variation of the
carrier gas ow rate as obtained in high resolution mode. 54 Fe/57 Fe∗ ist
most probably an outlier due to a magnet position issue (chosen too high 40
Ar14 N+ and 38 Ar16 O+ might contribute to m/z 54).
54

a personal communication, H. Andrén suggested an inuence of the masses of a certain
isotope system in relation to the mass of the main species in the ion beam, Ar. Being
lighter or heavier than Ar might inuence the ion trajectories to a dierent degree.
The degree of variability of mass bias variation was roughly correlated to the relative
mass dierence between the isotopes (Figure 5.2). However, the correlation does not
work so well for smaller mass dierences and is not explainable by only this feature,
since variabilities observed for Pb as well as U are larger than would be expected from
their relative mass dierence only. Alternatively, the maximum deviation measured for
Sr might also be too low due to unknown reasons. In general, it has to be considered,
that the dierences between plateau average and minimum are dependent on the daily
performance and tuning of the instrument. The variations observed for the continuously measured Nd standard over the course of years ranged from 0.90 - 1.33 % (see
Section 4.1.1), which exemplies the tuning dependence.
In the case of Pb, in addition, neither a local isotope ratio minimum nor a maximum
were observed. Although it might be possible that the GFR steps were chosen too large
and the minimum was just not measured at low ow rates, perhaps the high diusivity
of Pb is responsible for a larger spread of Pb across the plasma length.
For 238 U/235 U, in contrast, the minimum isotope ratio is observed at the highest GFR
of all heavy elements measured in this study. The uncommon feature of U is a very large
dierence in abundance sensitivities for

238

U and

235

U which is at least ten times higher
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Table 5.2.: Deviation between lowest and highest or plateau average isotope ratio mea∗
sured and the relative mass dierence between the isotope pair. For exper∗∗
imental, see Section 7.3.4.
Maximum deviation within the plateau region
for 54 Fe/57 Fe.

Isotope Ratio Deviation Min/Max Rel. Mass Dierence
7

Li/6 Li
11
B/10 B
54
Fe/57 Fe
88
Sr/86 Sr
146
Nd/144 Nd
208
Pb/206 Pb
238
U/235 U

4.86 %
∗
2.61 %
∗∗
2.36 % (0.11 % )
1.05 %
1.17 %
1.30 %
1.67 %

16.6
9.95
5.55
2.32
1.39
0.97
1.28

%
%
%
%
%
%
%

than for the other isotopes whose ratios have been compared. The feature of again
increasing isotope ratios for GFRs lower than those where the minimum is observed,
has been ascribed to an actual preferential loss of the lighter ion by diusion in the
interface at very high gas temperatures [149]. Due to the very low abundance of

235

U,

that mass-selective ion loss might emerge in importance earlier, at less high GFRS, and
suppress the processes which work in the other direction (causing higher isotope ratios).
However, speculations in this regime have to take into the account that the standard
error for high carrier gas ow rates is high and the apparent trend to lower isotope ratios
thus not signicant. At extreme gas ow rate settings, the
because the low intensity of ∼0.001 V of the

235

238

U/235 U becomes unstable,

U+ approaches the limits of detection.

Measured in high resolution mode, the variability of Fe isotope ratios is very low for a
large range of carrier gas ow rates. On the one hand, the ion kinetic energy distribution
is lowered by the narrowed source dening slit. On the other hand, the beam spread
after the slit is reduced signicantly by cutting out just a small, central portion of it.
The central portion will be the most homogeneous part of the ion beam. If the change in
isotope ratios is mainly induced by either dierences in the ion kinetic energy or by the
beam spread, measuring in high resolution will reduce the variability to a great degree.
Unless the beam becomes severely deviated by extreme conditions, the composition of
its remaining portion being able to pass the narrowed apertures is stable. The position
in the instrument, where changing ion trajectories translate into a mass bias variability
by a mass-selective loss of isotopes, may still be situated before, after or be the source
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dening slit itself. The eect of a changed ion beam composition upstream and at the
source dening slit would be reduced by selection of only the central part of the beam.
Downstream of the slit, the narrower beam in high-resolution mode will probably be
able to pass a formerly mass-selective aperture. Assuming that the isotope composition
of the beam is not uniform, the sampled fraction of the ion beam at the detector should
be heavier for high than for low resolution. Since all of the Fe isotopes are interfered by
molecular interferences, this assumption could not be tested.
A reduction in mass bias variability for a beam with a narrow spatial and ion kinetic
energy spread, is in agreement with former assumptions that a varying, selective cutting
of the beam causes mass-dependent isotope ratio variations (Section 4.2.2).

5.4. Conclusion
All isotope ratios observed show a strong dependence of their isotope ratio variability on
changes in the gas temperature. Whereas isotope ratios of elements with masses higher
than 54 u (Fe) were observed to become heavier with lowering of the gas temperature
around the initial tuning conditions and resembled the proles obtained for Nd, the
opposite trend was observed for the light elements Li and B, suggesting an inuence
of the isotope mass relative to the main plasma species Ar. Due to their light mass,
the isotope ratio variations observed for those elements might be attributed to diusion
processes either in the plasma, in the interface or pronounced inuence of space charge
by Ar ions.
The comparatively invariable

54

Fe/57 Fe ratios measured in high resolution mode with

narrower slits  upon a range of GFRs otherwise introducing large changes  give a strong
indication of a changed ion beam prole upon gas temperature variations. For elements
of higher mass than Ar, the similarity of the isotope ratio dependence on the plasma
temperature indicates a common process responsible for the observed variations. In combination, both ndings underline the importance of the ion optics concerning the mass
bias variability observed for ICP parameter variations in MC-ICPMS measurements.

6. Nd - Kinetic Energy and Beam
Expansion
6.1. Kinetic Energy Studies - A Short Review
Studies on the kinetic energy of the ions produced in an inductively coupled plasma
have been carried out since the early days of ICPMS. A short review on a selected
range of references concerned with Ekin is presented below, but can by no means seen
as comprehensive.
By applying a retardation potential before the mass analyzer, Gray and Date already
in 1983 [170] determined an energy spread of

59

Co+ ions in their rst ICPMS of ca.

7.5 eV in continuous sampling mode as opposed to the low energy spread of 2 eV for
boundary layer sampling which had been carried out earlier.
The main studies concerned with the determination of the kinetic energy of ions in
that time have been carried out by Olivares and Houk in 1985 [171] and by Fulford and
Douglas in 1986 [62]. To determine the kinetic energy of ions, the above-mentioned and
many other studies apply a retarding potential somewhere in the ion path to deect
the beam successively and record the decaying ion signal [171]. The Olivares and Houk
[171] reported increasing average kinetic energies with aerosol gas ow rate (from 4 to
16 eV for 59 Co+ ) and to some degree also with the plasma gas ow rate (for Ar+ ). Higher
plasma forward powers, however, caused lower kinetic energies. In contrast to the strong
dependence of the ion kinetic energies on the ICP operating conditions they observed,
Fulford and Douglas [62] already claimed ion kinetic energies virtually independent of
the main plasma parameters, i.e. on gas ow rates, plasma power and also the sample
matrix. They attributed this enormous change to grounding of the Rf coil and the
prevention of secondary discharge in newer generation interfaces for ICPMS [60]. Still,
the data presented show a change by 7 eV over the whole mass range from Li to U
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and variations of up to 2 eV for one element across the range of plasma parameters.
In their study, lower plasma temperatures were attributed to lower ion kinetic energies.
They rationalized their nding that the energy decreases monotonically with ion mass by
assuming the same behavior of an atomic ion beam as for molecular beam sampling from
an ICP. Since neutral argon atoms are the main species sampled, their speed determines
the average speed of ions in the expansion. The kinetic energy Es (m) of an ion of

mass m from the supersonic expansion can then be obtained from the kinetic energy
EAr and the mass mAr of the argon neutral.

Es (m) =

m
EAr
mAr

(6.1)

EAr of the expanding noble gas Ar can be approximated from the kinetic gas temper-

ature T0 using

EAr =

5
· k · T0
2

(6.2)

and the Boltzmann constant k. Additional kinetic energy might be contributed by a

plasma potential P , resulting in a total ion kinetic energy E of
(6.3)

E = Es + P.

In the rst vacuum stage, the interface pressure pint is proportional to the gas ow S
through the sampling orice,

pint ∝ S =

c
T00.5

(6.4)

with c being a constant for a given combination of gas and sample cone aperture size.
Accordingly, they determined the ratio of the pressure with the ICP o (T1 , p1 ) to that
with the ICP on (T2 , p2 ):

µ
T2 = T1

p1
p2

¶2
.

(6.5)

Assuming a constant volume ow through the sampler, this relation makes it possible
to derive changes in Tgas by monitoring the interface pressure.
The same equations were used by Tanner in 1993 [165] to derive plasma temperatures
by obtaining Ekin at dierent gas ow rates from stopping curves for selected ions cov-
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ering the whole mass range. The slope from the plot of the kinetic energy distributions
against ion mass allowed to calculate the gas kinetic temperature via

m
E(m) =
mAr

µ

¶
5
· k · T0 + P.
2

(6.6)

He showed a clear decrease of the gas temperature when going to higher carrier gas
ow rates, dropping from 6900 K at 0.7 l/min down to ∼3000 K at 1.3 l/min nebulizer
ow rate.
Horlick and coworkers [164, 167, 168, 172] described the eects of the plasma operating
conditions  separately and in combination  on signal intensities in ICPs experimentally
in several studies. The so-called Horlick mountains show distinct combinations of ICP
parameter settings for which ion densities are maximised. In addition, they analysed
the radial distributions of Fe ions in the plasma for the ICP forward power [173] as well
as for matrix additions of an easily ionizable element [174].

Studies on the Plasma
When comparing plasmas run at a frequency of 27 and 40 MHz by means of Thomson
and Rayleigh scattering, Huang et al. [175] showed that increasing the nebulizer ow,
decreasing the plasma forward power and going closer to the torch decreases the gas

kinetic temperature Tgas as well as the electron temperature Te and the electron number
density ne in the plasma. In total, those three characteristics were also lowered when
going to the higher radiofrequency. For small distances to the torch body, a pronounced
radial distribution is observed especially for high carrier gas ows, where cooling occurs
mainly in the central channel.
Olsen et al. [153] reported the inuence of instrumental parameters on source gas
kinetic temperatures in an ICP-MS by measuring the terminal gas velocities Vterminal
of Ar metastables (4s [3/2] 2 state) 10 mm behind the sampler cone with the help of
Doppler shifts in the uorescence excitation spectra.
They used

2
m · Vterminal
5k
(see also Equation 6.2) and determined the velocity via

Tgas =

Vterminal =

λmax · ∆ν
cosθ

(6.7)

(6.8)
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with the peak excitation wavelength λmax for a motionless population, the measured

Doppler shift ∆ν (dierence between the uorescence excitation peak from the expansion
and the optogalvanic peak from a hollow cathode lamp) and the angle of the incident
radiation relative to the motion of the ion beam θ. They found that increasing the
auxiliary or nebulizer gas ow rate as well as reducing the power reduces the gas kinetic
temperature. Higher plasma gas ows, however, increase the gas kinetic temperature, if
only to a small degree. Interestingly, they observed an elevated gas kinetic temperature
for higher water loading and ascribed this nding to a potential increase in the thermal
conductivity of the plasma due to the addition of hydrogen from the decomposition of
water (referenced to Tang and Trassy, 1986 [176]). On the other hand, a drop in the gas
kinetic temperature was observed for introducing 100 µg/g Li into the plasma. It was
accompanied by a large drop in the uorescence signal from the Ar metastable atoms.
Gamez et al. [177, 178] in 2007 showed the inuence of the operating conditions on
the plasma characteristics by monitoring electron temperature, Ca ion and atom number
density and gas kinetic temperature without and with an interface introduced into the
plasma. Whereas the addition of a concomitant element to solute particles hastens their
vaporization, increased Rf power leads to a greater dierence between the electron and
gas kinetic temperature and increases lateral diusion. The introduction of an interface
changes the plasma conditions even 9 mm away from the sampler to non-LTE (local
thermal equilibrium) behavior [178]. A higher carrier gas ow rate was found to lower
Tgas , which slows down diusion and reduces the rate of movement of electrons from
the outer region to the central channel. A smaller sampling depth narrowed the ion
distribution [177].

Studies on the First Vacuum Stage
In 2004, Macedone et al. [179] reported ion densities measured using laser-excited uorescence by scanning the plasma as well as optics up- and downstream of the sampler
relative to each other. They concluded that scanning the plasma across the cone provides an approximation of the actual ion prole, but with broader wings. In addition,
they showed that the sampling cone perturbes the prole by narrowing the ion distribution and suppressing the ion signal. This underlines the observation by Lehn et al. in
2002 [154], that introduction of an interface reduces both the temperature and electron
density in the central channel of the plasma. They found evidence that the fraction of
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analyte ions passing through the skimmer cone is signicantly higher than the fraction of
total gas ow passing from the rst to the second vacuum stage of the interface, e.g. for
a sampler-skimmer distance with a skimmer orice of ∼0.4 mm of 6 mm, 9 % of analyte
ions may enter the skimmer, whereas this percentage drops to 3.4 % for a distance of
10 mm.
In 2006, Macedone and Farnsworth [180] reported an increase in Ca II lifetime with
prolonged distance from the sampling orice which most probably arises from quenching collisions on calcium excited state lifetimes. That eect is visible as far as 5 mm
downstream of the sampling cone. Atom, ion ground state and metastable ion number
densities measured at a range of axial positions indicated the loss of ions to ion-electron
recombination in the supersonic expansion which was found more pronounced at low
powers. Findings by addition of a 250 µg/g sodium matrix indicate that sodium reduces
the lifetime for Ca II, because it probably has a larger quenching cross section for Ca
excited state than plasma species. Already in 2001, Macedone et al. [181] reported a
hampered transport through the sampling cone orice as the ratio of the analyte ion signal after/before sampler by Li. However, an improved transport was found for addition
of Zn matrices (5 mM). They also described a correlation between transport eciency
and the plasma potential.
Radidic et al. in 2006 [182] showed that reducing the nebulizer gas ow rate from 1.4 to
0.6 l/min increases the source temperature from 5100 K to 7400 K (150 % for 0.8 l/min)
and the limiting velocities (which correspond to the terminal velocities measured by
Olsen et al. [153]) from 2300 m/s to 2780 m/s. They also found evidence that the Mach
disk at a position ca. 17 mm behind the sampler and the barrel shock are both diuse
and that the concentration of fast, cold atoms becomes reduced at approximately this
position by the advent of slow and hot atoms (from ca. 11 mm on).
Stewart and Olesik in 1999 [63] found evidence for the eect of space charge being
most pronounced shortly after charge separation. They assume radial as well as axial diusion and nd implications for a spatially dependent kinetic energy distribution
within a sampled ion cloud in their MS.

Studies on the Second Vacuum Stage
In the presence of a skimmer pointing into the expanding plasma behing the sampler
cone, Mach disk formation is disrupted, keeping the neutral gas highly supersonic within
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the core of the jet stream [183]. In addition, a signicant part of the neutrals is diverted
by the skimmer while the ions are accelerated and follow the lines of the electric eld
at the skimmer. Jugroot et al. [183] study the inuence of ion-neutral collisions as
well as electrical elds in a quadrupole mass lter for molecular ions. They calculate a
strong focusing eect from the Rf quadrupole on the ion streamlines towards the axis of
symmetry. Neutral gas dynamics only have a strong eect on the ion trajectories in the
supersonic jet by neutral/ion collisions after the skimmer before focusing. Simulation of
the focusing showed a gradual, but strong inuence of the mass-to-charge ratio on the
degree of focusing.
Jarvis, Gray and Houk in the Handbook of ICP-MS [184] describe the application
of a positive stopping voltage to the mass analyzer and measure the voltage necessary
to attenuate the ion signal to the background level. They report higher maximum ion
energies with higher aerosol gas ow rate and cite Gray and Williams in 1987 [166], who
found that the range of ion energies also diers for ions of dierent m/z with aerosol
ow rate with the smallest range found at 0.9 l/min.

Studies on Ion Lenses
The same researchers [184] also state that ion motion through electrostatic elds such as
those used in most ion lenses is governed by the Laplace equation which is independent
of m/z. Thus, in general, a certain set of lens voltages should provide a situation where
ions of dierent m/z are transmitted uniformly if they start at the same position with
the same initial energy. They however wrote that

This utopian behaviour is based on several assumptions that are not met in ICPMS... ,
therefore,

...ions of dierent mass have dierent kinetic energies and thus have dierent paths
through the lens. .
Tanner [185] also states a dependency of trace analyte trajectories through a given
lens array on the mass of primary charged species as well as the total ion current, since
the space charge eld of the ion beam is mass-dependent and modies the potential eld
of the lens array. His calculations predict a mass-dependent transmission of ions through
the ion optics due to the dierent kinetic energies gained during supersonic expansion.
The perturbation induced by the space charge eld is then most pronounced for lighter
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masses of lower kinetic energy.
Studies on ion lenses are by far not restricted to plasma-generated ions. For example,
ion trapping and guiding experiments have been carried ouf to examine unstable nuclei
with the help of the JYFL RFQ ion cooler [186191]. In those studies, it has been
shown that the bunch width of the ion cloud becomes larger with increasing intensity
following an N1/3 dependence, with N the number of ions introduced through the volume
in question. They assign this observation to an expanding volume of the ion cloud
with higher intensities [187]. For Penning trap experiments, shifts in the centering
frequency have already been observed with 105 trapped ions, revealing space charge
eects. However, accumulation, cooling and delivering as ion bunches was still possible
with 107 ions [187]. They also observe higher energy spreads (as well as ion yields) with
increasing skimmer voltage [189].
In general, most references agree on higher ion kinetic energies at higher plasma
temperatures, as induced by the main variable parameters of the ICP: ICP forward
power, sampling depth and (carrier) gas ow rate. Although each study states that the
ion lenses should act on ions of the same kinetic energy in a mass-independent fashion,
they also all agree that this case does not apply for ICPMS since Ekin of the ions after
the supersonic expansion in fact is a function of mass. As a consequence, transmission
through the ion optics of an ICPMS instrument is a mass-dependent process.

6.2. Approach
The model proposed in Section 4.2.2 assigns mass-selective transmission of isotopes to
changes in kinetic energy - between isotopes and for dierent ICP operating parameters.
Three dierent approaches to test this hypothesis were followed:
 Go Bigger: Higher Acceleration Potential. Since the relative ion kinetic
energy dierence should decrease for higher acceleration potentials, i.e. higher
total kinetic energy of the ions, a selection of experiments was repeated on the
large scale MC-ICPMS instrument Nu 1700 which features an acceleration voltage
of 6000 V.
 Go Smaller: Stopping Experiments. The relative change induced in the
kinetic energy of the ions was studied by stopping experiments using a retardation
lter in front of the rst ion counter.
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 Go O: Beam Deection. To check the inuence of a changed beam path on
the isotope ratios and how they aect the adjustment of the zoom lens settings,
the ion beam was diverted by horizontal and vertical deection potentials.

6.2.1. The Nu 1700
The Nu Plasma 1700 is the prototype of the largest MC-ICPMS from Nu Instruments
(Wrexham, Great Britain) designed for high resolution isotope ratio measurements. The
instrument used in this study was the rst of its kind ever installed outside the factory
and belongs to the Institute of Isotope Geochemistry and Mineral Resources (ETH
Zürich, Switzerland). Experiments were carried out in collaboration and with help from
Dr. Felix Oberli. Double-focusing is achieved by a single 750 mm radius magnet in
combination with a 943 mm radius ESA. The asymmetric arrangement of the magnet
enhances dispersion while image demagnication increases resolution [192]. The instrument has a mass dispersion of 17 % at zoom magnication one and is equipped with 16
Faraday cups; ten incorporated in a xed central array and three each to the low and
high mass side. The large dispersion possible with its vast geometry provides a high
mass resolution of 700 to 3000 m/∆m (10 % valley convention) whilst maintaining at
top peaks for high precision measurements with minimal loss in sensitivity [192]. Of
the three secondary electron multipliers, one is equipped with an abundance sensitivity lter, but neither was used in this experiment. Independently adjustable, computer
controlled slits positioned in front of all detectors allow movement in width and central
position providing perfect alignment of the peaks of interest.
These individually adjustable slits together with the longer ight path and, especially,
the higher acceleration voltage (HV1 ∼6000 V) are the main dierences between the
Nu Plasma 1700 and the smaller HR instruments. In contrast, the sample introduction
system is unchanged. Whereas there are more optical devices included (octopole and
hexapole lenses), the ion optics used for tuning in this study corresponded in design,
position and function to those of the Nu Plasma HR, considering that the high voltage
settings were approximately 1/3 higher due to the higher acceleration voltage for the
ions.
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6.2.2. Ion Stopping Experiments
The kinetic energy distribution of the ions was determined using the retardation lter
tted in front of the ion counter IC0. Originally, the lter is intended to decrease the
degree of tailing from an ion beam of higher m/z (abundance sensitivity). Application
of voltages close to the acceleration voltage of the ion beam to the lens in front of the
multiplier slows down the ion beam. Since the scattered ions of a beam of higher m/z
have a lower kinetic energy, they become preferentially deected and the amount of low
mass tailing reduced. For normal applications, maintaining close to 100 % intensity
of the original beam is desirable to ensure signal stability and to improve the limit of
detection by lowering the background contribution from abundance sensitivity. For the
kinetic studies, the voltage setting Retard was deliberately increased stepwise way
above settings used for abundance sensitivity suppression. Ions of successively higher
kinetic energy are increasingly cut o [193], until most of the ion beam is deected and
the measured signals was well below 10 % of the initial intensity.

6.2.3. Ion Beam Deection

Figure 6.1.: Quad settings for re-tuning for maximum signal intensity of a 500 ng/g Nd
solution at dierent carrier gas ow rates using the Nu Plasma HR.
The starting point for the evaluation of the beam expansion was the observation,
that re-tuning for highest sensitivity after gas ow rate changes is accompanied by a
continuous change in the zoom lens settings to obtain the best peak shape and beam
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alignment. (Figure 6.1). Beam alignment refers to the situation when all ion beams of
interest can be scanned across their respective detector with the same magnet settings.
Directing the Nd isotopes towards the detector requires nearly maximum zooming due
to Neodymium's many isotopes. The zoom lens settings are thus most sensitive to even
small changes in the beam focusing and expansion.
For a space charge situation at the source dening slit, the trajectories of the beam
will no longer be intensity independent. The ion beam might thus appear more diuse
or to come from a dierent angle, requiring adjustment of the zoom lens settings [194].
To simulate a diused beam, the beam was deliberately de-focused before it passes the
source dening slit by vertical (HV6) or horizontal deection (HV5). In a personal
communication, P.A. Freedman [194] predicted for those deections a change in the
Quad values in the same direction as for lowering the signal by gas ow rate variation.

6.3. Experimental
6.3.1. Measurements on Nu 1700
A 500 ng/g Nd solution in 1 % HNO3 was used for all measurements on the Nu 1700.
It was introduced into the plasma using the same conventional pneumatic nebulizer
(MicroMist, Glass Expansion, Melbourne, Australia) as for the former experiments using
the Nu Plasma HR inserted into the Scott type spray chamber of the Nu 1700.
Tuning was rst carried out for all parameters of the instrument including ESA, hexaand octopole values, slit widths and beam alignment. Broad at-top peaks were achieved
for all Nd isotopes. They could be maintained throughout the measurement sessions
except for the most extreme parameters, when the dierent beams started to diverge,
i.e. the rise and fall of the signals began to appear a slightly dierent m/z. However,
their peak shape remained well-dened, while their overlap was still sucient to ensure
parallel signal acquisition of all isotopes.
The carrier gas ow rate GFR was calibrated against the instrument software input

nebulizer pressure NP

GF R[

l
l
l
] = 0.0208 · N P [psi] · min + 0.2339
.
min
psi
min

All other experiments were carried out on the Nu Plasma HR.

(6.9)
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6.3.2. Ion Stopping Experiments
Due to the high sensitivity of the ion counter, the concentration of a Nd standard
was reduced to 500 pg/g Nd by dilution with 1 % HNO3 , giving a signal intensity of

∼ 8 · 104 cps for 146 Nd+ . Centering 146 Nd+ in IC0 allowed simultaneous monitoring of
144
Nd+ and 142 Nd+ in IC1 and IC2, respectively.
When using the ion counters, instrumental tuning included optimization of the small
ESA unit in the detector block to center the ion beams. An initial and a setback
experiment was always carried out without applying any voltage to the retardation
lter. For all kinetic studies, only the voltage setting Retard was increased step by
step and the respective signal intensities were recorded until they were well below 10 %
of the initial intensity.
First studies had been carried out with no voltage applied to the preceding lens
(Lens), resulting in ion kinetic energies well o the expected value of ca. 4000 V.
After feedback from the factory, some experiments were repeated setting Lens = 3400 V
and approached the reasonable kinetic energy range. However, the trends observed at
both conditions remained the same.

Data Evaluation

Figure 6.2.: Left: Dierentiated tting curves obtained using Mathematica 6.0 for the
initial ow rate 1.077 l/min (blue), 1.010 l/min without (lilac) and with
tuning for highest intensity (green). Right: Plot of the 2nd derivative of
the tting function for the rst measurements at 1.077 l/min.
Two characteristics of the ion beam are to be exploited: rst, the kinetic energy of
its ions, and second, the width of the energy distribution. Both values can be derived
from the S-shaped intensity curves obtained from the stopping experiments. The most
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probable ion kinetic energy (MPE) is the kinetic energy most likely to be possessed by
any ion in the ion beam and corresponds to the retardation lter setting at which the
rst derivative of the curve is maximised. The spread of the ion kinetic energy ∆Ekin is
dened as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the rst derivative [171].
Evaluation of the data was tested using three approaches, all giving corresponding
results.

Numerical Dierentiation Followed by Fitting of a Gaussian Following numerical
dierentiation of the signal intensities In obtained for the dierent retardation lens

settings xn by

µ
dif f

x2 − x1
x = x2 −
2

¶

I2 − I1
,
x2 − x1

=

(6.10)

a 3-parameter Gaussian function was tted to the data using SigmaPlot 10.0

y = a · e−0.5(

x−x0
b

2

).

(6.11)

The inexion points of the curve are situated at x = x0 ± b. Since the correlation
√
FWHM= 2 2ln2 · b only holds true for a normalized Gaussian (area under curve = 1),
which is not given in this case, only b will be presented throughout this work as an
indication for the relative width of the curves.

Dierentiating a Sigmoidal Fitting Curve In another attempt, a sigmoidal curve was
tted to the data and dierentiated using Mathematica 6.0 (Figure 6.2). The FWHM
was then calculated as either the dierence in minimum and maximum of the second
derivative or as double the dierence between the retardation voltage for which the rst
derivative results in half of the minimum and in the minimum itself.
The nal and ultimate approach used Sigmaplot 10.0 to t a 4-parameter sigmoidal
curve,

y = y0 +

a
1 + e−

x−x0
b

,

(6.12)

to the stopping experiment data as displayed in Figure 6.3. The point of inexion

x0 (POI) also represents the maximum of the rst derivative of the sigmoidal curve, so
no actual derivatization is necessary to approximate the MPE. The width factor b gives
information about the width of the curve.
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Figure 6.3.: Graphical explanation of the dierent parameters in curve equation 6.12
used to t the retardation lter variation data to.

6.3.3. Ion Beam Deection
Transfer V2

HV 6

earth links

Transfer H1

Transfer V1

HV 5

earth links

Figure 6.4.: Construction sketch of the transfer region in the Nu Plasma HR in front of
the source dening slit (after instrument manual).
Isotope ratios and signal intensities of a 500 ng/g Nd solution were measured using
solution nebulization on the Nu Plasma HR upon variation of the beam deection potentials HV5 and HV6 which are shown in Figure 6.4. Whereas HV6 focuses the ion beam
in horizontal direction towards the source dening slit, HV5 is the potential aligning the
beam in vertical direction.
The main parameters adjusted for dierent degrees of zooming are Quad 1 and
Quad 2 to not only direct the middle beam towards its detector, but also to ensure
alignment of all ion beams of interest. To separate those two adjustments, experiments
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with zoom lens tuning were carried out in three steps. First, only the respective ion
optics part - HV5 or HV6 - was varied and an isotope ratio measurement carried out.
Then, only Quad 1 was used to tune for the best peak shape. After noting down this
value, Quad 1 and 2 were changed as linked Quads to completely align the deviated
beam paths. Afterwards, isotope ratios were recorded again.

6.4. Results
6.4.1. Measurements on Nu 1700

Figure 6.5.:

146

Nd/144 Nd ratios measured for conventional nebulization upon variation
of the carrier gas ow rate on the Nu 1700 and, left, the 144 Nd+ signal
intensity as well as, right, the respective magnet settling points as chosen
by the software for centering of the peak.

Repeating the single parameter studies on the Nu 1700 underlined the ndings made
with the Nu Plasma HR: Without re-tuning, the isotope ratios around optimum sensitivity conditions became heavier with decreasing Tgas , either when increasing gas ow rates
(Figure 6.5) or decreasing the sampling depth (Figure 6.6). In addition, a more stable
region of heavy isotope ratios was found at high carrier gas ow rates (> 1.06 l/min).
For carrier gas ow rates lower than that where the lowest isotope ratio was found
(0.985 l/min), again an increased isotope ratio was observed. Since the peak shape
remained at over the whole range of settings, inuences of peak degradation, like a
preferential loss of Nd isotopes in the outer cups due to unmatching zoom settings,
could be excluded.
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Table 6.1.: Variability of 146 Nd/144 Nd during variation of gas ow rate, sampling depth
and HV2 for conventional nebulization using the Nu 1700. The third column
(Plateau/Min) summarizes the deviation between plateau-like region average
and the minimum isotope ratio when changing only one parameter. ReTuning lists the maximum ratio variability when re-tuning the ion optics for
highest 144 Nd sensitivity for each individual measurement. The last column
∆ depicts the deviation between plateau and minimum of the Nu 1700 in
comparison to the Nu Plasma HR.

Parameter Variation
Nebulizer Gas Flow Rate
Sampling Depth
HV2

146

Range

0.972-1.101 l/min
1.8-4.6 mm
1374-4774 V

Nd/144 Nd change

Plateau/Min Re-Tuning
0.99 %
0.73 %
0.46 %

0.17 %
0.11 %
0.45 %

∆
85 %
77 %
88 %/

Due to automatic peak centering which scans across the peak before each measurement, the magnet position changed along with the carrier gas ow rate as can be seen
in the right part of Figure 6.5. When adjusting the scale, the change in magnet settling
position could even be overlapped with the change in isotope ratios. This suggests that
either the beam path or the kinetic energy of the ions change for the respective gas
temperatures.
The variation of the sampling depth at three dierent carrier gas ow rates displayed
in Figure 6.6 showed the same isotope ratio proles as for the smaller Nu Plasma HR.

Figure 6.6.:

Nd/144 Nd ratios and 144 Nd+ signal intensity measured for conventional
nebulization upon variation of the sampling depth at three dierent carrier
gas ow rates (1.004, 1.037 and 1.072 l/min) on the Nu 1700.
146
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Recording of the whole range of settings was restricted by the soft- and hardware not
allowing the adjustment of sampling depths > 6 mm and arcing between the load coil
and the interface when going closer than 1.6 mm. Still, the prole measured at higher
GFR is clearly shifted towards the interface whereas the prole for 1.037 l/min GFR is
observed at larger distances.

Figure 6.7.:

146

Nd/144 Nd ratios measured for conventional nebulization upon variation
of, right, carrier gas ow rate and, left, sampling depth when the Nu 1700
was re-tuned for highest signal intensity at each setting. Also displayed is
the respective HV2 value.

The most interesting observations were made for re-tuning the ion optics. As depicted in Figure 6.7, using the extended range of adjustments which can be chosen for
the ion optics, the variability can nearly be eliminated for all except one ICP setting
(GFR = 0.972 l/min). Variabilities are listed in Table 6.1. For both variations, either
of the carrier gas ow rate or the sampling depth, again HV2 was the main parameter
which needed to be adjusted to regain sensitivity and upon variation showed immediate
response in the signal intensity. The isotope ratio clearly diered from those re-tuned at
other ICP parameters only at the lowest carrier gas ow rate. For this experiment, HV2
could not be adjusted properly due to arcing caused by a too high potential dierence
between HV1 and HV2. The incapability to eciently re-tune under this circumstance
conrms HV2 as the most inuential parameter to re-gain similar ion beam characteristics.
Variation of HV2 itself showed a similar isotope ratio prole as for the Nu Plasma HR.
A plateau-like region at slightly elevated isotope ratios was observed for higher values of
HV2. The minimum ratio at decreasing settings of HV2 was followed by a steep increase
in isotope ratios for the lowest HV2 values. Tuning for highest signal intensity at each
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setting of HV2 did not change the dependence of the isotope ratios except for the highest
HV2 setting.

6.4.2. Ion Stopping Experiments
Lens = 3400 V

Figure 6.8.: Stopping curves obtained at, left, dierent HV1 settings and, right, dierent carrier gas ow rates.
When the Lens value was adjusted, the signal intensities were very sensitive to changes
in the retardation lter setting (Figure 6.8). The voltage window in which the decay
occurred was only ∼20 V wide. Therefore, stopping curves obtained for dierent acceleration voltages HV1 are clearly separated.
The relation between the acceleration voltage HV1 and the point of inexion is POI
= 0.9944·HV1 - 21.217 V, so the kinetic energy measured at the detector closely represents the acceleration voltage within ±1 V (Figure 6.9). This nding is an indication
that the kinetic energy of the ions acquired by the supersonic expansion is eciently
leveled and does not contribute to a great degree to the total kinetic energy.
Variation of the ion kinetic energy across the range of carrier gas ow rates is limited, as
it is already visible in the stopping curves displayed on the right of Figure 6.8. Although
the intensities vary greatly at the dierent settings, their calculated points of inexion
cover only ∼0.63 V. However, the dependence of the point of inexion on the carrier gas
ow rate of POI = -6.8446·GFR + 4010.472 V (R2 = 0.72) conrms the assumption,
that ions produced at higher gas temperatures feature a higher kinetic energy.
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Figure 6.9.: Points of inexion for stopping curves obtained, left, at dierent HV1 settings as well as carrier gas ow rates and, right, the respective tting factor
b representing the energy distribution width for each GFR.
Applying the t for the HV1 settings, the carrier gas ow rate range of 0.092 l/min corresponds to a decrease of -0.633 V from the lowest to the highest applied rate. Applying
the Fulford and Douglas Equation 6.5 [62] to the interface pressures measured, the respective gas temperature for this GFR decreases by approximately 3.8 % corresponding
to an absolute change in Tgas of ∼250 K.
Taking the width factor b as an indicator for the kinetic energy spread, the energy
distribution when changing HV1 varies neither signicantly not systematically, indicating a shift and not a broadening of the energy dispersion. For dierent carrier gas ow
rates, however, a clear dependence of the energy dispersion on the gas temperature is
observed (Figure 6.9). The spread of ion kinetic energies arriving at the detector increases with Tgas , albeit not signicantly. Very interestingly, the energy distribution is
increased upon tuning for high carrier gas ow rates, which might indicate a clipping of
the beam at those conditions when the ion optics are not adjusted.

Lens = 0 V
When the Lens value was not adjusted, the settings of the retardation lter to cut
o the ion beam were (i) located at much lower retardation lter voltages (from 3400
to 3900 V) and (ii) appeared at values below the acceleration voltage (Figure 6.10).
However, calibration of the actual change in ion kinetic energy was achieved by recording
stopping curves at various acceleration voltage settings. An interesting observation was
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made when extending the range of HV1 settings to more than 15 V. As visible in the
left part of Figure 6.10, stopping curves obtained for HV1 = 4007 and 4012 V yield the
same point of inexion. This observation can be attributed to the acceptance window
of the ESA which selects for ions of a kinetic energy ±6-8 V from the center value. Ions
of more extreme kinetic energies are not focused through the exit aperture of the ESA.
When scanning across dierent acceleration voltages, the energy ltering of the ESA is
visible in a severe drop in signal intensity outside of its acceptance window (see Figure
6.11) and as well in an increased current measured on the exit plate. The current on
this plate is given out by the software as the Post ESA value and can be used to center
the beam for more extreme HV1 settings by adjustment of the ESA settings.

Figure 6.10.: Points of inexion for stopping curves obtained, left, for dierent HV1 and
three carrier gas ow rates and, right, at dierent HV1 settings with the
ESA plate settings adjusted. Going from left to right, the ESA plate
value increases from 228.3 to 228.6, 229.0 (normal setting), 229.3 up to
229.6.

By adjusting the ESA plate value at each HV1 setting to give the lowest or most
centered Post ESA current, the dependence of the POI on the acceleration voltage
could be calibrated over a range of 30 V, as it is displayed on the right of Figure 6.10.
The change in the POI when varying HV1 by 1 V is 3.5 V. When going to 0.01 l/min
higher carrier gas ow rates, the POI drops by 1.4 V. Using the HV1 calibration of the
POI, the drop in POI corresponds to a reduction in kinetic energy of ∼0.5 V.
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Variation of Acceleration Potential
The isotope ratio variability for dierent acceleration voltages was measured in the
Faraday cups in the normal Nd conguration given in Table 3.1 to avoid an additional
inuence of the small beam deection unit in the detector block which guides the ion
beams towards the electron multipliers. Results are shown in Figure 6.11. Within the
acceptance window of the ESA, the signal intensities vary rather due to drifting. Pronounced relative losses of the signal intensity are observed towards acceleration voltages
< 3995.5 V. Deviations up to 8.4 % in

146

Nd/144 Nd from the values measured in the

plateau (0.73528±0.00009, n=6) reveal a selective loss of especially lighter masses. The
sharp signal intensity drop for increasing HV1 by more than 3 V from the initial value
of 4001.5 V is accompanied by a relative reduction of the heavier isotopes, decreasing
the isotope ratio by maximum 1.4 %. With the energy window of the ESA exceeded,
a clearly mass-discriminating transmission underlines the change of ion kinetic energies
with mass.
The right graph of Figure 6.11 enlarges the isotope ratio progression for HV1 settings
allowing close to complete transmission through the ESA. Whereas a trend to increasing
isotope ratios with higher acceleration voltage may be deduced from the graph, the
highest deviation measured is only 0.02 %.

Figure 6.11.:

146

Nd/144 Nd and 144 Nd+ measured in the Faraday cups at dierent HV1
settings using the Nu Plasma HR. On the left, the whole range of measurements is displayed, while the right graph presents an enlarged view on
the Ekin acceptance window of the ESA.
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6.4.3. Ion Beam Deection
Upon variation of the vertically deecting lens HV5, the 146 Nd/144 Nd shows an irregular
dependence (Figure 6.12). Whereas the isotope ratio becomes heavier steadily, but
slowly towards HV5 settings < 1840 V, the increase towards higher deection potentials
is much steeper. For otherwise constant settings, an isotope ratio plateau for HV5
> 2140 V is found. The overall prole resembles those observed upon ICP parameter
variation, but starting from a point very close or representing the isotope ratio minimum.
The maximum deviation in the range of HV5 settings covered, however, is only 0.36 h
for a change of 400 V and also represents the plateau/minimum variation. When tuning
the Quads for best peak shape after variation of HV5, the changes induced in the isotope
ratios are small. Whereas the variability can nearly be eliminated for low potentials,
146

Nd/144 Nd obtained for settings higher than the initial one are even heavier than

without tuning. The zoom lens settings required show a very consistent trend. The
higher HV5, the more Quad 1 has to be shifted to more negative values to re-gain
peak shape. The increasing need for zooming is accordingly matched by higher Quad 2
settings for beam alignment using the linked Quads. Whereas aligning induces a steeper
dependence of Quad 1 on the lens potential, the trend is not changed upon subsequent
beam alignment.
Although only measurements at three dierent HV6 settings are shown in the right

Figure 6.12.:

Nd/144 Nd and 144 Nd+ beam measured for dierent settings of, left, HV5
(+ re-tuning) and, right, HV6. The measurement for HV5 = 1940 V is the
average of the initial, an intermediate and the setback experiment. The
large error bars represent the reproducibility rather than the standard error
as for the other measurement points.
146
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part of Figure 6.12, they can be regarded as representative since preliminary studies
showed the same dependence over a broader range. The display of this experiment was,
however, chosen to improve comparability to variation studies of HV5 measured on the
same day using the same tuning conditions.
In contrast to the irregular isotope ratios upon HV5 variation, adding or subtracting
the same potential from the horizontally deection ion lens HV6 is accompanied by a
pronounced drop in isotope ratio as well as signal intensity. The variation induced for
a change of only 200 V amounts to 1.85 h. Although the bias is ve times higher
than the maximum deviation observed for dierent settings of HV5, in comparison less
adjustment of the zoom lens is necessary to improve the peak shape. For both other
settings, 1740±200 V, Quad 1 has to be chosen more negative and Quad 2 more positive
(6.13), resulting in a steeper potential dierence.

Figure 6.13.: Quad settings for re-tuning the peak shape at dierent settings of left
HV5 and right HV6. First, only Quad 1 was adjusted to improve the peak
shape, then Quad 1 and 2 (linked) in sequence to achieve alignment of the
ion beams.

6.5. Discussion
6.5.1. Measurements on Nu 1700
For all parameter variations, a dependency of the isotope ratios on the respective parameter was observed. As the most obvious nding, the striking similarity of the dependency
of the isotope ratios on the operating conditions between the Nu 1700 and the former
studies using the Nu Plasma HR must be named. Considering the continuous availability
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of broad ion beam plateaus and sucient alignment of the beams to record each single
m/z in its plateau, the measurements on the Nu 1700 strongly oppose the possibility
that signal degradation was responsible for the isotope ratio variation observed with the
Nu HR. Minimum isotope ratios were recorded for high plasma temperature and high
values of HV2 followed by a steep rise after these settings, while a plateau region could
be found at low plasma temperatures and HV2 voltages.
The dierence between plateau and minimum for variation curves obtained with the
Nu 1700 in comparison with the Nu Plasma HR are calculated in Table 6.1. Variation
were reduced to 46 - 85 % when using the larger instrument. Since the acceleration
voltage of the Nu 1700 of 6000 V is 1/2 higher, the lower variability observed might
be attributed to a smaller relative dierence in the kinetic energies of the ions. More
generally speaking, the changes induced by variation of ICP parameters are reduced
at higher acceleration voltages and can be partly compensated for by adjusting the
dierence between HV1 and HV2.

Figure 6.14.: Construction sketch of acceleration region for ions in the Nu Plasma HR
from the skimmer at HV1 to the grounded lens with the intermediate HV2
(adapted from instrument manual).
Tuning at each ICP parameter step reduced the variability of the isotope ratios up to
a factor of six for the nebulizer gas ow rate variation if the lowest gas ow rates are discarded. The near-elimination of variability shows that the plasma sampled through the
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sample cone is barely changed in isotope composition for dierent plasma temperatures.
Otherwise, ion optics tuning could not restore the initial conditions. Rather, changes
in plasma expansion, interface pressure, ion/neutral collisions, ion kinetic energy, space
charge and ion beam expansion starting from the interface region are responsible for the
variability observed.
With HV2 as the main parameter needed to re-gain sensitivity, also the rate of plasma
charge separation might be of importance, since this process is determined by the electrostatic eld gradient induced by the rst ion optic lens in connection with the plasma
density [185]. Figure 6.14 shows the acceleration region of the Nu Plasma HR. Whereas
the potential dierence between HV1 and ground accelerates the ions, HV2 determines
the point of charge separation. Variations in the plasma density induced by dierent
ICP parameters then might be compensated by adjusting HV2, keeping the point of
charge separation more or less at the same position. Otherwise, a change in the point of
charge separation as well as a dierent plasma expansion will lead to ion trajectories for
which a given set of ion optics cannot maintain optimum transmission. Non-uniform,
but mass-dependent transmission losses will subsequently cause changes in the isotope
ratios.

6.5.2. Ion Kinetic Energy
This study presents the ion kinetic energies measured at the detector of a sector eld
ICPMS. As an advantage, the results give an indication of the range of kinetic energies
of the ions, which actually reach the detector. The concurrent disadvantage, however,
is that this approach does not allow to access the initial kinetic energy distribution as
it is sampled from the plasma.
We observed a reduction of ∼0.6 V in Ekin for increasing the carrier gas ow rate
by 0.1 l/min. This change corresponds to the order of magnitude derived from the
measurements of Fulford and Douglas [62] who have obtained changes in the ion kinetic
energies of about 2 eV when they varied the GFR from 0.4 to 1.2 l/min. However,
whereas their conclusion was that this deviations are negligibly small, isotope ratio
measurements are concerned with such small variations that the inuence of the kinetic
energy change might become relevant.
Although the observed energy dispersion is quite narrow (<∼1.5 V), the change in
ion kinetic energy which can be induced by dierent carrier gas ow rates is so small
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(∼0.7 V), that the energy distributions will always overlap. The narrow connement
excludes a cutting of the ion beam by the ESA since its acceptance window was shown
to be ∼8 V wide. Variation of only the acceleration voltage indicate that the ion kinetic
energy alone cannot be responsible for relative transmission changes. Although the
direct change in kinetic energy is 8 V in this experiment, the variability within the
energy window of the ESA is much lower (0.02 %) than changes which can be induced
by very small dierences in the ICP parameters.
More extreme acceleration potentials, however, show a clear mass-dependence of ion
transmission. Increasingly heavy isotope ratios at low HV1 settings show that light ions
are cut o more severely when the ESA acts as a low energy lter. Heavier isotopes
are more severely aected at high HV1 values, when the ESA begins to act as a high
energy lter, causing lighter isotope ratios. The more pronounced loss of light ions for a
decreased total kinetic energy indicates, that they have a lower ion kinetic energy than
heavier ions. The observation that the relative loss is not even towards high and low
acceleration potentials might be attributed to the bent ion path through the ESA.
Changes in the acceleration voltage only aected the most probable kinetic energy and
not the width of the energy dispersion. Our measurements, though, indicate a decrease
in energy dispersion with higher gas ow rates - as measured on the detector. On the
way of the ion beam through the mass spectrometer, a part of this energy dispersion
might be preferentially lost, resulting in a narrower distribution for the beam actually
reaching the ion counter. A broader energy width for tuning for highest sensitivity seems
to conrm this assumption.
The expansion formula relates a change in the ion kinetic energy of 0.633 V as observed
in this study to a temperature change of 805 K for the
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Nd isotope. The gas tempera-

ture change calculated for the same gas ow rate from the carrier gas ow rate/pressure
relation is a factor of three lower, which would be consistent with the data of Fulford
and Douglas [62]. Therefore, although the ion kinetic energy change is considered small,
it is too high for the range covered. The deviation might be caused by our measurement uncertainty (a 1 % error for ion kinetic energies from 2 - 10 V corresponds to 0.02
- 0.1 V, on our scale of >4000 V amounts to 40 V) not allowing to obtain the actual ion
kinetic energies. On the other hand, neither of the previous studies is concerned with
kinetic energy distributions of ions having traveled through a complete double-focusing
instrument which is very sensitive to changes in the ion kinetic energy.
In total, the stopping experiments as well as the acceleration voltage variation indicate
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that the kinetic energy of the ions is not solely responsible for the isotope ratio variability observed for dierent gas temperatures. For the model proposed in Section 4.2.2,
however, the relative ion beam trajectories are important. Transmission dierences induced by mass-dependent kinetic energies can also vary for dierent initial angles and a
thereby changing ion beam expansion.
Tuning the instrument for highest intensity increases transmission, broadens the energy distribution and increases the POI (at least for high CGF). All these changes
indicate that non-optimum tuning cuts o a part of the beam.

6.5.3. Ion Beam Deection
The variable isotope ratios upon deecting the beam using the two lenses in the transfer
region verify that (i) the beam is not isotopically uniform and (ii) transfer through an
ion lens is mass-dependent for an ion beam made up of ions of dierent mass and kinetic
energy.
The relative transmission changes induced by the two deection lenses are dependent
on their orientation and position. Figure 6.4 shows an enlarged view on the transfer
region. Whereas changes in HV5 cause a vertical deection in close proximity of the
source dening slit, the more upstream HV6 induces horizontal deection. The source
dening slit is very narrow, but does not restrict transmission in up and down direction.
Deecting the beam in vertical direction thus preferentially cuts o the outer part
of the beam. At the same time, the ion trajectories should be changed in a consistent
fashion from low to high settings. The linear trend of the adjusted zoom lens settings
with HV5 reects this transient change as well as the heavier isotope ratios towards
potential changes in either direction show cutting of the beam. The imbalanced loss
for de- and increasing HV5 is most probably caused by the non-straight way of the ion
beam through the instrument featuring a bent electrostatic analyzer and magnet.
As expected, de-focusing by HV6 is in contrast very balanced. Whereas changing HV6
should mainly de-focus the ion beam, the following lens element Transfer V2 might
deect the beam up and down when HV6 is varied. The lighter isotope ratios observed
indicate, that no longer the center of the beam reaches the detector, but rather its outer
regions which are enriched in lighter isotopes. Clipping of the ion beam could occur
at the aperture (4 mm x 25 mm) in front of the magnet which restricts the beam in
horizontal direction and keeps it from hitting the top or bottom surface of the ight
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tube. The fact that the zoom lens mainly works in vertical direction explains the close
to zero adjustment for dierent HV6 settings.
The dependence of the zoom lens settings on the carrier gas ow rate upon re-tuning
therefore actually reects changes in the ion trajectories.

6.6. Conclusion
Stopping experiments using the retardation lter in front of an ion counter allowed to
estimate most probable kinetic energies of ions generated at dierent gas temperatures.
Although changes in ion kinetic energy are leveled out to a great degree by the high
acceleration voltage, a decrease by 0.633 V for a gas ow rate change of 0.092 l/min was
observed, accompanied by a reduced energy dispersion. The experiments on the Nu 1700
support the former assumption that the isotope variability at dierent plasma settings
is largely caused by processes in the ion optics [149]. The point of charge separation
and the resulting ion trajectories through the mass spectrometer part are most probably
the main factors responsible for changes in isotope-selective transmission, since they are
dened by the combination of the density of the plasma sampled and the electric eld
of the rst ion lens extracting the ions [185]. A lower density of the ion current at low
plasma temperatures thus requires a lower electrical eld (higher HV2, less potential
dierence to HV1) than a dense ion current at high plasma temperatures, where more
electrical pulling is required to maintain similar ion trajectories.
The model explaining isotope ratios variations upon changes in the plasma temperature needs to be adjusted in as far as the ion kinetic energy is not the main parameter
causing transmission changes. Rather, changes in the ion trajectories, to which varying
numbers of collisions and their relative impact also contribute, lead to the displacement of the focus points. Probably, they are not only shifted up- and downstream, but
might even be displaced to the left or right due to the bent ion path through the mass
spectrometer.

7. Nd - Laser Ablation
7.1. Introduction
In contrast to the desolvated aerosol achieved using a membrane desolvation system, a
laser aerosol is a truly dry aerosol  as long as the tubes through which it is lead are
short and the warm-up time long enough to avoid signicant degassing of oxygen out of
the tubing [195]. In this work, the laser aerosol serves to extend the studies on mass bias
in terms of the inuence of solvent and particle evaporation as well as gas temperature
and matrix eects.
For best comparison, it was decided to study the Nd isotope system again. Metallic
Neodymium is, however, not stable under aerobic conditions. Upon oxidation, a rosecolored lm builds up on the surface which peels o from time to time. To avoid those
unstable conditions, lithiumtetraborate pills were prepared containing 500 mg/kg Nd
using the same Nd standard as for liquid analyses. Addition of up to 5 mass % of
either solid Ho- or Fe-oxides provided matrix samples of very dierent compositions and
opaqueness. Whereas the pinkish color of the Ho-matrix tablets vanished after cooling,
a concentration of 500 mg/kg Fe already darkened the samples. At 5 mass % Fe, the
lithiumtetraborate pill was completely dark (see Figure 7.1).
A previous study carried out by Weis [196] evaluated the changing characteristics of
lithiumtetraborate upon Fe addition and their inuence on the interaction of a ns laser
beam with the sample, resulting particle size distributions and elemental fractionation
between dierent matrices and upon drilling into the surface. Eleven trace elements
(50 µg/g) had been added to the pills. Concentrations were shown to be homogeneously distributed within 1-5 %. Whereas lithiumtetraborate itself is nearly transparent, adding iron enhances the absorptivity of the samples signicantly at 266 nm as
shown by UV/VIS spectra. The more absorbing a sample, the shorter becomes the
optical penetration depth of a laser beam, which leads to a concentration of the laser
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energy to a smaller volume. Accordingly, the amount of ablated sample decreases. Measurements of the crater depth after 10 pulses saw the ∼27 µm drilled in to the sample
for lithiumtetraborate itself reduced to ∼6 µm for 6 mass % Fe, changing the ablated
volume by about a factor of four. In addition, crater formation clearly changed from the
transparent to the opaque samples where melting processes began to dominate. Dierent ablation mechanisms translate into altered particle size distributions. The aerosol
of the sample with highest Fe content mainly consisted of small and only a few large
particles, resulting in a particle diameter corresponding to the average volume of 121 nm
during the rst ∼50 pulses. This aerosol composition is maintained for up to 800 pulses
with the mean particle diameter being quite constant, only reducing to 109 nm after
1100 pulses. For the very transparent sample, however, the initial aerosol contains many
large particles, which make up a viable portion of the sample volume, increasing the
average particle diameter to 196 nm. Upon drilling in the sample, the large particle
fraction drops progressively with the absence of particles > 0.6 µm after 800 pulses,
probably because these cannot leave the deep crater anymore [196].
Elemental fractionation was found to be extensive, especially for elements of high
volatility compared to more refractory ones. The largest dierence in sensitivities was
observed between the 20 s time interval where a large prepeak in the signal intensity
represents the removal of the rst layers and the following 50 s of rather smooth signal
structure. However, this eect was reduced with increasing opacity  to less than 10 %
dierence for nearly all elements (except for Cd relative to Co and W, Co to Pb and Bi
to W) at 6 mass % Fe.
This well-described system is therefore a valuable candidate for us to study laser
aerosol related changes in isotope ratios. The nearly transparent Ho samples suggest a
much lower opacity in the visible and serve as the comparison to distinguish between
ablation process- and matrix mass-related inuences. To study the inuence of the
mass load of the plasma, a second laser system was used to simultaneously ablate and
introduce an additional matrix.

7.2 Experimental
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7.2. Experimental
7.2.1. Sample Preparation

Nd500

Nd500_Fe500

Nd500_Fe0.5

Nd500

Nd500_Ho500

Nd500_Ho0.5

Nd500_Fe2.0

Nd500_Ho2.0

Nd500_Fe5.0

Nd500_Ho5.0

Figure 7.1.: Lithiumtetraborate pills containing all ∼500 mg/kg Nd and, from left to
right, increasing concentrations of Fe (upper gure) and Ho (lower gure)
matrix.
For preparation of the lithiumtetraborate pills, pure di-lithiumtetraborate (4 g, Spectromelt A100, Merck) was weighed into platinum crucibles. The same Nd single element
standard as for liquid analysis (2 g of 1000 (3) µg/g in 1 % HNO3 , Peak Performance,
Lot# 1CS030) was added to give an approximate concentration of 500 mg/kg at which
concentration a useful signal intensity of 3-5 V for the total Nd beam was achieved. In
case of matrix samples, iron oxide (Fe2 O3 , Puriss p.A., Fluka, Lot# 44956) or holmium
oxide (Ho2 O3 , 99.999 % metals basis, Aldrich, Lot# 229679-IG), respectively, were added
to give approximate concentrations of 500 mg/kg, 0.5, 2 and 5 mass % of either element.
The exact values are given in Table 7.1.
The crucibles were then put in a drying oven at 95 °C for 4 - 12 h. After evaporation
of the liquid, crucibles and coquilles were placed on the autouxer (Breitländer, Hamm,
Germany). The temperature program included a step for nal drying by heating to ca.
300 °C, which is below the melting temperature of lithiumtetraborate. The steps for pill
preparation are given in Table 7.2.
About 10 s before the pouring step, NH4 I (3 mg, Fluka, purum p.a.) was added to
improve the ow properties of the melt. All prepared tablets looked homogeneous in
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Table 7.1.: Mass and concentration of the lithiumtetraborate pills.

Pill Label

Mass c(Nd)
c(Ho)
c(Fe)
[g] [mg/kg] [mass %] [mass %]

Blank
Nd500

4.27
3.49

558.1

Nd500_Fe500
Nd500_Fe0.5
Nd500_Fe2.0
Nd500_Fe5.0

3.60
3.71
3.65
4.42

553.3
542.9
553.4
451.8

Nd500_Ho500
Nd500_Ho0.5
Nd500_Ho2.0
Nd500_Ho5.0

3.54
3.50
3.54
3.85

572.0
571.2
565.4
521.8

0.08
0.46
2.28
4.74
0.20
0.59
2.20
5.41

Table 7.2.: Temperature program of autouxer.

Program Step

Time

Ignite
Warm-up
Pre-melt
Melt

15 s
3 min
5 min
10 min

Pour
Cool

15 s
4 min

Action

stirr at 10 turns/s
10 s before end add 3 mg NH4 I

color with only a few air bubbles. The more Fe matrix was added, the darker brown were
the nal tablets. The initially distinct pink color of the Ho-containing tablets, however,
faded in the course of a day.

7.2.2. Instrumentation
To evaluate the inuence of the duration of the laser pulse, two ns-Nd:YAG as well
as a Ti-Sapphire laser were used for sample ablation. All lasers were operated in the
near UV spectral range. The LSX213 and the LSX500 (both CETAC, Omaha, United
States) were run at a wavelength of 213 and 266 nm, respectively. The fs laser (Legend,
Coherent Inc., Santa Clara (CA), United States) was operated at 265 nm. Chirped pulse
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Table 7.3.: LA settings and MC-ICPMS operating conditions for isotope ratio determination, Element II settings for intensity comparison.

fs laser
Wavelength
Pulse Duration
Repetition Rate
Spot Size
Energy
Fluence
Beam Prole

Rf Power
Carrier Gas Flow Rate
Additional Gas Flow Rate
Auxiliary Gas Flow Rate
Coolant Gas Flow Rate

ns lasers

Legend fs laser

LSX213

LSX500

265 nm
∆ = 150 fs
10 Hz
∼ 100 µm
90 %
∼ 2.1 J/cm2
Gaussian

213 nm

266 nm

10 Hz
100 µm
60 %
∼ 21.6 J/cm2
Flat

10 Hz
100 µm
65 %
∼ 11.5 J/cm2
Flat

Nu Plasma HR

Element II

1300 W
0.9 l/min He
1 l/min Ar
0.75 l/min Ar
13 l/min Ar

1325 W
0.93 l/min
0.82 l/min
1 l/min
17 l/min

amplication is used to increase the energy of the laser beam from the Ti-Sapphire-based
laser system, which produces a pulse length of ∼150 fs. The laser radiation was focused
below the surface of the samples which were placed in cylindrical cells (Vns =150 cm3 ,
Vf s =30 cm3 ). The ablation spot size was 100 µm. Except for matrix loading studies,
the repetition rate of ablation was 10 Hz. In scanning mode, the sample was moved
at a speed of 10 µm/s. Helium was always used as the transport gas for the aerosol
containing Nd at a ow rate of ∼ 0.9 l/min if not otherwise indicated. Using a laminar
ow adapter, argon was added as mix gas prior to the ICP at a ow rate of ∼1 l/min.
Operating conditions are summarized in Table 7.3.
The setup for external matrix addition is shown in Figure 7.2. In this case, the argon
mix gas ow was led through the ablation cell of the respective secondary laser to transport the matrix aerosol. The ablation of the sample containing Nd (Nd500) was always
carried out under He atmosphere. As mass load matrices, a pure lithiumtetraborate
pill as well as a piece of stainless steel (CRM 298-1) were used. Dierent mass loads
were achieved by varying repetition rates of the matrix ablation system. The gas ow
monitors of the carrier (He, GFRCarrier ) and the mix gas ow rate (Ar, GFRM ix ) as
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Laser System I Main Ablation
Nd500
500 μg/g Nd in
Lithiumtetraborate

Laminar Flow Adapter

Carrier Gas Flow
~0.9 l/min He

Laser System II Matrix Ablation
Stainless Steel
or
Lithiumtetraborate

Nu Plasma HR
Plasma 13 l/min Ar
Auxiliary 0.7 l/min Ar
Rf Power 1300 W

Mix Gas Flow
~0.9 l/min Ar

Figure 7.2.: Setup used to introduce an external matrix. The sample containing Nd was
ablated under He using laser system I. Laser system II was used to either
ablate stainless steel or a pure lithiumtetraborate pill under Ar at various
repetition rates. The aerosols were combined in a laminar ow adapter and
analysed in the Nu Plasma HR.
displayed by the software were calibrated against the debimetre across the whole range
of gas ow rates used to give a total gas ow rate (GFRtotal ) entering the plasma:

GF Rtotal = 0.08 l/min + 0.85 · GF RCarrier + 0.86 · GF RM ix

(7.1)

The same set-up was also connected to an Element II sector eld ICPMS (Thermo
Scientic, Bremen, Germany) to compare the amount of matrix added when using either
the LSX500 or the fs laser to enhance the mass load of the plasma.
The MC-ICPMS was optimized to highest signal intensity and best peak shape using
membrane desolvation before connecting the respective laser system. Tuning settings
were checked after attaching the laser aerosol and adjusted if needed. The magnet
position was xed daily to the middle of the at-topped peak and checked repeatedly.
Signal intensities were corrected by 30 s gas blank measurements prior to each ablation.
For scanning as well as spot ablation, the signal intensity was integrated for 60 s after
discarding the rst 26 s of the signal in order to avoid the prepeak. When an external
matrix was added via a second laser system, rst the matrix ablation was started in
scanning mode at a rate of 10 µm/s. After equilibration of the signal as monitored by
the software on screen (approx. 10-20 s), the background measurement was started for
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Figure 7.3.: Signal structure of the Boron isotope background and the 40 Ar4+ interference. The magnet settling position for measurement is indicated by the red
arrow.
30 s. Sample ablation was then started together with recording of the Nd signal.
For Boron isotope measurements, not only the
40

10

B+ , but also the interference peak of

Ar4+ at its low mass side were clearly observable next to each other in the observation

window even at low resolution. Only the peak tails were overlapping, as can be seen in
a capture of the background signal intensities in Figure 7.3. The intensity of the

40

Ar4+

interference was ∼ 5 · 10−3 V depending on the gas ow rate. Therefore, measurements
were carried out using a xed magnet position rather on the high mass side of the boron
peaks. Repeated checks showed that the peak position was suciently stable to ensure
interference-free measurements.

7.2.3. Density Determination NIST610
The density of the standard reference material NIST610 (National Institute of Standards
and Technology) was determined by weighing of a NIST610 pill (0.698 g) followed by
volume estimation. The rst approach used water displacement (250 µl) and resulted in a
density of 2.79 g/cm3 . Using its height and radius, the cylinder volume was calculated as
0.283 cm3 , resulting in a density of 2.47 g/cm3 . Considering that the surface of the glass
standard has some cracks and has been ablated repeatedly, the volume overestimation
by assuming a perfect cylinder is to be expected. For estimation purposes, a density of
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NIST610 of 2.6 g/cm3 was chosen.

7.3. Results
7.3.1. Gas Flow Rate Variation
To compare the behavior of liquid and solid analysis, Nd500 was ablated at dierent
carrier gas ow rates. In order to test for inuences of a potentially changing ablation
process due to changing gas ow environments in the ablation cell, also ablation spots at
the same carrier gas (He) ow rate, but varied mix gas (Ar) ow rates were evaluated.

Figure 7.4.:

Nd/144 Nd ratio in Nd500 measured at constant mix gas ow rate
0.82 l/min when varying the carrier gas ow rate and at 0.93 l/min carrier gas ow rate for dierent mix gas ow rates. On the left, the x-axis
represents the calibrated total gas ow, on the right, the carrier and the
mix gas ow rate x-axes are adjusted to achieve an overlay of the isotope
ratio proles.
146

Whereas the direct dependence of the isotope ratio on the total gas ow rate diered
when varying the carrier and the mix gas ow rate, the prole shapes were very similar.
When adjusting the separate axes, they could even be overlaid (see Figure 7.4). The
maximum deviation between the heaviest and the lightest isotope ratio measured was
1.8 % in both cases. Only a small, not very pronounced isotope ratio plateau for a small
range of carrier gas ow rates was observed, which deviated 1.3 % from the minimum.
This deviation is within the range of variations of 0.9 - 1.33 % (n=10) measured for
liquid samples.
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Due to the more pronounced inuence of the mix gas ow rate on the isotope ratios,
the sampling steps were too far to observe or disprove the existence of a plateau.
When overlaying the two proles, the mix gas ow rate axis had to be adjusted by a
factor of 2.45 compared to the carrier gas ow rate axis. So the same change in the He
gas ow rate changes the isotope ratios much less than Ar. This is in accordance with
a more uniform distribution of elemental ions with He as carrier gas shown in element
distribution maps of the plasma for LA-ICPMS by Wang et al. [55].
One reason may be the dierent inuence of varying mixtures of the two noble gases
on Tgas . As can be seen in the left part of Figure 7.5, the gradient of the interface
pressure pint vs. the total gas ow rate is steeper for changing the Ar mix gas. If the
relation between pint and Tgas remains valid, the change in gas temperature is also 1.57x
lower for He- compared to Ar-ow rate variation. Since Tgas for a pure He plasma is
much lower than for an Ar plasma  ∼2500 K vs ∼5000 K [197], by a factor of two  the
relative temperature change induced by the same amount of He should be lower than
for Ar.

Figure 7.5.: Interface pressures measured for the dierent gas ow rates for left, the
total gas ow rate and right, when the x-axes are adjusted to achieve an
overlay of the isotope ratio proles.
However, the reduced change in Tgas does not completely explain the deviation in
the two gas ow rates in inducing the same isotope ratio changes. Otherwise, the two
calibration lines for the interface pressure in the right part of Figure 7.5 would overlap.
The reasons for this observation might be found in the dierent characteristics of Ar
and He. They dier greatly in atom size, mass as well as their heat conductivity. The
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smaller size of He causes less ecient pumping. The interface pressure increases less
with He when increasing the total gas ow by the same rate of either Ar or He (left
part of Figure 7.5), whereas less ecient pumping would suggest a more pronounced
pressure change. However, the interface pressure when adjusting the two dierent gas
ow rates such that the isotope ratio proles overlap (right part of Figure 7.5) show
a more pronounced inuence by He. Assuming that the same change in isotope ratios
is aected by the same change in Tgas , less ecient pumping may explain the steeper
increase of interface pressure associated with Tgas when varying He. The mass of He
comes into play when considering collisions. At the same rate, collisions of the analyte
with the ten times heavier Ar atoms, which also feature a larger collision cross section

σ (σAr = 0.36 nm2 instead of σHe = 0.21 nm2 ), will have a much larger impact.
The inuence of Tgas as well as the lower mass of He might explain the isotope ratio
variation observed as a combination of ion kinetic energy and collision-induced fractionation.

7.3.2. Internal Matrix Elements
The two elements added to the pill change the samples in dierent aspects:
 Fe changes the opacity of the sample to a great degree [196], whereas the Ho
samples remain quite transparent in the visible range (see Figure 7.1).
 Both, Fe and Ho addition, change the mass of the matrix components since their
molar mass is much higher than of both, Li and B.
 Both matrix elements might additionally inuence the evaporation behavior of
particles in the plasma to dierent degrees.
For Fe, the melting point was reduced by < 5 % by an Fe matrix of 6 mass % [196]
in comparison to the only trace element-spiked lithiumtetraborate pill. Therefore, the
inuence of evaporation dierences between matrix and pure samples is expected to be
small.
The absorptivity of the sample at the laser wavelength has been shown to aect the
composition and particle size distribution of the laser generated aerosol [57, 196].
The two sample matrix additions should therefore allow to distinguish between the
inuence of heavier matrix components and the opacity of the sample.
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Spot vs Scanning Ablation
Spot and scanning mode ablation were compared regarding signal intensity, signal structure and isotope ratio variation.
The signal structure obtained when ablating a transparent glassy sample using an
ns laser (here at 10 Hz repetition rate), usually begins with an intense prepeak in the
signal of 5 - 20 s width (50- 200 shots). Afterwards, the signal decreases rapidly to
approximately a tenth of the intensity of the prepeak and stabilizes to a certain degree.
During the prepeak, the isotope ratio experiences a depression before it also stabilizes at
a signicantly higher value upon drilling in the sample when the signal intensity becomes
more stable (see Figure 7.6).

Figure 7.6.:

146

Nd and 144 Nd signal structure as well as the 146 Nd/144 Nd ratio progress
during spot ablation of lithiumtetraborate pill containing ∼500 mg/kg Nd
using the LSX213. The dotted line shows every isotope ratio measured
(5 s−1 ), the bold red line represents a 5 point running average.

As can be seen in the enlarged view of the signal intensities for sample Nd500 in Figure
7.7, the signal intensities using the LSX213 even show a gentle increase after the rapid
drop following the prepeak. After about 60 s of ablation, the signal then decreases again.
This signal structure was observed for most ablations of Nd500. For increasing amounts
of Fe in the matrix, the prepeak is distinctively reduced and almost vanished for 2 and
5 mass % Fe. In addition, the more stable signal part after the prepeak changes. For Fe
concentrations of 500 mg/kg and 0.5 mass %, the recorded signal only shows the slight
increase, whereas the highest concentration results in a quite steady signal.
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Figure 7.7.:
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Nd and 144 Nd signal structure of lithiumtetraborate pills containing
∼500 mg/kg Nd and dierent Fe concentrations for spot ablation using the
LSX213. The left y-axis shows the whole intensity range, whereas the right
y-axis is a blow-up to show the dierent signal structures after the initial
prepeak.
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Scanning across the surface of the sample is like constantly placing (partly) new spot
ablations next to each other. After an initial period where ablation is mainly restricted
to the surface layer, depending on the repetition and the scan rate, ablation events
become more uniform when each one occurs on the same combination of sample depths.
Consequently, the signal largely reects the rst part of the spot ablation signal, the
prepeak, which translates itself to the integrated sensitivities of the sample. Figure 7.8
displays the comparison of integrating 60 s of signal after discarding the initial 26 s
of the signal. This integration interval encompasses only the smooth part of the spot
ablation signal. Therefore, the sensitivity does not change to a great degree with matrix
concentration, but stays at approx. 0.002 V/µg/kg. On the other hand, the sensitivity
in scanning mode is greatly dependent on the matrix content. Corresponding to the
gradual disappearance of the prepeak in spot ablation mode, the sensitivity for scanning
ablation decreases for higher Fe concentrations until it reaches the values obtained by
spot ablation at 2 mass % Fe.

Figure 7.8.: Nd sensitivity in samples of dierent Fe matrix content in spot and scanning
ablation mode using the LSX213.
In contrast to the large dierences in sensitivity between spot and scan ablation, the
isotope ratio behavior is very similar for both ablation modes (see Figure 7.9). Within
error, the mass bias change induced by the matrix is even indistinguishable between
spot and scanning ablation. One factor contributing to the indistinguishability is the
variability between dierent spot ablation measurements of the same matrix sample
which leads to large standard deviations. Looking at the deviations measured in a second
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measurement session displayed in the left part of Figure 7.9, in addition a large inuence
of the daily tuning on the relative mass bias variability is apparent. However, the trend
of an increased bias with matrix concentration is clearly apparent for both ablation
modes, although the mass introduced into the plasma is very dierent (Figure 7.8 and
ref. [196]). Therefore, the mass bias dependency on sample matrix is most probably not
signicantly inuenced by the mass load of the plasma.

Figure 7.9.: Deviation of the 146 Nd/144 Nd ratio of samples containing each 500 mg/kg
Nd and varying Fe-contents (500 mg/kg, 0.5, 2 and 5 mass % Fe) from
bracketing Nd500 measurements in left, spot ablation, including single values measured on a 2nd day, and right, scanning ablation mode using the
LSX213. Small, light grey dots represent the single measurements, bigger,
dark grey dots with a rim the average of three measurements (±1SD).
For elemental analysis of glasses, it has been shown that the laser aerosol in total stoichiometrically represents the sample, but that elements are enriched in certain particle
fractions depending on their volatility [58]. In addition, the particle size distribution
of the laser aerosol is determined by the laser wavelength as well as the opacity of the
sample [57]. Since the changing ablation behavior with transparency of the sample is
apparent by the dierences in the signal intensity proles for spot ablation, a similar
eect can be expected for lithiumtetraborate. According to [196], for going from the very
transparent Nd only standard to the opaque 5 mass % Fe sample, the initial particle
size distribution will contain less of the large particles. It can be assumed that a smaller
particle will evaporate faster in the plasma. The released analyte will therefore have a
longer residence time in the plasma as a single atom and ion and experience the gas
temperature earlier than an atom released from the core of a larger particle later in the
plasma. If this is the case, the isotope ratios measured in aerosols containing smaller
particles should resemble those measured for higher plasma temperatures. Since the
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carrier gas ow rate variation experiments showed a lighter isotope ratio at low gas ow
rates corresponding to high temperatures, the negative bias for the iron matrix samples
in comparison to the transparent standard supports the assumption.
Since space charge should increase for heavier matrix components and cause an extended loss of the lighter isotope, it does not explain the trend to lighter isotope ratios
for more concentrated iron matrices.

Matrix Concentration vs Absorptivity of Sample

Figure 7.10.: Deviation of the 146 Nd/144 Nd ratio of samples containing each 500 mg/kg
Nd and varying Fe- and Ho-matrix contents from bracketing Nd500 measurements in spot ablation mode using the LSX213. Error bars represent
1SD for Ho (n=3) and 1SE for Fe matrices.
The matrix element Ho was chosen to serve two purposes: On the one hand, a comparison between matrix experiments for solution nebulization is intended, on the other
hand, it can serve as an indicator whether a heavy matrix element or a changing opacity
of the sample have the larger inuence on isotope ratio measurements.
It has to be taken into account that whereas Ho has an about three times higher
atomic mass than Fe, the molar concentration on the sample in turn is three times lower
at the same mass concentration for the respective element.
In addition to the results of the Ho pill analysis, Figure 7.10 shows the ablation of
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the Fe-containing pills measured on the same day. It is obvious, that the variations
induced by the Ho matrix are of a rather random nature without a clear trend related to
the matrix concentration. Deviations rather appear to be caused by the measurement
uncertainties observed in spot ablation mode.

ns vs fs Laser Ablation
When using the fs laser, neither the Ho nor the Fe matrix changed the 146 Nd/144 Nd ratio
measured signicantly in comparison to the pure Nd lithiumtetraborate standard (see
Figure 7.11). Interestingly, the signal intensity increased with the opacity of the sample
by approx. 5 % with each mass concentration % of Fe in comparison to the bracketing
standards. The signal intensity for all Ho matrix concentrations was uniformly increased
by 9 % for all matrix concentrations and stayed constant within error (±4 %, 1 SD).

Figure 7.11.: Deviation of left, the Nd signal intensity and right, the 146 Nd/144 Nd ratio
of samples containing each 500 mg/kg Nd and varying Fe- and Ho-matrix
contents from bracketing Nd500 measurements in scanning ablation mode
using the fs laser. Error bars are 1SE (n=3).

7.3.3. External Matrix
Kroslakova and Günther have shown a dependence of the element ratios on the total
mass load of the plasma by using two laser systems at once [198]. A similar approach
was chosen to study the inuence of mass load on isotope ratio measurements using laser
ablation.
The two set-ups (Figure 7.2),
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1. the LSX500 as laser system I ablating Nd500 in He while the additional mass was
introduced by ablation under Ar using the fs laser as laser system II and
2. the fs laser as laser system I ablating Nd500 in He while the additional mass was
introduced by ablation under Ar using the LSX500 as laser system II
were compared in terms of approximate mass introduced into the plasma when ablating either a pure lithiumtetraborate pill or a stainless steel to induce mass load phenomena. The signal intensities obtained using the Element II are shown in Table 7.4
Table 7.4.: Signal intensities obtained for dierent isotopes when ablating lithiumtetraborate and steel RM 298-1 using the Element II and ablating with either the
LSX500 or the fs laser at a repetition rate of 10 Hz and a scan rate of 10 µm/s
(n=3, 1SD).

Isotope

fs laser
[cps]

LSX 500
[cps]

8.5·106 ± 0.6·106

1.90·108 ± 0.10·108

6.1·106 ± 0.6·106

2.59·108 ± 0.18·108

Steel
57

Fe

Lithiumtetraborate
7

Li

Signals obtained at the same conditions as for the mass load experiments reveal ca. 20
- 40x higher intensity for using the LSX500 than for using the fs laser aerosol. A
qualitative estimation of the sample mass ablated by the respective laser system can
be done assuming an equivalency between ablated mass and intensity. This relation
suggests a much lower aerosol input into the plasma for using the fs laser rather than
the LSX500.
Interestingly, the results for MC-ICPMS measurements show a higher inuence of the
fs laser generated matrix on the Nd isotope ratios transported in the ns laser aerosol (see
Figure 7.12). The higher plasma load added by the ns laser changes the isotope ratios
measured in the Nd containing fs laser aerosol less. For the Nd aerosol generated using
the ns laser, the addition of steel leads to a positive bias, whereas lithiumtetraborate
causes a bias towards lighter isotope ratios only at high repetition rates. When Nd is
transported in the fs laser aerosol, however,

146

Nd/144 Nd is not signicantly aected by

a further addition of lithiumtetraborate to the plasma. Adding steel, however, leads to
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a positive bias from measurements without an external matrix. It is also noteworthy
that the positive deviation caused by increasing amounts of steel which mainly contains
Fe was in contrast to the negative deviation observed for increasingly higher Fe matrix
concentrations in the sample.

Figure 7.12.: Deviation of the 146 Nd/144 Nd ratio of ablations of Nd500 with parallel
ablation of a lithiumtetraborate pill or steel at dierent repetition rates
with left using the LSX500 for Nd500 and the fs laser for matrix ablation
and right using the fs laser for Nd500 and the LSX500 for matrix ablation.

7.3.4. Boron Isotopes
The selection of ablation conditions to measure the matrix element Boron was not
straightforward. Overloading the detector could only be avoided in spot ablation mode.
As a compromise between adequate signal intensity and a suciently long time during
which meaningful signal intensities allowed integration of the signal, the LSX500 was
operated at 80 % energy output using a spot size of 50 µm spot size and 10 Hz repetition
rate.
Although for most samples, the signal intensity dropped to background level after
40-50 s, the

11

B/10 B ratio  after an initial drop during the rise of the signal  remained

very constant during ablation. The decay of the signal intensity was signicantly slower
when going to more opaque samples. To test whether the choice of the integration
interval changes the isotope ratios, two dierent integration strategies were compared.
Either the part of the signal as long as the isotope ratios appeared to scatter around
the same value was integrated (until IVb in Figure 7.13) or a constant 27 s interval 13 s
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11

B+ and 10 B+ background corrected signal intensities and 11 B/10 B For
Nd500_Fe2.0. The two integration strategies are shown: 0 s - I: gas blank
measurement, II: laser red, III: start of integration, IV: end of integration:
(a) constant 27 s interval, (b) regime with low 11 B/10 B scatter.

after the beginning of ablation (IVa). The two integration schemes showed no signicant
dierences in the calculated deviations from Nd500 except for the 0.5 mass % Fe matrix
sample.
Four repeated, randomly distributed ablations of the 2 mass % Fe matrix sample resulted in comparable deviations from their respective bracketing standards (RSD = 6 %).
For Fe samples, a positive bias was found which increased slightly with the Fe matrix
concentration. The highest deviation was found for 2 mass % Fe and dropped slightly
towards 5 mass % Fe. Whereas the lowest Ho concentration caused a negative bias
in the B isotope ratios, no trend in the isotope ratios was found for higher Ho matrix
concentrations. These results conrm the inuence of the sample opacity observed for
Nd isotopes.
To evaluate the isotope ratio behavior of Boron for changing Tgas , a single element
solution of 100 ng/g B concentration was measured at dierent carrier gas ow rates
using conventional nebulization. The isotope ratio prole of B shown in Figure 7.15
seems to mirror that of Nd. Heavier isotope ratios are obtained at low GFR or high
plasma temperatures, whereas a lower Tgas results in lighter isotope ratios compared to
optimized signal intensity conditions.
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Figure 7.14.: Deviation of the 11 B/10 B ratio of samples containing each 500 mg/kg Nd
and varying Fe- and Ho-matrix contents from bracketing Nd500 measurements in spot ablation mode using the LSX500. Error bars represent 1SE
except for 2 mass% Fe (1SD, n=4).

7.4. Discussion
7.4.1. Carrier Gas Flow Rate Variation
The dependence of the isotope ratios on the carrier and the mix gas ow rate implies an
explicit inuence of the plasma temperature on mass bias for all aerosol types contemporarily used in ICPMS, whether they are generated by solution nebulization, membrane
desolvation or laser ablation. The substantial dierences in the amount of gas inducing
the same variations, however, point out that the respective characteristics of each aerosol
and the nature of the carrier gas play a major role, too.
To compare the matrix inuence for solution nebulization and dierent laser systems, the actual sample input has to be determined. For solution nebulization using
a 100 µl/min microconcentric nebulizer, 15 mg/min are actually transported into the
plasma as determined in this study (see Section 3.1).
Finding the actual mass of the aerosol transported into the plasma by laser ablation
in the literature is quite complicated. Often, only volumes/time [57], mass/shot [199]
or total mass ablated [105, 200] without dened sampling conditions are quoted, since
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Figure 7.15.: Variation of the 11 B/10 B ratio and the total B beam intensity with the
carrier gas ow rate for liquid nebulization.
this measure is only used to deduce relative amounts of transported material, changes
in transport eciency, etc..
The estimation of the mass transported into the plasma per minute for a repetition
rate of 10 Hz by translating the ablation/transport rates given in three selected references
is presented in Table 7.5.
Whereas ablation rates dier for sample composition as well as laser wavelength and
pulse duration, it is clear from this data, that the total mass input into the plasma for
laser ablation is about three to four orders of magnitude lower than for conventional
nebulization without desolvation. It is in accordance with the nding, that the Nd
concentration in the lithiumtetraborate pills needs to be higher than in solution to
achieve similar intensities (500 mg/kg instead of 500 µg/l). Looking at the total mass of
Nd entering the plasma, ∼7.5 fg/min Nd are transported for solution nebulization, while
this is reduced for the lithiumtetraborate pills (10 Hz, 100 µm spot size)  extrapolating
the range of mass input rates from Table 7.5 and depending on the ablation conditions
 to 1 - 4.5 fg/min. Judging from those estimations, the sensitivity does not change on
a large scale for either sample introduction system, but appears still better for solution
nebulization.
Since for solution nebulization, evaporation of the solvent has to occur before atomization and ionization of the analyte can take place, the zone of maximum ion density
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Table 7.5.: Estimated mass input into ICP for 10 Hz repetition rate as approximated
from the references (last column). The ablation rate given depends on the
reference. To determine the sample input from reference [57], the NIST610
density was estimated as 2.6 g/cm3

Reference

Method

Sample

Laser
Energy

Spot Ablation
Size Rate

NIST610

7.9 J/cm2

50

zircon

7.9 J/cm2

50

mg
shot
mg
4.3·10−6 shot

J
[ cm
2]

Wälle [199]

NIR-fs-LA

[µm]

1.9·10−6

Garcia [200]

UV-fs-LA

NIST1107

1.4 J/cm2

80

g
45·10−6 6000shots

Guillong [57]

ns-LA

NIST610

18 J/cm2

80

10·104

µm3
s

Est. Input
[10−3 ·

mg
]
min

1.14
2.58
4.5
1.56

will be quite conned spatially. For dried or dry aerosols, the rst step is omitted. Atomization can start and is spread over a much larger part of the plasma than for solvent
loaded aerosols. When a change in gas ow rate shifts the zones of maximum ion density
towards or away from the sampler opening, consequently, the changes in composition
and gas temperature of the plasma transferred into the interface will be less pronounced
for solvent free aerosols than for aerosols consisting of liquid droplets.

7.4.2. Internal Matrix vs. Mass Load of ICP
The comparison of the two dierent matrix elements in the lithiumtetraborate pills, Ho
and Fe, shows a much more pronounced inuence of the lighter element Fe on the isotope
ratios. Although the number of ions for the same mass concentration in the sample is
about three times higher for Fe than for Ho, it is highly unlikely, that the lighter element
Fe induces such a substantially more pronounced space charge on Nd in comparison to
Ho. Even low concentrations of Fe in the matrix cause a higher bias than the highest
Ho concentration. In addition, space charge should aect the fs laser aerosol to some
extent. Since neither Fe nor Ho induce a signicant bias as sample matrix and since the
changes induced by an external matrix are small when using the fs laser for ablation,
space charge is most probably not responsible for the observed variations during ns-LA.
It is more likely that the nature of the produced aerosol causes the observed dierences
in isotope ratios depending on the sample matrix.
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The characteristics of the aerosol produced from lithiumtetraborate pills using ns laser
ablation has been shown to change in terms of particle size distribution in time (for spot
ablation) and between samples of dierent absorptivity [196]. As a result, the mass load,
the resulting plasma temperature and the regions of maximum ion density in the plasma
source are dierent for the various Fe matrix samples.
Whereas Wälle et al. [199] found that the fs laser aerosol mainly consists of very
small particles below the critical vaporization diameter as dened by Kuhn [201], recent
studies by Glaus et al. [100] on the morphology of ns and fs laser aerosols showed
the occurrence of large particles also for ablation using very short pulse durations. In
addition, especially the aerosol generated from zircon using an fs laser showed even more
severe fractionation for Zr- and Si-oxides into large particles and cotton-like structures,
respectively, than using the ns laser. Most probably, this is due to phase explosion
after ablation. However, temporal elemental fractionation monitored using an ICPMS
was still lower than for 193 nm laser emission with longer pulse duration. Glaus et al.
concluded that the reduced deposition of debris around the crater is responsible for the
absence of fractionation, consequently appointing its occurrence for ns laser aerosols to
this deposition rather than inecient vaporization in the plasma.
Can these observations be translated from elemental to isotopic fractionation? Does
Nd partition during ablation into dierent particle size fractions in dependence of the
mass of its isotopes?
During the ablation of a transparent sample using ns lasers, the aerosol in the beginning consists of many large particles, which, when drilling deeper into the sample,
cannot leave the crater eciently anymore and redeposit partly on the sample surface.
This process is visible by an initial rise in signal intensity followed by a slow decrease
and accompanied by a lighter

146

Nd/144 Nd in the beginning and a heavier one for the

later part of the signal. If Nd fractionates into dierent particle sizes, this observation
would appoint a lighter for the large and a heavier isotope composition for the smaller
particles. For the particle size distribution shifted towards smaller diameters in total for
more opaque samples, the degree of fractionation as well as particle deposition is most
probably reduced. In comparison to the transparent sample where relatively more of the
lighter isotope does either not reach the plasma or cannot be eciently vaporized, the
measured isotope ratio should be lower for more opaque samples. This assumption is in
agreement with the increasingly negative bias of Fe matrix samples.
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7.4.3. The Case of Boron
Intended to test whether the mass bias variability diers for trace and matrix elements,
the examination of

11

B/10 B under dierent sampling conditions highlighted another

interesting feature  the apparent consistency between mass bias changes induced by
dierent Tgas and for dierent ablation conditions.
Higher concentrations of Fe in lithiumtetraborate pills cause a increasingly positive
bias of

11

B/10 B in comparison to pure lithiumtetraborate matrix, whereas changes in-

duced by the Ho matrices are minor. Comparing the absolute mass bias induced by the
opacity of the sample for B isotopes to the Nd values is hampered. Whereas the absolute value is clearly larger for B (3-6x), in addition to the larger relative mass dierence
of the Boron isotopes (9.95 % instead of 1.38 % for

146

Nd -

144

Nd), the extensive con-

centration dierences between the matrix and the trace element might also contribute.
Nevertheless, the mass bias changes into dierent directions, positive for B and negative
for Nd. As shown by solution nebulization, the dependence of the isotope ratios on Tgas
for both elements goes in opposite directions. Therefore, the changes are consistent.
Judging, whether one might be able to predict the inuence of sample opacity on a
changing mass bias from an isotope ratio prole upon variation of the carrier gas ow
rate or the sampling depth would require to test more than those two isotope systems.
In addition, this relation might only come into play when there is a variation induced
by varying ablation conditions. However, when using external calibration, it might
be worth checking their response to dierent gas temperatures to avoid introducing
additional sources of error for variable mass bias variabilities.

7.5. Conclusion
The studies of the laser aerosol show that mass bias variability is similarly dependent on
the plasma gas temperature for laser ablation as for liquid sample introduction. While
the lowest Nd isotope ratios are measured at low carrier gas ow rates and high plasma
temperatures, the mass bias increases towards higher carrier gas ow rates when the gas
temperature of the sampled plasma fraction becomes lower. For B, however, this trend
was turned around and

11

B/10 B decreased with higher gas ow rates.

The relation between the gas ow rate and the isotope ratio measured is more similar for laser ablation and membrane desolvation aerosols, than for using conventional
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nebulization. Whether the plasma is loaded with solvent or not is then more important
for the inuence of Tgas than whether the analyte is brought into the plasma as a dried
aerosol or contained in a particle. Due to their lack of solvent, the mass load of the
plasma for dry aerosols is about three to four orders of magnitude lower than for conventional nebulization, making the zone and plasma temperature window of maximum
ion density much less conned.
Whereas the comparability of the dierent aerosols is clearly shown, the laser ablation
process adds another parameter to the variability of mass bias. For solution nebulization,
whether desolvated or not, the nebulization process had been shown not to have a large
inuence on mass bias [149]. For laser ablation and depending on the laser system used,
changes in the laser/sample interaction can contribute to the variability of mass bias,
since the induced variations in the particle size distribution are much larger than with
solution nebulization systems, for which either big droplets are separated by means of a
spray chamber or the solvent mostly removed by a desolvating membrane.
Another nding is that although fs-LA does not cure all problems, it is a good choice
to reduce matrix eects between samples of very dierent absortivity.

8. General Discussion
The degree of mass bias in isotope ratio measurements for Nd and other elements were
shown to depend on the plasma temperature, whether is it manipulated by changing the
gas ow rates of the plasma, the sampling depth or the Rf power. The range of mass
discrimination variations induced by the ICP and other parameters in the
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Nd/144 Nd

ratio is given in Table 8.1. Deviations occur in the %-range, thus becoming uttermost
signicant. On the other hand, contemporary MC-ICPMS instruments operate very
stably, therefore actual uctuations will be rather small. Considering the small variations
in isotope ratios, which are of interest in many applications, a careful monitoring of
potential system instabilities is crucial.
The amount to which the ICP parameters change the interface pressure, is presented
in Table 8.2. An estimation of how much the gas temperature varies for the same range
for a constant relation between pint and Tgas , is indicated in the last column. The large
percentage values are attributed to the respective units, which cover more than the total
range adjustable under normal conditions. For an overview of the range, which can be
chosen for each parameter, refer to Table 8.1.
Around the ICP settings giving highest sensitivities, declining gas temperatures were
accompanied by heavier isotope ratios except for Li and B. Diusion in the plasma
can thus be excluded as a factor contributing to this most pronounced variation. The
ability of tuning using the ion beam shaping elements to account for a large portion of
the isotope ratio dependence, indicated a large inuence of the ion optics on mass bias
variability. Although mass-discriminating ion loss can occur in many parts of the spectrometer, especially in the rst and second pumping stage, i.e. behind the sampler and
behind the skimmer, a model was established to explain the data by selective transmission of isotope ions through an aperture later in the mass spectrometer. The complete
description and reasoning of the model can be found in Section 4.2.2. It is based on the
assumption that trajectories of ions of dierent mass are not equally aected when the
ICP conditions are changed, resulting in an unequal loss of lighter and heavier isotopes
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and, thus, changing isotope ratios.
Table 8.1.: Variability of 146 Nd/144 Nd during variation of gas ow rates, sampling depth,
RF power and HV2 for conventional nebulization, aerosol desolvation and
laser ablation, respectively. The absolute values vary slightly from day to day.
The 3rd column (Plateau/Min) summarizes the deviation between plateaulike region average and the minimum isotope ratio when changing only one
parameter. The 4th column (Re-Tuning) lists the maximum variability when
re-tuning the ion optics for highest 144 Nd sensitivity for each individual measurement. ∗ No maximum/minimum observed within range of parameters. na
data not available.

Parameter Variation

146

Range

Conventional Nebulization, Nu Plasma HR
Nebulizer Gas Flow Rate
0.992-1.132 l/min
Sampling Depth
0.8-3.8 mm
Auxiliary Gas Flow Rate
0.35-1.35 l/min
Rf Power
900-1700 W
Interface Pressure
1.950-8.368 mbar
HV2
1592-3092 V
Sample Uptake Rate
100-350 µl/min

Nd/144 Nd Change

Plateau/Min Re-Tuning
0.90-1.33 %
0.95 %
0.58 %∗
1.29 %
0.96 %
0.52/1.02 %
0.10 %∗

0.54 %
na
na
na
na
0.46 %
na

Conventional Nebulization, Nu 1700
Nebulizer Gas Flow Rate
0.972-1.101 l/min
Sampling Depth
1.8-4.6 mm
HV2
1374-4774 V

0.99 %
0.73 %
0.46 %

0.17 %
0.11 %
0.45 %

Desolvating Membrane (DSN)
Nebulizer Gas Flow Rate
Membrane Gas Flow Rate
Sampling Depth
HV2

1.30-1.61 l/min
0.99-1.89 l/min
0.8-5.0 mm
750-3150 V

1.55 %
1.69 %
1.04 %∗
0.57 %

na
na
0.63 %
na

Laser Ablation (LSX213)
Carrier Gas Flow Rate (He)
Make-up Gas Flow Rate (Ar)

1.05-1.99 l/min
1.23-1.90 l/min

1.80 %
1.79 %

na
na
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Many indications can be found in the data, that selective ion loss at an aperture in the
ion optics plays a major role for the mass bias variability observed. Apertures, which
may be responsible, (or a combination of them) are the source and the energy dening
slits. Some reasons are given below:
(i) Both parts of the source dening slit are consumable parts, which have to be replaced every one to two years since they become eroded and their openings widened
from the impact of the high energy ions on the sides of the slit. (ii) The observation
that re-tuning of the ion optics, especially on the large-size Nu 1700, can compensate
a great degree of the variability observed when changing ICP conditions. The ion optical elements only aect the ion beam in the spectrometer part, indicating that the ion
trajectories play a major role for the degree of mass bias. (iii) The possibility to induce
mass bias changes by selected ion optics elements, which either eect the initial trajectories of the ions (HV2) or deect the beam (HV5, HV6). (iv) The apparent stability
of mass discrimination over a substantial range of ICP parameters for Fe isotope ratios
measured in high-resolution mode with a severely reduced beam indicates that the variations induced on the full beam in low resolution mode depend on the spatial and energy
dispersion of the beam. In addition, one might conclude that the variable mass discriminating point is rather situated at or downstream of the alpha- and source-dening slits,
since the plasma and interface region remain unchanged. Otherwise, a change in the
isotope composition of the beam occurring upstream of the openings reduced for high
resolution mode should be maintained. A last point (v) are the heavier isotope ratios
when more mass is transported into the plasma independent of its other settings by an
increased sample uptake. The concurrent higher signal intensities are diagnostic for a
higher number of analyte ions which might induce a higher space charge and widening
of beam, causing a relative higher loss for the wider spread lighter ions.
Whereas the model published in [149] relates a change in the ion trajectories through
an aperture to mass-dependent changes in the ion kinetic energy [185] with the plasma
temperature, additional factors can also inuence the ight path of the ions. They
include changes in
 the angular spread of the ions out of the skimmer, which can be caused by a shift
in the point of charge separation with the ion current through the opening [165],
 the pressure conditions, which also aect
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 the number of collisions between ions, Ar neutrals and background gas
 and space charge for a varying degree of ionization of Ar atoms with the plasma
temperature.

During expansion of the ion beam, the kinetic energy of two ions at dierent plasma
conditions only changes in absolute magnitude while the ratio of Ekin in the simplied
version (Equation 6.1) remains constant and equals the ratio of their isotope masses. By
being accelerated by 4000 V at every condition, also their ratio changes, but to a very
small degree.
Studies were then directed at determining the ion kinetic energies and their dispersion
at dierent plasma settings. Stopping experiments using a retardation lter in front of an
ion counter revealed that the kinetic energy of ions (Nd) at the detector largely represents
the acceleration potential. An indication was found for increasing kinetic energies with
higher plasma temperatures. For the range of carrier gas ow rates delivering reasonable
sensitivities, the highest change measured was 0.6 V. However, the comparably large
energy dispersion of ∼1.5 V will not allow to measure signicantly changing ion kinetic
energies within typical operating parameters. The second main nding was that the
isotope ratios did not change for variation of the acceleration voltage as long as the
ESA did not signicantly clip the beam. When it did act, a clear mass-dependence of
Table 8.2.: Dependence of the interface pressure on dierent plasma parameters using
solution nebulization as obtained by tting pint,par = pint,0 +a·par with pint,par
the interface pressure for the setting of the parameter par under observation,
pint,0 the assumed pint for setting par = 0 and a the slope. The last column
shows the relative change in plasma temperature T2 /T1 -1. The error is given
as 1 SE, considering no error in the initial data. GFRs were calibrated on
two days, (i) 04.07.2007, (ii) 04.05.2010.

Parameter

Axis Intercept pint,0

Rf Power
Carrier Gas Flow Rate (i)
Carrier Gas Flow Rate (ii)
Auxiliary Gas Flow Rate (ii)
Sample Uptake Rate
Sample Input Rate

2.164
1.559
1.476
1.984
2.231
2.266

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.008
0.011
0.006
0.002
0.004
0.005

Slope a

mbar -2 · 10−4 ± 7 · 10−6 mbar
W
mbar
mbar
0.478 ± 0.001 l/min
mbar
mbar
0.485 ± 0.005 l/min
mbar
mbar
0.032 ± 0.003 l/min
mbar
mbar -0.070 ± 0.017 g/min
mbar
mbar
-2.13 ± 0.23 g/min

Rel. Tgas
%
0.018 W
%
−41.4 l/min
%
−43.3 l/min
%
−3.15 l/min
%
−5.99 g/min
%
−73.4 g/min
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ion kinetic energies was observable. Within its energy transmission window, however,
varying the ion kinetic energy by 6 V without a signicant mass bias variability, discards
the ion kinetic energy as the prime factor causing mass-selective transmission. Regarding
changes in the acceleration potential, one has to keep in mind that in this case, the ratio
of ion kinetic energies changes, while their absolute dierence remains constant.
Altering pressure conditions in the interface causes a dierence in the number of collisions of the entering plasma with the background atoms in the interface. Intentionally
increasing the interface pressure for constant ICP operating conditions indeed lead to
increasingly heavier isotope ratios. It is important to note that increasing the interface
pressure can just mimic the eect of reduced gas temperatures on the interface conditions
and no elevated ones. Considering this, the mass discrimination variation of 0.96 % was
quite large. However, isotope ratios only started to increase when the initial pressure
was increased by more than 0.05 mbar. Inducing this pressure change by variation of
any ICP parameter, covered nearly the entire isotope ratio proles observed. Therefore,
the interface pressure cannot solely be responsible for the degree of mass bias.
The point of charge separation of cations and electrons is a function of the plasma and
gas density through the skimmer and electrostatic eld gradients [185]. The density of
the plasma is inuenced by its gas temperature. Therefore, changing plasma conditions
at a constant electrostatic eld will shift the region of charge separation towards or away
from the skimmer opening. As a consequence, the angular spread and ight path of the
ions through the ion optics changes, making this phenomenon a viable candidate for
varying transmission.
At the same time, the space charge induced by the Ar ions is a function of plasma temperature as the rst ionization potential of Ar is (relatively) high (15.76 eV). Space charge
should increase with higher temperatures, aecting lighter ions more and, therefore, lead
to a more pronounced mass discrimination. Heavier isotope ratios when lowering Tgas (in
the range of highest sensitivity conditions) are only observed for the very light elements,
Li and B, while all of the heavier isotope systems under evaluation showed consistently
the same, but opposite trend. Since the eect of space charge is the more pronounced,
the lighter an ion is in comparison to Ar as the main ion beam species, it may be the
most crucial factor for mass bias variability observed for elements with masses below
40 u.
It may be speculated that other eects are responsible for, or rather predominating
mass bias variability for masses above 40 u (or at least above 56 u as studied in here),
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which show the opposite dependence. With the space charge induced by Ar+ having a
smaller eect on their trajectories, their angular spread after the skimmer and concurrent
expansion might be of much higher importance, which is inuenced by the point of charge
separation, the electric eld gradients, the interface pressure conditions as well as the
number of collisions.
This is not in opposition to the statement of Andrén et al. [1], who has determined
minute dierences in the ICP settings associated with maximum signal intensities for
each isotope. In order to obtain the proles observed, it is very likely that the optimum
conditions for transmission of each isotope dier. However, the relation between the
parameter varied and the result obtained does not have to be direct, because dierences
can be induced anywhere along the path of the analyte through the plasma and the mass
spectrometer. For example, the dierence in sampling position calculated by Andrén et

al. could cause an similarly small shift in the point of charge separation, changing the
ion trajectories such that now a dierent ion experiences maximum transmission.
It is most probable, that many processes inducing mass bias variability compete with
each other for all ICP settings, cancel each other out at times, or are dominated by a
single inuencing factor for a range of conditions. As a result, the non-linear dependence
of the isotope ratios on the ICP conditions is not unexpected. The model based on
mass-dependent transmission changes within the ion optics is mainly consulted to try
to explain the direction of mass discrimination around optimum sensitivity conditions.
Under more extreme settings, i.e. very high or low gas ow rates/sampling depths,
when 30 or more % of the sensitivity are lost, other factors might begin to dominate
the mass discrimination behavior. For example, inuences of the formation rate of Nd
oxides on the isotope ratio have already been observed by Newman et al. [10] who found
systematic deviations of

148

Nd/144 Nd when employing high sensitivity skimmers. The

increasing fraction of ions sampled probably resulted in higher formation of molecular
species behind and close to the skimmer. Isotope-dependent formation of MO+ via an
energy resonant pathway for the

148

Nd-16 O ion-atom reaction then was appointed to

cause non-linear fractionation.
The counteraction of two (or more) eects within the isotope ratio plateau region is
supposedly the reason for a lowered inuence of the sample matrix. If, for a range of
conditions, mass bias is buered concerning these eects, anything otherwise disturbing the equilibrium, will be balanced as was shown for a range of matrices. However,
if the introduction of a matrix changes processes beyond the buer system, the oset
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will not be overcome. For example, if large concentrations of an easily ionizable element
like lithium aect the degree of ionization and thereby already change the isotopic composition of the aerosol within the plasma, compensation eects in the ion optics will not
be able to stabilize the introduced bias.

8.1. Comparison of Dierent Aerosols
The dependence of the Nd isotope ratios on experimental parameters was studied for
three kinds of aerosols. Solution nebulization is highly solvent-loaded even when using a
microconcentric nebulizer. Membrane desolvation reduces the solvent load of the plasma
signicantly. The aerosol generated by laser ablation is completely dry, but with the
analyte enclosed in its matrix, in this case, lithiumtetraborate.
The absolute sensitivity for each sample introduction method was in the same range
when the amount of analyte entering the plasma per time interval is considered. The
changes in sample concentration and consumption are caused by either a loss of 80 % of
analyte in the drain upon removal of big droplets (solution nebulization) or by the low
amount of sample being removed for laser ablation.
In general, the dependence of the isotope ratios on Tgas was very similar for all aerosols
under study, in terms of the trend as well as the total mass bias variability induced (see
Table 8.1). However, for solution nebulization, smaller changes in the ICP conditions
caused the same variabilities as for either the DSN and the laser generated aerosol.
The most probable explanation is a lower temperature gradient across the plasma for
aerosols, where no solvent evaporation is required, which intermediately cools down the
plasma. Eventually, the released hydrogen then might increase thermal conductivity and
gas temperature of the plasma sampled into the interface [154], making the temperature
gradient even steeper for solvent-loaded aerosol introduction. This was most obvious
for variation of the sampling depth. Whereas the isotope ratio prole for solution nebulization covered the whole range observed for variation of the carrier gas ow rate, the
variation induced in

146

Nd/144 Nd as well as the sensitivity at dierent sampling depths

for membrane desolvation appeared like a cut-out of the middle section of the prole for
membrane gas ow rate variation.
However, for all three aerosols, an isotope ratio minimum close to the lowest applicable
gas ow rate (depending on the sample introduction method) was observed, after which
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further lowering of the ow rate resulted in again heavier isotope ratios. The high gas
temperatures at this point may be an indication for diusion losses, which then become
pronounced enough to compete with losses in the ion optics. Losses by diusion can
take place in the plasma before sampling and in the expanding plasma in the interface.
At these high temperatures, in addition, space charge might become important also for
elements heavier than Ar.
The other extreme, elevated carrier gas ow rates, apparently lead to slightly dierent
dependencies of the mass bias between solvent loaded and (nearly) solvent-free aerosols.
For all of them, a region of comparatively stable isotope ratios exists. This plateau is
followed by even heavier isotope ratios for solution nebulization, while 146 Nd/144 Nd ratios
in the aerosols from membrane desolvation and laser ablation then appear isotopically
lighter. One reason might be found in the uptake, or rather, the still slightly changing
sample input rate into the plasma for solution nebulization with the carrier gas ow
rate. Whereas an increasing sample input (by 12 % from 1.085 to 1.1425 l/min) does
not explain the steeply increasing isotope ratios for higher gas ow rates, although it
induces changes in the same direction, at some point, the higher solvent load might
slow down the decrease of the gas temperature. However, this is not on a level visible
in the interface pressures. Changes in sample uptake can also not explain the similar
proles for variation of the sampling depth which should be independent of the uptake
and nebulization process. Another reason might lie in a mass-dependent level of oxide
dissociation under these extreme conditions where oxide formation exceeds 30 % (which
is never reached for sampling depth variation) [10]. At this level, even small variations
in the oxide ratios of the isotopes might become reected in the atom ion ratio. Why
this is not observed for solution nebulization, is unclear.
Whereas the general trend was the same as for membrane desolvation, for laser ablation changes in the laser/sample interaction can additionally aect mass discrimination.
A varying particle size distribution for ns laser ablation of samples of dierent opacity
by Fe addition was shown to cause changes in 146 Nd/144 Nd of up to -1.4 h and +4 h for
11

B/10 B. Meanwhile, no signicant inuence of a Ho matrix  of largely constant opacity

at least in the visible region of light  or for both matrices using fs laser pulse lengths
was observed. Loading the plasma with additional matrix by a second laser resulted in
lower variations than those observed for dierent sample opacities using the ns laser.
The fs laser aerosol has been shown to produce aerosols of very similar PSDs for a representative range of matrices [100], while the PSD from lithiumtetraborate pills has been
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demonstrated to greatly depend on the sample opacity for ns lasers [196]. Therefore,
the variations observed are ascribed to changes in the morphology of the aerosol rather
than plasma load.

8.2. Mass Bias Correction Schemes
Most applications require a t-for-purpose initial determination of the most applicable
mass bias correction law to obtain accurate isotope ratio data.
A selection of the isotope ratios measured under dierent conditions is therefore assessed by selected mass bias corrections laws to test their viability. To include the
inuence of sample introduction as well as the ion optics, it was decided to compare
the variation of the gas ow rate for membrane desolvation, laser ablation as well as
for solution nebulization for which also measurements at dierent HV2 settings were
checked. Since the single element Nd standard used in study is not certied for its isotopic compositions, only changes for fractionation-correction using 146 Nd/144 Nd =0.7219
in the other isotope ratios are compared. Correction was applied to the raw ratios as
calculated by the instrument software (detector gain and background corrected). The
correction schemes were taken from Yang and Sturgeon [202] and were restricted to the

power law
Robs = Rtrue · (1 + ²power )∆M ,

(8.1)

Robs = Rtrue · e²exp ·∆M

(8.2)

the exponential law

and the so-called Russell law [203]
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Figure 8.1.: Deviations of the 1xy Nd/144 Nd ratios corrected using 146 Nd/144 Nd = 0.7219
from their value obtained at maximum sensitivity using three dierent fractionation correction laws are shown left, upon varying carrier GFR (He) for
laser ablation and right, membrane GFR for membrane desolvation (Ar).
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Figure 8.2.: Deviations of the 1xy Nd/144 Nd ratios corrected using 146 Nd/144 Nd = 0.7219
from their value obtained at maximum sensitivity using three dierent fractionation correction laws are shown left, upon varying the carrier GFR and
right, varying HV2 for solution nebulization.
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They all rely on comparing the known ratio of an isotope pair Rtrue of masses m1 and

m2 to its measured ratio Robs and dier in the way they consider the mass inuence.
Either, they employ the mass dierence ∆M and a constant mass bias per mass unit
² or calculate the mass bias factor f . The exponential and the power law are two
specications of the generalized power law [43]
q

q

Robs = Rtrue · hm1 −m2 ,

(8.4)

for which the fractionation factor f is dened as f = q lnh with the mass bias factor

h and an arbitrary exponent q . The generalized corresponds to the simple power law
for q = 1 and to the exponential law as the limit for q → 0 [43, 45].
Many other eective correction schemes exist, for example the common analyte internal standardization approach from Al-Ammar and Barnes [204] or a polynomial function
for the instrument response by Ingle et al. [205]. However, the above-mentioned correction laws are those most commonly applied.
Since the Nd standard used is not certied for isotope ratios, the deviations from
the fractionation corrected isotope ratios at dierent gas ow rate and HV2 settings,
respectively, are normalized to their value at maximum sensitivity conditions.
When comparing the applicability of the correction laws, one observation was most
obvious. Measuring Nd isotope ratios in lithiumtetraborate is severely hampered by
interferences on m/z 148 and 150, which causes mass-independent fractionation when
changing the gas temperature. Since only
144

Nd6 Li+ is joined by

143

142

Nd6 Li+ contributes to m/z 148, while

Nd7 Li+ on m/z 150, the interference is more pronounced for

the latter. The bias is in the range of 0.04-0.12 % for
150

148

Nd/144 Nd and 0.07-0.2 % for

Nd/144 Nd when going to lower carrier gas ow rates (He), indicating an NdLi cluster

formation rate of ∼1 h. Between 1.223 and 1.663 l/min total gas ow rate, however,
142,143,145

Nd/144 Nd can be corrected with variabilities <0.08 h using the exponential and

the power law. Application of the Russell law increased this variability to 0.09 h. The
mass fractionation correction of the isotope ratios was clearly not sucient when going
to higher He gas ow rates for all correction laws. Neglecting the Li-interference aected
148

Nd and

150

Nd, a clear mass dependence of the diverging isotope ratios was observed

with a underestimation of the light/heavy and an overestimation of the heavy/light
ratio

145

Nd/144 Nd. Most probably, an incorrect fractionation correction is responsible.

At high He ow rates, formation of He-interferences becomes more probable due to its
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higher concentration and less ecient molecule breakdown. Whereas
aected, the most abundant

142

144

Nd cannot be

Nd isotope can contribute to m/z 146, making 146/144

seem isotopically heavier, which then leads to an overcorrection and could explain the
observed bias.
In general, fractionation correction using the exponential as well as the power law
resulted in the same variabilities. For carrier and membrane gas ow rate variation using
solution nebulization or membrane desolvation, respectively, exponential and power law
resulted in smaller deviations over a larger range of applied gas ow rates, i.e below
0.04 h (1.049-1.109 l/min) for solution nebulization and 0.08 h (1.381-1.642 l/min)
for membrane desolvation. Using the DSN, however,

145

Nd/144 Nd was discarded, due

to three irregularly scattered values (up to -0.6 %) at ow rates between 1.381 and
1.468 l/min. For both sample introduction methods, the Russell law could not eciently
correct

150

Nd/144 Nd, underestimating the value at lower and overestimating it at higher

gas ow rates, leading to variations of 0.16 h.
Whereas the corrections were completely o to the low side for all isotope ratios for
solution nebulization at the most extreme gas ow settings, deviations using membrane
desolvation showed a more stringent change for high gas ow rates. Interestingly, only
148

Nd/144 Nd was successively biased to heavier values, whereas all other ratios were

increasingly underestimated. Although the source of this bias is not clear, it might
derive from isobaric interferences (i.e.

40

Ar3 14 N+
2 ) of the increasingly less ecient solvent

removal when the membrane gas cannot exhaustively desolvate the aerosol anymore.
For variation of HV2,

150

Nd/144 Nd was not continuously accounted for by either ap-

plied law with variabilities of 0.11 h for exponential and power law and 0.14 h for the
Russell law for the region where the corrections worked visibly well (1692 - 2792 V). The
variability of the other isotope pairs was within 0.036 and 0.05 h, respectively. Above
HV2 settings of 2792 V, the bias to the initial ratio became negative for all isotope
ratios corrected by

146

Nd/144 Nd, up to 2.4 % for

150

Nd/144 Nd. The ecient applicabil-

ity of mass fractionation correction laws for a large range of settings (1592 - 2792 V),
shows that the eect of HV2 on the isotope composition of the beam is continuously
mass-dependent.
The nding that Nd isotope ratios corrected using 146 Nd/144 Nd at some conditions are
underestimated for all isotope pairs, whether they feature a heavy/light or light/heavy
relation, does not have to point to an irregular mass bias behavior. In an exotic thought
experiment, it may also be explained by two strictly mass-dependent, but competing
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fractionation processes. If, for example, mass-dependent diusion occurs in the plasma,
every isotope is lost to some degree, but the lighter isotopes are aected more strongly. A
following second process might then preferentially cause a loss of heavy isotopes, so they
are more severely reduced. Since the light isotopes, however, have already experienced
a large loss preliminarily, a small relative degradation during this second process still
leaves them with a low concentration. The intermediate masses, however, experienced
only medium losses in both processes, such that, in the end, they are enriched both in
comparison to isotopes of heavier and of lower mass. Correcting for mass fractionation
using a ratio of these intermediate masses, in this case,

146

Nd/144 Nd, may then cause

an underestimation of every other ratio. However, this approach requires a very severe
mass-dependent isotope loss into both directions, most probably much more than it can
occur within an ICP mass spectrometer.
The application of mass bias correction laws to the isotope ratio data acquired at
dierent ICP and ion optic conditions showed, that the observed bias is mainly simply
mass-dependent for more than half the range of settings, which can be chosen. Whereas
the exponential and the power law in this approach resulted in essentially equal results,
the Russell law was shown not to eciently correct for isotope pairs of larger relative
mass dierence. Improved correction was in general observed for ratios of isotopes with
the smallest mass dierence, i.e.

143

Nd and

145

Nd relative to

144

Nd. On the one hand,

this may result from the fact that less correction is needed in this case. On the other
hand, those isotopes are measured in the more central cups, so beam deviations will
aect them to the lowest degree.
Towards more extreme settings, i.e. very high or very low carrier gas ow rates, the
contribution of isobaric interferences may be changed. For laser ablation and membrane
desolvation, the occurrence of a competing process is very probable, since after the
plateau,

146

Nd/144 Nd is found to decrease again at higher gas ow rates. For solution

nebulization, the main direction of mass bias is kept, therefore, unidirectional mass
fractionation can be corrected for over a larger range of settings.
It can be assumed, that the problems arising from nding the most suitable correction
law can be attributed partly to the restriction of all of the above-mentioned fractionation
laws on unidirectional fractionation. Whereas for TIMS, the evaporation process obeys
this precondition, for MC-ICPMS instruments, competing fractionation processes might
complicate correction. As a consequence, the approach recommended in this work for a
more stable mass bias, measuring at elevated carrier gas ow rates, has to be handled
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with care. Whereas it is assumably very useful to improve precision and trueness for
standard-sample bracketing, internal mass fractionation correction could be hampered
by the inapplicability of a simple correction law.
Concerning laser ablation, other studies could be conrmed [57, 100, 206]. Whereas
the sample opacity was found to be of large inuence for the accuracy of results using
ns laser pulses, the shorter pulse length for fs-LA provided more similar dependencies
and reduced the inuence of the sample matrix signicantly for Nd isotope ratios. Since
the particle size distribution had been described as very variable with the opacity of
the sample [196], the morphology of the aerosol and the eciency of its transport [100]
was appointed to explain our observations. The composition of the aerosol containing
the analyte was also found to have a large impact on whether and to which degree
additional mass load aects the isotope ratios. In addition, it was found that a relation
exists between the change of mass discrimination observed for changing plasma gas
temperatures and for changing sample opacity using ns laser ablation.

9. Conclusion
A large dependence of the isotope ratios measured for MC-ICPMS measurements on the
operating conditions was shown using dierent sample introduction methods: solution
nebulization, membrane desolvation and laser ablation. The main parameter inuencing
mass discrimination was found to be the gas temperature of the fraction of the plasma,
which is sampled into the interface and how it changes the characteristics of the ion
beam. The trend of mass bias by changing the gas ow rates entering the plasma, the
RF power or for dierent sampling depths was found similar in direction as well as
its extent. Absolute relations between the amount to which the respective parameter
had to be varied to achieve equal deviations, depend on the inuence of the respective
parameter on the gas temperature as well as changing conditions in the interface and have
been compiled. Our ndings from a Nu Plasma HR instrument are in accordance with
studies on a Neptune [1] and were conrmed on a large scale Nu 1700. The general trends
can thus be assumed as inherent to MC-ICPMS instruments and not to manufactural
specialities.
Mass-dependent relative loss of lighter ions with gas temperature was observed around
optimum tuning conditions. Its near elimination for Nd isotope ratios by tuning of
the ion optics using two dierent MC-ICPMS showed, that the bias is not prevalently
introduced in the plasma itself. A model for mass-selective ion beam loss in an aperture
within the mass spectrometer part has been proposed, due to changing trajectories of
ions generated at dierent plasma conditions. Since changes in the kinetic energy were
found to be an unlikely candidate, a dierently expanding ion beam by changing the
angular spread of the ion trajectories as well as a change in the point of charge separation
has been appointed to cause the observed variations for isotope systems of higher mass
than Ar. For elements lighter than Ar  Li and B in this study  most probably, a
variable space charge depending on the number of Ar ions in the beam is responsible
for declining isotope ratios with lower gas temperatures. In addition, for those light
elements, diusion in the plasma and space charge in the ion optics might be much more
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crucial than for the heavier elements.
Applying mass fractionation laws showed that mass discrimination can only eciently
be assessed, when it is unidirectional and not hampered by spectral interferences. In
general, the power and the exponential law were found equally suitable to correct for
mass bias for a selected range of instrumental conditions. The Russell law, however,
resulted in systematic over- or underestimation of the initial isotope ratio. For a given
study, one or the other mass fractionation law might give the better results, depending
on the operating conditions. However, one has to be very careful to assume then the
same dependence for sample and standards.

10. Outlook
Although theoretical calculations have been carried out [185] and seem to underline the
here proposed inuence of the point of charge separation on beam expansion and thus
later mass-selective ion transmission through the mass spectrometer, any experimental
study would help in giving evidence for this assumption or disproving it. In addition, it
would be very desirable to test the expansion and relative composition of the ion beam
within the mass spectrometer. A rst step could be to monitor the current on the source
and the energy dening as it is already implemented on the exit plate of the ESA. Even
easier would be a measurement recording the isotope ratio variability for dierent ICP
parameters in high resolution mode when the beam expansion is severely reduced.
Initial experiments to carry out ICP variation studies for a combination of dierent
aerosols have been carried out in this group. However, it would be interesting to study
more isotope systems  varying in mass as well as elemental properties  in terms of their
mass bias variability when they are transported in dierent aerosols, i.e. laser aerosols
of various compositions and morphologies relative to solution nebulization or desolvated
aerosols. For example, external correctional of Cu with Zn and vice versa could provide
deeper insights into the dependence of mass bias on the form of the analyte introduced
into the plasma. In addition to metals, it might be interesting to embed the same analyte
into dierent matrices and then study whether the relation between the desolvating
membrane and the laser aerosol might hold. Concerning matrices other than metals, the
determination of isotope fractionation for dierent elements into dierent particle size
fractions might serve as another insight into laser induced isotope fractionation.
The ultimate aim could be to feed all the experimental data obtained within this and
related studies into a simulation program for training in order to achieve a prediction
of mass bias using any given set of initial parameters. The work by A. Gilmutdinov [66],
for example, is directed towards a complete and encompassing simulation of ICPMS.
In order to achieve this, it would be crucial to implement the simulation of real space
charge eects.
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On a more practical basis, concerning the correction of isotopic fractionation, it was
shown that any of the current correction laws is dependent on unidirectional mass fractionation. This observation makes testing of the nature of the observed mass discrimination indispensable. Whereas an initial establishment of this relation is already carried
out in many careful isotope ratio studies, it should be the precondition for any reliable
data presentation.

Part II.
Andesines - Fraudsters in the
Himalaya

11. Introduction
Whereas a colorless diamond in itself is very precious, other minerals are not nearly
as valuable without their distinguished color. Occasionally, very common rock forming minerals are considered gemstones provided they are intensively colored, of good
quality and rarely occurring in nature. Prime examples are certain kinds of feldspars,
namely labradorite and andesine. The composition of those two minerals lies in between the two most extreme plagioclase feldspar types, the calcium aluminosilicate albite (Ab, NaAlSi3 O8 ), containing Ca and Al, and the sodium aluminosilicate anorthite
(An, CaAl2 Si2 O8 ) with Na and Al as the cations in their triclinic crystal structure.
Dened as 70 - 50 % Ab and 30 - 50 % An, the composition of andesine is Na90−70%
Ca10−30% (Al,Si)AlSi2 O8 .
The discovery of colored labradorite due to native copper incorporations in 1980 in
the US state of Oregon was followed by successful mining activities. The schiller eect in
some gems lead to its trade name Oregon sunstone labradorite [207]. In 1987, the Oregon
sunstone became the ocial state gemstone of Oregon [208]. Even more valuable in its
completely red or green variety, the strict locality in the North American continent was
another high-selling argument  until ten years ago. Whereas the colorless or yellowish
schiller variations are also found in Mexico [209], from 2002 on, mainly red feldspars
labelled andesines appeared at the Tuscon Gem Show. Reputedly, their origin was the
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DR Congo). The following years brought more red
feldspar material supposedly being mined in Inner Mongolia and Tibet, which was sold
extensively by jewel trading TV channels. In 2008, red feldspar was even considered as
a candidate for the ocial gemstone of the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing [210].
However, from as early on as 2006 and initiated by customer concerns, the International School of Gemmology raised doubts about the authenticity of andesines of
Asian origin [211]. They identied some of the material as oligoclase rather than andesine/labradorite by inclusions and refractive indices which did not match that of the
biaxial positive labradorite with an RI of 1.57 to 1.581. In addition, examination in an
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immersion cell revealed close similarities to diusion treated sapphire [212, 213]. Raman
spectra on red specimens bought from many sources turned out to be closely identical to Mexican labradorite which is colorless to yellow and of which a large quantity
(30'000 kg) is said to have been sold to China in the early 2000s [214]. Whereas the rst
ndings were mainly debated on internet discussion boards, the topic then spread to the
scientic community and was taken up by the Gemological Institute of America (GIA)
which initiated a special issue on red feldspar in 2009 [210] in collaboration with the
Gemmological Associations of All Japan, the Japan Germany Gemological Laboratory
and the German Gemological Association.
Material found in cracks and glassy depositions on the surface enriched in potassium
and copper [215] as well as color concentrations around surface reaching channels [216] in
Chinese andesines suggested treatment of a colorless starting material by Cu diusion.
Thirangoon [217] has shown that local Cu enrichments by accumulation of native copper
platelets in material from Oregon can be evened out by heating (1200 °C for 50 h). The
proven mobility of Cu in feldspar makes it possible to introduce signicant amounts externally by embedding the rough, colorless andesine/labradorite in a matrix containing
Cu and heating for a certain time. Emmet and Douthit [218] have used refractory ZrO2
doped with 1 % Cu metal (300 mesh) and have shown rapid Cu incorporation by bulk
and lattice diusion as well as pipe or short circuit diusion through structural imperfections. The highly temperature dependent process requires temperatures > 1000 °C
to color rough colorless material from China as well as Oregon and Mexico into shades
of green and red or dark brown.
Thus, the potential for fraud was proven. In 2008, Abduriyim [219, 220] lead an
investigation team to mines in Inner Mongolia and Tibet for a visual inspection of the
minerals on site. The organized mining in Inner Mongolia in Guyang County was found
to produce a yearly output of up to 100 tons of ne-quality andesine/labradorite of nearly
exclusively pale yellow color with some colorless and yellow species. In Tibet, Bainang
County, the survey team encountered a small mine in which they were presented orangyred to deep red crystals with an estimated output of 700 - 800 kg. The journey conrmed
that no red andesine can come from Inner Mongolia. Still, even with the eye-proof, there
remained doubts about the authenticity of the Tibetan red feldspars. As put by Shane
McClure [221], it remains to be found out whether this mine is real or a very elaborate
hoax?. To determine this, an analytical technique or method needs to be applied or
developed to either irrevocably distinguish andesine/labradorite from Tibet from known
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treated materials or to provide evidence that it has actually undergone treatment. To
support the above-mentioned gemological methods, elemental analysis methods can also
serve to elucidate authenticity by determining the main and trace elemental composition
or by identifying treatment. For example, energy diractive X-ray uorescence and laser
ablation-inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICPMS) have been eective
to reveal coating of tanzanite [222].
Feldspars from Oregon and Mexico (Casas Grandes) can be easily distinguished from
Asian material based on the content of the main components calcium as well as potassium [215]. Labradorite from Oregon is the most calcic one, whereas crystals claimed
to come from the DR Congo, Tibet and China (Inner Mongolia) showed the lowest
calcium and highest potassium contents. Dierentiation using the main elements was
not possible between those three latter sources. Concerning the trace elements, Ti and
Mg concentrations allow dierentiation even between the mine locations Ponderosa and
Plush in Oregon and are very dierent from the pattern of the Mexican feldspars [217].
However, minerals from Inner Mongolia and Tibet again fall into one region and cannot
be distinguished, although the mine locations are more than 2000 km apart. To the
best of our knowledge, the only separation between the sources so far has been shown
by Abdyriyim[219] in a Ba/Sr versus Ba/Li plot : Variation in the Ba/Li ratio for Tibetan samples ranged from 1 to 9, whereas Inner Mongolian andesine feature ratios > 11
within a limited range of Ba/Sr ratios (0.14 - 0.18). Important to note however is, that
all Inner Mongolian samples are stated to be pale yellow and therefore have not been
subject to treatment [219].
Testing for treatment was carried out by Rossmann [215]. The high K content of
Chinese andesine ( 0.5 mass % K2 O) leads to an accumulation of
40

40

Ar via the

40

K→

Ar decay (t1/2 = 1.3 · 109 years) in the mineral over time. Thus, release experiments of

natural crystals should show a relatively high ratio of the radiogenic

40

Ar to 36 Ar. Since

Cu diusion can only be achieved at high temperatures, the diusion treatment will allow
volatile species such as the Ar in the mineral to escape. Subsequently, material subjected
to heat in recent time will have a lower

40

Ar/36 Ar. When measured, yellow rough from

Inner Mongolia released high amounts of radiogenic argon. All colored material from
Inner Mongolia as well as Tibet and claimed to come from the DR Congo, however,
showed low levels of 40 Ar and 40 Ar/36 Ar close to the atmospheric value of air, indicating
recent exposure to heat. However, no quantitative data has been reported in this report
[215].
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Another test for diusion treatment might lie in the introduced Cu itself. Since diusion is a mass-dependent process, treatment should be reected in the Cu isotope ratio.
Stable Cu isotopes have been explored as geochemical tracers in various applications, especially to describe hydrothermal processes [223225]. Femtosecond-laser ablation-multi
collector-ICPMS (fs-LA-MC-ICPMS) was used to evaluate this new potential dierentiation possibility on a large range of red and greenish-red andesine crystals claimed
to come from two mines in Tibet as well as Inner Mongolia and obtained from various
sources. The fs laser pulse duration was chosen since no internal calibration of the isotope ratios was possible in this case and reduced pulse durations have been shown to
minimize matrix dependencies and to improve precision in comparison to laser pulses in
the ns-range[124, 226]. Furthermore, the smaller heat eected zone into the lattice for fs
compared to ns pulse duration reduces the diusion of the Cu out of the sample during
laser ablation which otherwise might cause additional fractionation [122].
In addition, an Oregon sunstone and initially colorless feldspars from Oregon, Mexico
and China treated in the laboratory by copper diusion were available. LA-ICPMS
studies were carried out on all samples to provide a library of main and trace element
data.

12. Experimental
12.1. Samples
If not stated otherwise, all samples investigated within this study were taken from the
GemResearch SwissLab reference collection (GRS, Luzern, Switzerland). The total number of tested samples is one hundred. They can be separated into twelve dierent groups:

A

Rough andesine samples obtained from the mine in Tibet explored by Aduriyim
[220] and provided to GRS. The mine is situated in Bainang County (29.03984 N,
89.38791 E14, SW of Lhasa).

B

Approximately 1 kg of rough sample collected by one of the authors (AP) during
an expedition in 2009 to a new mine of copper-andesine in Tibet close to Gyaca
(29.13444 N, 92.59916 E, SE of Lhasa) and presented by the same mine owner as
for (A).

C

50 samples claimed as being natural rough copper-andesine from Tibet (indicated
as not diusion-treated) were supplied by a company from Shenzen (China). Two
generations of materials were supplied as old mine (2008, group C1) and new
mine (2009, group C2). The material was indicated to originate from the waste
area of the Tibet from dierent mining spots. Some of the samples have been
surface-polished.

D

Three faceted gem-quality red andesines claimed to come from the DR Congo
acquired at the Tucson Show in 2006. These materials had been described by
Krzemnicki [227] as a new source, which since has been re-interpreted as not existing.

E

Three faceted gem-quality samples claimed to be diusion-treated copper-andesines
from Tibet acquired at the Hong Kong Jewellery show in September 2009.
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Faceted gem-quality labradorites from Oregon acquired from the jewelry show 2008
in Bangkok.

G

Rough samples of Asian origin claimed as diusion-treated obtained from the trade
in September 2009.

H

1 kg of untreated rough material of light yellow andesine declared as originating
from Inner Mongolia supplied by a company from Shenzen (China). For this study,
eleven samples from this batch were selected randomly.

I

Untreated near-colorless andesine from Mexico supplied by a company in Bangkok
in 2009. These samples were reported in the trade as being used for Cu-diusion
treatment. The claim has not been veried independently.

J

Four samples of originally near-colorless and experimentally diusion-treated andesine provided by GIA (Thailand) to GRS (Thailand) for research loan. The rough
materials used are indicated as originating from Inner Mongolia (Ref# 17401891
and 17401893), Plush, Oregon (Ref# 668715302) and Mexico (Ref# 668714802).

K

Additional six samples of category (B) were also experimentally diusion-treated
by Prof. Emmet for GRS in early 2010. One sample of this group had been broken
in two parts prior to treatment, after which it showed prominent reaction to red
(Ref# 10722). The colorless, untreated half (Ref# 10722-1) was also analyzed.

L

A Inner Mongolian andesine labeled as diusion-treated provided by A. Abduriyim
from the Gemmological Associations of All Japan. It was cut open and showed a
distinct color gradient from a dark red outer rim becoming successively lighter red
towards a colorless core.
Fractures of not gem-quality material were not continuously colored, but showed dif-

ferent colors and shades from dierent angles of observation. Rough material was mostly
zoned (mainly red and colorless) and featured a dull outer surface, appearing to have
been slightly tumbled. Some samples featured concave cavities with glassy remnants.
Shape and surface texture of the samples from groups (A), (B), (C) and (H) were identical. Some of the rough was cut by GRS.
The rough, colorless Inner Mongolian samples (H) were used to determine the composition of the untreated mineral for comparison. The four andesines of group (J) had been
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treated by Cu-diusion at 1200 °C at Crystal Chemistry by Prof. Emmet (Brush Prairie,
Washington, United States). However, no untreated reference sample was available from
this group. Group (K) was therefore prepared to have untreated and diusion-treated
material from the same rough piece available for comparison. For the treatment process, the rough material was rst cut into polished plates. Samples of group (K) were
then broken in two pieces and one half not further treated, but kept as reference. After
diusion-treatment, only the at surfaces of the crystals from group (J) were re-polished,
while the rough rims remained unpolished.
Since some samples have compositions at the crossing point between labradorite and
andesine or even oligoclase, we refer to all of them as andesines except for the Oregon
species to avoid random assignment.
The glass reference material NIST610 is certied for the concentration of a large
number of elements [228]. Although not certied for the Cu isotope ratio, the widely
applied glass standard served as an external standard to account for temporal drift and
to compare relative dierences between the samples.

12.2. Sample and Standard Preparation
All mineral samples were cleaned with ethanol (p.a., Fluka, Sigma-Aldrich, Switzerland)
prior to ablation. Since the half-treated red (Ref# 10722, group K) and the on site
collected samples (A) and (B) had been broken apart for Ar analysis, their interiors
could be measured.
Solutions were prepared using ultrapure water (18 MΩ·cm, Millipore, Bedford, United
States) and HNO3 (Fluka, analytical grade, further puried by sub-boiling distillation).
Liquid standards of various Cu:alkali metal ratios were diluted from single element
standards of Cu (1000 mg/l, Merck CERTIPUR, Lot# C804290) and Li, Na and K
(1000 mg/l, Merck CERTIPUR) in 1 % HNO3 . Sample introduction was achieved using
a membrane desolvation system (DSN-100, Nu Instruments, Wrexham, Great Britain)
and an autosampler (ASX-110 FR, CETAC, Omaha, United States) for comparison of
pure Cu solutions and alkali metal matrix samples.
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Table 12.1.: Cup conguration and nominal m/z signals in each Faraday cup. The Magnet Set Point was kept constant in the Axial (Ax) cup during time-resolved
analysis. Mass separation was set to 0.5 u.
H6

H5

H4

H3

H2

H1

Ax

68

67

66

65.5

65

64.5

64

L1

L2

IC0

63

L3

IC1

62

L4

IC2

L5

61

12.3. Cu Isotope Analysis
Pulses of 150 fs duration and 2.1 mJ energy at a frequency of 10 Hz were generated
using a chirped pulse amplication (CPA) Ti-Sapphire-based laser system operated at a
wavelength of 795 nm (Legend, Coherent Inc., Santa Clara (CA), USA). The laser radiation was focused below the surface of the samples which were positioned in a cylindrical
ablation cell (V=50 m3 ). The ablation spots were 150 - 200 µm in diameter (kept the
same for one measurement session) and were scanned across the surface at a scan rate
of 10 µm/s. A helium gas ow (∼1 l/min) transported the aerosol aerosol formed upon
ablation in Tygon Ritubing to the Nu Plasma HR (Nu Instruments, Wrexham, Great
Britain) multi collector inductively-coupled plasma mass spectrometer (MC-ICPMS).
Prior to the plasma, Argon (∼1 l/min) was admixed to the carrier gas ow via a laminar ow adapter. The MC-ICPMS was tuned to conditions where highest signal intensity
was obtained and run in pseudo-high resolution mode to avoid the
ence on Cu on mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) 63. The

63

40

Ar23 Na+ interfer-

Cu+ signal was measured about

∼0.0114 m/z (distance to half height) away from the position where it has reached half
of its intensity. It was determined prior to each laser ablation session with solution
nebulization by introducing a Cu solution (25 µg/l) spiked with Sodium (5 mg/l) in
1 % HNO3 using the DSN-100. The resulting magnet position was checked repeatedly
to avoid including the interference due to temporal drifting and adjusted when necessary.
The cup conguration for laser ablation-MC-ICPMS is given in Table 12.1, operating
conditions in Table 12.2.
To account for interferences from the dierent gas sources, the gas blank signals obtained for 30 s prior to ablation were subtracted from the ablation signals obtained in
time-resolved analysis (0.2 s integration time per data point). After discarding the rst
5 s, the scanning ablation signals for NIST SRM610 and the samples were integrated
for 55 s. If not given directly, the isotope ratios of the samples are presented as per-
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Table 12.2.: LA settings and ICPMS operating conditions for isotope ratio determination
and elemental analysis.

fs-LA-MC-ICPMS ns-LA-ICPMS
Wavelength
Pulse Duration
Repetition Rate
Spot Size
Fluence
Beam Prole

fs-Laser
795 nm
∆ = 150 fs
10 Hz
∼ 205 µm
∼ 6.4 J/cm2
Gaussian

Nu Plasma HR
Rf Power
1300 W
Carrier Gas Flow Rate
1 l/min He
Additional Gas Flow Rate 1 l/min Ar
Auxiliary Gas Flow Rate
0.75 l/min Ar
Coolant Gas Flow Rate
13 l/min Ar
Magnet Oset
0.00114

ArF Excimer
193 nm
10 Hz
80 µm
∼ 18 J/cm2
Flat

Elan6100 DRC
1350 W
∼1 l/min He
0.84 l/min Ar
0.7 l/min Ar
17.5/min Ar

mil deviation from the average of the bracketing measurements: deviation [h] = 1000

· ((65 Cu/63 Cu)sample /(65 Cu/63 )std − 1). Long scans across the surface of the minerals
were integrated in intervals of 60 s to create a space resolved isotope ratio pattern. Linear approximation of the bracketing standard measurements was used to calculate the
respective value for each integration interval.

12.3.1. Interference Studies
The inuence of potential interferences coming from hydrides, oxides, argides and doubly
charged species was evaluated following the studies and considerations of Mason et al.
[229].
Due to the low Ni and Zn content (see Figure 13.2), no Zn correction was applied and
neither abundance sensitivity nor hydride formation deriving from these two elements
were considered problematic. After subtracting the gas blank from the signal intensities,
no signicant signal intensity was found on the Faraday cups monitoring doubly charged
species on m/z 64.5 (129 Xe++ ) and m/z 65.5 (131 Xe++ ), indicating a sucient correction
for interferences from the gas. Due to its high second ionization potential, doubly charged
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Te is commonly below the instrumental background [229]. With a Ba concentration a
factor of ve lower than the Cu concentration, the interference of its minor isotope 130 Ba
(natural abundance ca. 0.1 %) as a doubly charged species on m/z 65 will be lower than
the measurement uncertainty.
Only Ti is present in the sample in sucient quantities to form an interfering oxide of
signicant abundance. However, its inuence on Cu isotope ratios has been determined
to be < 2 h for olution nebulization and < 0.5 h for desolvated aerosols for equal
concentrations of analyte and matrix element [229]. Since the Ti concentration between
the Tibetan and the Inner Mongolian diers less than 5 % (see Figure 13.2), a potential
interference would aect the relative isotope ratios by less than 0.1 h, which is also
below analytical uncertainty.
The

40

ArM+ /M+ rate of the Nu Plasma HR is approximately 10−5 . Therefore, the

contribution of

40

Ar25 Mg+ on m/z 65 was negligible. The major interference is caused

by the argide-forming main matrix element Na. For a solution of 5 µg/l Cu and 5 mg/l
Na, the signal interference by 40 Ar23 Na+ was between 22 and 26 % of the 63 Cu+ signal as
determined in pseudo-high resolution mode, depending on the daily tuning parameters.
The contribution by tailing of the
63

40

Ar23 Na+ peak was estimated by the slope of the

Cu+ signal on the low mass side to be 0.6 - 1.2 h. The remaining contribution of the

interference caused by 5 mg/l Na on 5 µg/l Cu in high resolution mode was subsequently
0.1 - 0.3 h on the selected peak position. This assumption is however hampered by the
inability of the exponential tting curve to approach zero values and might therefore
overestimate the actual contribution.
To check the feasibility of the high-resolution mode, 50 µg/l Cu standards with increasing Na concentration (0.1, 1 and 5 mg/l) were bracketed by a pure 50 µg/l Cu
standard (Figure 12.1). In addition, Cu standards were also doped with two other alkali metals, Li and K, in equivalent concentrations to dierentiate between spectral and
non-spectral interferences. Before each measurement, the beam position was checked
and chosen by the software scanning over the signal and then choosing a position at
a xed distance (∼0.0114 m/z) from the position where the

63

Cu+ signal reaches half

its height. In a preliminary run, drifting of the peak position moved the interference
towards the chosen magnet settling point and caused deviations of up to 14 h for a
50 µg/l Cu solution containing 5 mg/l Na. This nding underlines the importance to
check the peak position.
The inuence of the alkali metal matrix on the isotope ratio was consistent for the
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Figure 12.1.: Cu beam intensity (open symbols) and Cu isotope ratio deviation in permil
(closed symbols) from pure Cu standard (50 µg/l) for the same Cu solutions
doped with dierent Alkali metal matrix concentrations (0.1, 1 and 5 mg/l)
versus the matrix concentration. Standard errors are 1 SE.

three matrix elements. For low matrix levels (0.1 mg/l), a positive deviation from the
pure standard was observed, whereas the highest matrix concentration caused deviations
which showed a signicant dependence on element mass. Li gave a slightly positive deviation from the pure standard (0.17 + 0.15 h), whereas Na and K showed an increasingly
more negative deviation of -0.44 + 0.16 h and -0.93 + 0.17 h, respectively. The positive
deviation at low matrix concentrations is most probably caused by a matrix bias on the
isotope ratio (which usually causes a shift to heavier isotope ratios [149, 162]). The correlation of the more negative deviation with element mass for the highest matrix content
might be due to two dierent reasons. On the one hand, K has the highest molar weight.
Since the alkali characteristics are similar, the zone model by Vanhaecke [59] predicts
that its zone of maximum density is closer to the interface. At this high concentration,
the local cooling by the matrix might shifts the zone of highest ion concentration for
the now trace element Cu away from the torch [230] and closer to the sampler. A more
representative sampling might then be responsible for the relative increase in the lighter
Cu isotope.
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On the other hand, at the same mass fraction, the molar concentration for Li, Na and
K is reversely proportional to their molar mass. Thus Li adds the highest ion number
to the plasma and the interface, causing the highest matrix eect by an easily ionizable
element.
The contribution of each of the sources cannot be separated from each other. However,
the matrix eects from all three alkali elements correlate. Thus, the inuence of the
40

Ar23 Na+ interference is considered to be much lower than the matrix bias caused by the

high amount of an easily ionizable element. In addition, dissociation of the copper oxides
as well as ionization eects might play a role. Whereas dierent sodium concentrations
in liquid samples cause great dierences in the total matrix, the complex composition
of the mineral samples is much more similar for all measurements. Therefore, only the
tailing contribution of the sodium argide will be of importance as a potential interference.
The Na:Cu ratio varies from 24:1 up to 112:1 in all colored Asian samples and from 50:1
to 90:1 for 80 % of the samples. The variation of the Na concentration is however less
than 20 %. The contribution of the interference to the

63

Cu signal intensity thus varies

from 0.03 - 0.35 h considering the range of tuning dependent abundance sensitivities.
Due to the lower Cu concentration, the Oregon samples have much higher Na:Cu ratios
(175:1 and 640:1).
With their close-to-perfect matrix matching and the measurements run in pseudo-high
resolution mode, dierences in the isotope ratios determined in the Tibetan and Inner
Mongolian andesines and the Oregon labradorite should therefore reect the isotopic
variation between the two minerals.

12.4. Ar Isotope Analysis
Measurements were carried out at the Institute for Isotope Geology of the University
of Bern (Switzerland) using a modied MAP Ri215-50B rare gas mass spectrometer.
Samples were heated up in a resistance oven in three steps, 1000 °C, 1200 °C and 1400 °C.
The released Ar was measured separately for each heating step.
a Faraday cup,

36

40

Ar+ was collected in

Ar+ both in a Faraday cup and in an ion counter. The

measured in a mixed cup conguration was gain-corrected.

40

Ar/36 Ar ratio
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12.5. Minor and Trace Element Analysis
The analyses of the mineral samples were carried out using an 193 nm ArF excimer
ablation system (Lambda Physik, Göttingen, Germany) coupled to an ICPMS (Elan6100
DRC, Perkin Elmer, Norwalk, USA). Samples were ablated for 40 s (10 Hz, 80 µm crater
diameter) in single spot ablation mode. Data evaluation was carried out following the
procedure by Longerich et al. [231] on the isotopes 7 Li, 9 Be,
29
72

Si,

39

Ge,

151,153

K,

85

42,43,44

Ca,

88

89

Rb,

Eu,

157

Sr,

Gd,

45

49

Ti,

90

Zr,

93

Tb,

163

Dy,

Y,

159

Sc,

51

Nb,

V,
118

165

52,53

Sn,

Ho,

Cr,

133

169

55

Cs,

Tm,

57

Fe,

Ba,

139

Hf,

208

Mn,
137
178

59

11

B,

60

Co,

La,

140

Pb,

209

23

Ni,

Na,
65

Ce,

141

Bi,

232

24,25

Cu,

Pr,

66

146

Mg,
Zn,

Nd,

Th and

27
71

147

238

Al,

Ga,

Sm,

U. Al

was used as the internal standard element with a concentration of 147000 µg/g in the
samples.

13. Results and Discussion
13.1. Main Elements
The samples from Oregon, Mexico and Asia were clearly distinguishable by their main
element concentration as can be seen in Figure 13.1. All main element data are in
agreement with the LA-ICPMS data of A. Abduriyim [220]. The K2 O concentration
also agrees with the values reported by Rossmann [215], whereas the mass fractions of
CaO were consistently lower than in the reference. The constant underestimation of
CaO for the LA-ICPMS measurements is most probably caused either by a systematical
bias of the method used in [215] (which is not given) or by the internal normalization
using Al in the LA-ICPMS measurements. The large dierence in the range of values
given by Rossmann [215] and our result for the potassium concentration of DR Congo
material might be due to a small sample number in their report (not given).
The systematic change of increasing Ca concentration from the Asian to the Mexican
and Oregon samples is accompanied by the respectively lower concentration of Na2 O.
The main element concentrations conrm Oregon labradorite as the mineral with the
highest anorthite fraction, whereas the main composition of Tibetan and Inner Mongolian samples is indistinguishable. The andesine labeled as Congo falls into the same
range.

13.2. Minor and Trace Elements
The matrix and trace element composition of the Inner Mongolian and Tibetan andesines
are very similar as visible in Figure 13.2. Of course, the main dierence between the
colored and the plain Inner Mongolian andesines is the Cu content. Only 1.0 ± 0.7 µg/g
Cu (n=9) is present in the colorless species of group (H). The concentration determined
in colored samples varies between 310 ± 12 µg/g in a Tibetan andesine labeled as
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Concentration CaO [mass%]

Concentration SiO2 [mass%]
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4
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Figure 13.1.: Main element composition of all samples measured given as mass fraction
of the respective oxides. Al was taken as internal standard. For CaO and
K2 O, the range of values reported by Rossmann [215] was estimated from
the tables and is represented by black bars.
irradiation treated from group (C1) and 1500 ± 208 µg/g in a sample from group (E).
59 out of 69 samples (85 %), however, have Cu concentrations in the range from 400 to
700 µg/g.
Highest variation in the trace elements between the untreated Inner Mongolian andesine and the colored stones were found for the Li, Ni, Zr, Sn, Cs, Tm and the Pb
content (see Figure 13.3). Those large relative deviations, however, were mainly caused
by their low element concentrations. Except for Li, the samples contained < 8 mg/kg
of these elements. Whereas the Ni concentration was higher in all groups of Tibetan
andesine than in Inner Mongolian andesines, no consistent trend was observed for the
other elements. Along with a high variability within each group, assignment of the origin
by those traces is questionable at best.
The diusion treatment on the red part of the half-Cu-treated Inner Mongolian andesine (Ref# 10722, group K) mainly aected the Ni, Zn, Sn, Hf and Pb concentration.
Whereas Ni, Zr, Sn and Hf were close to or represented detection limit (ca. 0.03 µg/g) in
the colorless starting material, their concentrations in the treated half were higher than
4, 25, 0.34 and 2.5 µg/g, respectively. Their origin from the doping Cu powder or ZrO2
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Figure 13.2.: Main and trace element composition of plain, colorless Inner Mongolian
andesine (n=9, group H), rough (n=27) and cut (n=9) red Inner Mongolian
andesine (group G) and from the HongKong market (n=4, group E) and red
Tibetan andesine from the Old Mine (batch 1 (n=4) and 2 (n=9), group
C1), two irradiation treated samples (group C1) and also from the "New
Mine" (n=14, group C2) measured using ns-LA-ICPMS and NIST610 as
external standard. Labels of sample origin were provided by the gemstone
traders.
matrix was also shown by their initial signal rise compared to the matrix components
upon drilling into the surface of the unpolished sample. The concentration dierences
show that impurities in the treatment agents are readily incorporated into the sample
and may provide a means to identify treatment (if they are present in the substances
used).

13.3. Elemental Ratios
The dierence in Li content has been used before to assign the source of the respective
andesine [220]. The variability in the Ba/Li ratio in comparison to the Ba/Sr ratio for
the Tibetan and the Inner Mongolian andesines reported by Abduriyim [220], however,
was only found for plain colorless andesine from Inner Mongolia (see Figure 13.4). In
contrast, in this study, reportedly diusion-treated red andesine from Inner Mongolia
showed very similar elemental ratios to the red andesine coming from Tibet.
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Figure 13.3.: Main and trace element composition of the dierent red samples in comparison to the elemental composition of the plain, colorless Inner Mongolian
andesine (H): crel =csample/cplain -1.
The higher Li-content in almost all red andesines might indicate that Li is diusing
into the samples together with Cu. It has already been reported that Li diusion rates
are exceptionally high in plagioclase feldspar (logD0 = −3.8 ± 1.0m2 /s) compared to
other cations [232234]. In combination with a low activation energy (146 ± 14 kJ/mol),
Li is easily diused into feldspars. Another indication in this direction is the decreasing
Li content of the Cu-doped Inner Mongolian andesine (L) from the rim to the core.
With the Cu concentration becoming lower from 1290 ± 75 µg/g to 1028 ± 59 µg/g and
773 ± 56 µg/g from the red outer part into the transparent center, the Li concentration
measured was 24.3 ± 1 µg/g over 22.6 ± 1.5 µg/g to 19.5 ± 1.4 µg/g. The same parallel
behaviour was found for another andesine from Tibet as shown in Figure 13.5. Thus,
small amounts of Li might have diused together with Cu into the sample.
The samples measured by Abduriyim [220] included only red andesines sampled in
Tibet and near-colorless Inner Mongolian andesines. With the enhanced Li content
being found in most of the red andesines, the Ba/Li cannot serve as a tool to distinguish
diused samples from potentially naturally red colored samples.

13.3 Elemental Ratios
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Figure 13.4.: Ba/Sr vs. Ba/Li elemental ratio in various andesine samples.

Figure 13.5.: Li and Cu concentration measured in 130 spot analyses across a Tibetan
andesine sample (Ref# 8024, group C1).
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13.4. Cu Isotope Ratios
13.4.1. Scanning Proles of Diusion-Treated Samples
The Cu signal intensities as well as the deviation of the measured isotope ratios from
the bracketing standard of the laboratory Cu-diused Oregon and Mexican andesine
are summarized in Figure 13.6. The diusion process is represented by the decreasing
isotope ratios from the rim to the core in the Oregon sample (Ref# 668715302, group J).
Interestingly, this is not dependent on the Cu signal intensity which shows a signicant
increase 4 - 6 mm away from the starting point of ablation. Since the Zn signals increased
at these positions as well, this is most probably caused by changes in the ablation
eciency due to dierences in the absorption. The unaected trend of the measured
isotope ratio at this point underlines the feasibility of the method.
The isotope ratios obtained from the line scan across the Cu-treated Mexican sample
(Ref# 668714802, group J) were less continuous. Whereas the Cu isotope ratio generally
decreased from the starting point at the rim towards the center, the trend was intercepted
twice when the laser crossed green colored areas of the otherwise evenly transparent red
sample. The Cu signal intensity in these regions decreased while the isotope ratios
accordingly were enriched in the heavier isotope. The green color is situated around
straight cracks or cuts through the sample. Through these channels, the Cu dopant can
more easily diuse into the sample. The heavier isotope ratio in those regions is most
probably caused by unfractionated transport of the dopant through the channel. From
there, it diuses sideways into the bulk and thereby undergoes fractionation. The third
green region was not or not distinctly accompanied by an isotope ratio increase. Since
it is located below the ablated surface, any inuence should consequently be smaller.
Both samples show that Cu diusion is reected in the Cu isotope ratios within one
mineral.
A real case sample was available in form of a Cu-doped Inner Mongolian andesine
(group L). The data derived from the line-scan from the dark red rim region towards
the transparent core are shown in Figure 13.7.
The trend towards a lighter isotope ratio from the rim to the core of the Cu-doped
Inner Mongolian andesine is distinctively shown. The higher ratios observed at the last
position and ∼0.5 cm away from the starting point are associated with temporarily
increasing Cu signal intensities. This increase is however not visible in the graph shown
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in Figure 13.7, since it is evened out by the 60 s integration interval. In total, the
intensity decreases by a factor of 3.6 from the start to the end-point. The successively
lighter isotope ratio ts well with a mass-dependent diusion process. As shown on the
laboratory treated sample group (J), diusion is the most probable mechanism by which
the copper has been incorporated into the mineral.
Since the Cu isotope ratio on the rim depends very much on the method used to get
the Cu into the native andesine (isotope ratio of the Cu dopant, temperature, exposure
time, degree of diusion, etc.), this approach does not allow distinguishing between a
naturally colored and a Cu-doped andesine by comparing the Cu isotope ratios of two
minerals. However, the part of the tampered gem mentioned above (L), which is already
transparent, has still a higher Cu content than the naturally Cu containing Oregon
andesines (group F).
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Figure 13.6.: Total Cu beam signal intensity and 65 Cu/63 Cu (error given as 1SE) of the
Cu-treated Oregon (a, Ref# 668714802) and Mexican (b, Ref# 668715302)
sample for a line-scan across the entire surface. Microscope pictures (Olympus BX51 TRF, Olympus Optical Co. LTD., Japan) show the ablation line
and reveal the correlation between the green intersections and the isotope
ratio as well as the Cu intensity in the Mexican sample. The dierence
in the standard errors is caused by the lower sensitivity during the second
experiment.
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Figure 13.7.: Cu signal intensity and deviation of the 65 Cu/63 Cu from the bracketing
NIST610 of the Cu-doped Mongolian andesine (L) measured in a line-scan
from the dark red rim region towards the transparent core.
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13.4.2. Comparison Tibetan and Inner Mongolian Andesine
To compare the Cu isotope ratios of andesines coming from dierent origins, samples
from both Asian locations were analyzed. The results are presented in Figure 13.8.
The tendency for the Tibetan samples (group C1) to have a lower Cu content is reected in their lower Cu signal intensity and accompanied by an averaged higher isotope
ratio. However, the dierence to the averaged Inner Mongolian samples (group G) is
not signicant. Furthermore, the large spread of isotope ratios in between the Tibetan
andesines does not allow distinguishing between both origins. The isotope ratio spread
for the Inner Mongolian samples is lower for the range of samples analyzed, yet the Cu
content and signal intensity vary to an even greater degree. No dierence in the Cu
isotope ratios was found between polished and rough andesines from Inner Mongolia.
The isotope ratio deviations of the andesines collected on site during the expeditions to

Figure 13.8.: Deviation of 65 Cu/63 Cu and the signal intensity of Tibetan (group C1,
expedition samples groups A and B) and Inner Mongolian (group G) andesine (full symbols) from NIST610. The error is presented as 1SD of three
bracketed scans. The average of the samples from each origin is represented by open symbols. All Tibetan as well as Inner Mongolian samples
from 10644 to 10662 were rough materials, whereas the Inner Mongolian
andesines 10674 to 10688 were cut and polished.
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the Tibet mines (groups A and B) fall within the range of both the Inner Mongolian
and the Tibetan samples.
The Oregon sample (group F) which was included in most analyses always showed a
signicantly higher isotope ratio. Due to its low Cu content, only measurements with
a Cu signal intensity > 10 mV were taken into account to derive an averaged deviation
from NIST610 as 3.6 ± 1.0h. Interference by a remaining

40

Ar23 Na+ signal on m/z 63

should be most problematic for samples of high Na:Cu ratios. However, the

65

Cu/63 Cu

ratio of the Oregon sample with a Na:Cu ratio of 640:1 showed the highest positive bias
from NIST610 and consequently the highest enrichment in

65

Cu relative to

conrms the feasibility of interference control in high-resolution mode.

63

Cu. This
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13.5. Argon Isotope Ratios
The temperature for the diusion treatment process has to be below the solidus lines of
andesine which contains ∼50 % anorthite (< 1250 °C) to avoid melting. At the same
time, the temperature has to allow rapid diusion of Cu into the sample. At 1000 °C,
Emmet and Douthit [218] observed no signicant coloration by the Cu dopant, whereas
treatment at 1100 °C and 1170 °C resulted in various shades of red, green and dark
red/brown. So any treatment is most probably carried out at temperatures between
1100 - 1200 °C. Since the release temperature of Argon in feldspar is well below this
value (180 - 330 °C [235]), a signicant amount of Argon should have been released by
the heat treatment.
Both halves of the partly Cu-treated Inner Mongolian andesine (Ref# 10722 and
10722-1, group K) were analyzed as well as the samples directly collected on site (A
and B). A Mexican colorless andesine (group I) with a lower K concentration was also
∗
analyzed for comparison. The amount of radiogenic Argon Ar was calculated by subtracting the atmospheric Argon and then normalizing to the sample mass and K concentration.
All red colored samples showed low amounts of Ar at the rst two temperature steps
and a signicant increase in total Ar as well as the fraction of radiogenic Argon released
∗
at the highest heating temperature of 1400 °C. The release of 40 Ar was at least a factor
of four higher than at 1000 and 1200 °C. From the colorless samples, the Mexican sample
released the highest total amount of Argon during the rst heating step, but in general
∗
showed a 40 Ar concentration close to zero. The colorless and untreated part of the Inner
∗
Mongolian andesine gave the overall highest ratio of 40 Ar /K. Whereas it also released
an elevated amount of radiogenic Ar at 1400 °C, when the small sample was molten
away, the increase was only a factor of two higher than at both lower temperatures.
∗
The signicant release of 40 Ar from both red samples only at very high temperatures
well above a potential treatment temperature, gives a strong indication that an old
mineral containing a high amount of radiogenic Ar has been subject to substantial
temperatures before analysis.
The amount of radiogenic Argon released can be used to calculate the age of formation
of the feldspar (see Table 13.1). However, one has to be very careful in using these age
approximations in this case since no external reference standard was used and secondary
changes of the minerals were not considered. The age calculation depicts however very
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clearly the eect of heat treatment. The amount of
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40

∗
Ar from the colorless half of the

Inner Mongolian andesine 10722 corresponds to an age of 17 ± 1 Ma (1SD). The same
andesine 10722 after heat treatment has lost so much of the Argon it contained, that its
calculated age only amounts to 2.29 ± 0.02 Ma. The ages of the two samples collected
on site of 3.23 ± 0.03 Ma (group B) and 3.74 ± 0.02 Ma (group A) are very close to this
value.
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Table 13.1.:

∗
Ar+ signal intensities, isotope ratios and ratio of radiogenic 40 Ar released
by the mineral at each oven temperature relative to the respective K content. Ratios with 40 Ar+ measured in the Faraday cup (FC) while 36 Ar+
was measured in an ion counter (IC) were corrected for the gain which was
determined by the ratio of the 36 Ar+ beam measured in both detectors, FC
or IC. The 40 Ar+ release from the system was measured without a sample
in the oven (n=4). The error is given as 1 σ . Sample groups are given in
brackets.
40

Sample Mass c(K)

T

40 Ar

[g] [µg/g]

[°C]
1000

[mV]

35

3280
± 141

10722-1 5
(K)
colorless

40 Ar/36 Ar 40 Ar/36 Ar

40 Ar∗

/K

/K

(FC/FC)

(FC/IC)

290.0±1.7

286.4±0.7

995
1242
1401

134.92±0.05 298.6±4.1
153.42±0.04 282.2±1.7
214.43±0.08 324.5±2.2

290.9±2.1
284.1±0.9
327.6±0.4
calc. age

1.15·10−6
-1.26·10−6
6.75·10−6
2.26±0.02

6.16·10−7
-3.77·10−7
7.98·10−6
Ma(1SD)

4233
± 21

993
1201
1400

169.74±0.08 306.0±5.6
172.31±0.08 303.9±2.3
212.45±0.05 313.9±4.2

294.3±1.9
310.1±2.3
calc. age

1.42·10−5
1.26·10−5
2.60·10−5
17±1

7.42·10−6
2.60·10−5
Ma(1SD)

Mexico 68.7 2315
(I)
± 74
colorless

1007
1241
1404

636.77±0.22 398.8±0.5
407.95±0.09 304.7±1.2
423.29±0.18 288.7±1.9

299.4±0.3
306.6±1.0
291.1±0.8
calc. age

4.00·10−6
4.20·10−6
-4.15·10−7
2.50±0.05

5.91·10−6
5.75·10−6
1.47·10−6
Ma(1SD)

Tibet
47.1 4710
(B)
± 18
Peretti

1015
1229
1402

140.43±0.06 304.9±4.3
110.45±0.05 320.2±6.3
193.79±0.11 372.8±4.7

303.7±0.8
310.1±3.3
370.6±3.4
calc. age

1.05·10−6
1.60·10−6
6.59·10−6
3.23±0.03

1.23·10−6
1.29·10−6
6.75·10−6
Ma(1SD)

Tibet
(A)
Japan

980
1227
1395

158.91±0.03 284.0±3.4
211.95±0.08 305.2±2.0
251.08±0.07 360.9±2.7

282.0±1.7
305.8±0.8
361.5±1.6
calc. age

-6.21·10−7
1.94·10−6
9.06·10−6
3.74±0.02

-4.55·10−7
2.47·10−6
9.58·10−6
Ma(1SD)

Background
10722
(K)
red

35.8 5168
± 383

(FC/FC)
[ml/g]

40 Ar∗

(FC/IC)
[ml/g]
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13.6. Another Mine Trip to Tibet
Invited by the mine owner to visit the copper-andesine occurrence in Tibet, Dr. Adolf
Peretti went to Tibet in November, 2009, to collect further evidence from the eld to
conrm or defy the conclusions from the rst mine trip to Tibet by Abduriyim [220].
He was shown a new mine about eight hours by driving from Lhasa over a 5500 m high
pass and down into a steep valley. The presented mining spot (29.13444 N, 92.59916 E)
was situated in an alluvial bed of a 100 m thick layer with the occurrence of rounded
boulders and sand layers with variations in grain size and a variety of sedimentary
structures. A mining camp with a tent and eight miners was present. About ve open
pits of 10 m in diameter were dug 3 to 5 m deep into the alluvial beds. Three miners were
sorting copper-bearing andesine from the loose sedimentary gravels at the time of the
visit. The size of the andesines was about 0.5 to 1 cm on average. A few smaller pieces
were also found in the same spot. The other gravels consisted of more feldspars and rock
fragments with the absence of mica. Copper-andesine occurred only in certain areas of
the bottom layer of the mine. Hundreds of copper-andesine specimens were found, but
only occurred in disturbed spots and a single grain size layer. Undisturbed layers with
ne sedimentary structures of other grain sizes featured no copper-andesine specimens.
When checking another cross-section towards the river side to examine the presence
of andesine-bearing lenses, miners were quick to follow and were observed positioning
samples into dierent spots. Copper-andesines were nally presented to AP as existing
in a primary occurrence in a hard-rock boulder (a hard black carbonate with isolated
red mineral inclusions). Samples were hammered out on the spot and an investigation
using a portable laboratory (microscope, hardness tester, etc.) revealed that the red
mineral inclusion in the blackish marble was a red carbonate similar in color and size
to copper-bearing andesine samples. This test on the spot was later conrmed in the
laboratory.
The mine, mining operation and testing at the mine has been recorded on DVD and
is stored in the archive of GRS.

14. Conclusion
This study shows that neither element nor isotope ratio analyses can appoint Tibetan
and Mongolian samples to dierent sources, although the mining sites are nearly 2000 miles
apart. Andesines supposedly coming from there are much more similar than labradorites
from the two Oregon mining sites, Plush and the Ponderosa mine in Harney County,
between which the distance is less than 200 miles. The main element concentration
allowed to exclude the assumption that diusion treated Mexican raw material is sold
as coming from any other source, since its composition is clearly distinguishable.
The fact that close to all colored Asian samples had low Ba/Li ratios and a potential
concurrent diusion of Li with Cu denies the use of this criterion for provenance testing.
Especially a dierentiation between dierent Asian mine locations is not possible. This
nding is in contrast to what has been proposed before [220].
The Cu isotope ratio measurements are hampered by the many factors inuencing the
isotopic composition present in the samples: starting from the isotope composition of
the treatment agent, the exposure time and temperature will dene penetration depth
and concurrent diusion rates which determine the diusion-induced fractionation. As
observed in the laboratory-treated andesines as well as the diusion treated Mongolian sample, relative dierences to NIST610 might vary up to three permil within one
mineral. Whereas a potential origin authenticity test has shown promising results for
natural Paraíba tourmalines [236], diusion-treated samples have an inherently large
intra-sample spread in their isotope ratios. An additional problem in dierentiation
might be incorrect assignment of the location of the gemstone material selected for
analysis as provided by the gemstone traders. The large spread in isotope ratios found
within dierent and on single samples might however already be an indication for diusion treatment in both cases.
Dierences in the Cu contents and isotope ratios between gemstones labeled as Tibetan or Mongolian might be explainable by dierent treatment processes using slightly
dierent substances and conditions on the same starting material. However, the only
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irrevocably naturally colored mineral from Oregon always showed the highest isotope
ratio.
The Ar isotope ratio data indicate a heat treatment of both andesines collected on
site by the Gemmological Association of All Japan as well as by the GRS expedition.
Our results are in agreement with the ndings by Rossmann [215] and strongly support
the theory of a Cu-diusion treatment of the Tibet-labelled andesines.
One of the authors' (AP's) trip to the claimed Tibetan mines in 2009 conrmed the
analytical ndings. Based on his examination of the site and in accordance with our
data, it is highly probable that these mining sites are actually a very elaborate hoax,
which McClure [221] guessed them to be.
If all currently available Asian samples can now be considered as treated, the criterion to distinguish between treated and untreated andesines might be very simple:
Oregon samples contain Cu in concentrations varying from 40-200 µg/g when colored
[209]. Only schiller-bearing samples  which are easily picked out  may contain up to
300 µg/g Cu [209]. Except for one gem in this study, samples of Asian origin, however,
contained at least 350 µg/g Cu and, in most cases, more. In addition, main element
analysis unmistakably distinguishes andesines of Mexican, Oregon and Asian origin. In
combination with isotope ratio measurements, elemental analysis is therefore a viable
technique for provenance and authenticity studies of gemstone material and a powerful
tool in revealing frauds.

15. Outlook
The jewelry community has already reacted to the concerns raised. When checked on
12.02.2010, all andesines/labradorites found on Jewelry TVs website (www.jtv.com) not
labeled as coming from Oregon are now presented as Color Enhanced/Diused.
However, the more sophistitcated the methods become to test for fraud, the more
sophisticated will be the ways of fraudsters to cover their traces. To be ahead in this
race, one has to be fast, exact and be able to look very deeply into very small components. Therefore, LA-ICPMS will be of importance for still quite some time in revealing
treachery. In addition to trace element and Cu isotope analysis, ngerprinting of more
than one isotope ratio as shown by Shabaga et al. [5] for Cu-bearing tourmalines using
Li and B isotopes, promises a even more reliable provenance authentication.

15.1. Addendum
At the end of 2010, a group of scientists had been invited to visit Tibet for further
exploring the authenticity of a further Copper andesine mine. Material or information
from this expedition was not available for the handed-in version of this thesis.
At the point of putting in the last corrections (July 2011), further investigations by
Dr. Peretti and coworkers revealed that there actually exists at least one mine (so far,
only Yu Gin Lu is known) in Tibet containing naturally red-colored andesine. The
characteristics of natural Tibetan Cu-bearing andesine which can be used to distinguish
the authentic from treated material are assembled and described in the recently released

Contributions to Gemology [237]. One characteristic is an increased Ag-concentration,
whose signicance was found only after handing in of the thesis.
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